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PAN AMERICAN COLLEGE IS DEDICATED TO
Honesty in Thinking and Sincerity in Seeking for the Best in
Education, Bringing Higher Educational Advantages to Every
Young Man and Every Young Woman of the Valleu, and to
Serving the Mature Citizenship of Its Territory to the Extent
of Its Abaity and Their Wishes.
(This Dedication, written by R. P. Ward, then Dean of the
College and subsequently the first president of Pan
American College, was included in the first
catalog of the Edinburg College,
in 1927.)
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COLLEGE CALENDAR, 1964-1965
REGULAR SESSION 1964-1965

Prospective registrants should note the new policies for the
procedure of registration. September 2 and January 9 are
the latest dates, for the respective semesters, on which an application for registration will be accepted by the Registrar.
Registration proper must be completed by the last registration day scheduled on this Calendar.
September 2, Wednesday

Deadline for filing Application for Registration, with the
required supporting documents (health certificate, transcripts of credits, ACT or CEEB test results) for regular
registration. This should be done as early as possible, before the deadline.
September 7, Monday

Dormitories available for occupancy.
September 8, Tuesday

a. Deans and Division Directors will be available, in their
offices, for consultation by students previously enrolled
in Pan American College.
b. Orientation, 9:00 a.m. in the College Auditorium, for
all new students (freshmen or transfer) who plan to
enroll for any day class sections. The orientation period
will require the entire day.
c. Residual ACT tests, 1 :00 p.m. in the Auditorium, for
freshmen or transfers with less than 30 semester hours,
who do not have test results on file with the Registrar.
d.

Residual ACT tests, 6:00 p.m. in the Auditorium, for
evening school students who do not have test results
on file.

September 9-12, Wednesday through Saturday noon

a. Speech tests and academic counseling for all new students according to assignments distributed at the orientation period.
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b. Deans and Division Directors will be available from
8:00 - 10:00 a.m. daily for counseling with former students. All questions concerning schedules or Degree
plans should be discussed during this period, by consulting with the proper official.
September 14-16, inclusive
Registration, by previous appointment only, for both day
and evening classes. (Note that all pending requirements
must be completed before appointments will be made.)
September 17, Thursday
Both day and evening classes begin as scheduled.
September 21-22, Monday and Tuesday
Schedule changes made only on these days.
September 30, Wednesday
Last day to file requests for:
a. Any required examinations such as:
1. Graduate Record for prospective January
graduates.
2. Advanced Standing Examinations.
3. Any required proficiency tests.
b. Any tuition refund.
October 24, Saturday
Graduate Record Examinations for January graduates.
November 16, Monday
a. Unsatisfactory reports due in the Office of tha Registrar, by 9:00 a.m.
b. Deadline for filing Request for Graduation forms with
the Registrar.
November 26-28, inclusive
Thanksgiving recess.
December 14, Monday
Applications for second-semester registration will be issued by the Registrar.
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December 21-January 2, inclusive

Christmas vacation.
January 4, Monday

Classes resume.
January 18-23, inclusive

First semester final examinations.
January25,Monday

a. Grade reports due in the Registrar's Office, by 9:00 a.m.
b. ACT tests for entering day students who do not have
the test results on file with the Registrar, 8:00 a.m.,
Auditorium.
c. ACT tests for beginning evening students, 6:00 p.m.,
Auditorium.

SECOND SEMESTER

January 26, Tuesday

Orientation, speech placement tests, and academic counseling for all new students, 9:00 a.m. in the Auditorium.
The entire day will be required.
January 27-29, inclusive

Second semester registration, by previous appointment
only.
January 30, Saturday

Saturday classes begin.
February 1, Monday

Day and evening classes begin.
February 3-4, Monday and Tuesday

Schedule changes made only on these days.
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February 12, Friday

Last day to file for:
a. Any required examinations such as:
1. The Graduate Record Examination, required
for May graduates.
2. Advanced Standing Examinations.
3. Any required proficiency tests.
b. Any tuition refund.
March 12, Friday

Deadline for filing Request for Graduation forms with the
Registrar.
March 20, Saturday

Graduate Record Examinations for prospective May graduates.
March 29, Monday

Unsatisfactory reports due in the Office of the Registrar,
by 9:00 a.m.
April 16-19, inclusive

Easter recess.
May 18-22, indusive

Second semester final examinations.
May 26, Wednesday

Grades for prospective graduates due in the Registrar's
office by 9:00 a.m.
May 30, Sunday

Commencement exercises.
May 31, Monday

Registration for Summer Session,
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Organization of the College, 1963-1964
BOARD OF REGENTS
Joe E. Chapa, Linn, President
Glenn G. White, Donna, Vice President
C. E. Koen, Edinburg, Secretary
Moulton Cobb, Weslaco
Shelley H. Collier, Jr., Mercedes
*Orville I. Cox, McAllen
D. V. Guerra, McAllen
Mrs. M. W. Held, Mission
**O. A. Terry, McAllen
A. A. Martin, Edinburg
Scott Toothaker, McAllen

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS
Ralph Schilling, President
H. A. Hodges, Vice President
S. S. Draeger, Dean, School of Technology
L. D. Gilmore, Dean, School of Education
T. Lawrence White, Dean, School of Arts and Sciences
Robert S. Burks, Dean of Students and of Admissions
John R. Sawyer, Treasurer

Dm.ECTORS OF DMSIONS
Lyle G. Bounous - Extension and Public Service

T. Lawrence White - American Studies and International Affairs
C. C. Wright, Acting Director - Communications
L.A. Youngman - Engineering
J. A. Brooks - Health, Physical Education and Athletics
Leslie M. Gower - Librarian
J. Lell Elliott - Science
L. D. Gilmore -

Teacher Education

• Resigned, June 1963
•• Appointed, July 1963
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DIRECI'ORS OF GENERAL SERVICES
L. S. deVries, Buildings and Grounds, Resident Engineer
Paul R. Engle, Director of the Observatory and Astro-Science
Leslie M. Gower, Librarian
Vernon L. Davis, Public Information

STUDENT PERSONNEL
Robert S. Burks, Dean of Students, Dean of Men
Fred Davis, Manager, Commons, Snack Bar and Concessions
Jessie M. Humphries, Director of College Center and Student
Activities
Bonnie Powers, Dean of Women
Nelia Mai Smith, Registrar

ADMINISTRATIVE AIDES
Bennie Kay Carlson, Secretary to the Dean, School of Arts and
Sciences, and Dean, School of Technology
Mary Jo Feldtman, Secretary to the Librarian.
Irene Peterson, Assistant to the Treasurer
B. J. Pigg, Manager, College Bookstore
Dorothy Smith, Secretary in Office of Student Personnel
Gardis Sumers, Secretary to the Vice President.
Helen Swint, Secretary to the President
Ruth Van Dresar, Assistant to the Dean, School of F.ducation,
Placement Director
Gertrude Wright, Assistant to the Treasurer
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SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
T. Lawrence White, Dean

Division of American Studies and International Affairs
Professor T. Lawrence White, Director
Professor Miller
Associate Professors Laing, Lerner, Tallant
Assistant Professors Cockrell, Gauding, Powers
Instructors Irby, G. Morgan
Part-time Stewart, Sztark
Art, Music and Home Life

Associate Professors Hodges, Magurean, Morris,
E. Smith, G. Williams
Assistant Professors Craig, Garrett, Nielsen,
Pharis
Part-time Cuellar, Grinnan, Scroggins, B.
Williams

Division of Communications
Associate Professor C. C. Wright, Acting Director
Professors C. Beaudry, Hayes, Vance
Associate Professors Clark, Harwell, Lund, Owings, Ting,
Wright
Assistant Professors E. Beaudry, Dominguez, Gifford,
Wade, Wilson
Instructors Dugan, Hord, D. Peterson
Part-time Haden, Till, Dahl
Division of Science

Professor J. Lell Elliott, Director
Professors Bradway, James, Sorensen
Associate Professor Otken
Assistant Professor Estrada
Instructor Godfrey
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SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
L. D. Gilmore, Dean

Division of Extension and Public Service
Professor Lyle G. Bounous, Director
(Any member of the faculty may work in this Division
as opportunity and need may require.)

Division of Health, Physical Education and Athletics
Associate Professor J. A. Brooks, Director
Assistant Professors *Meng, R. Peterson, Thomas, S.
Williams
Division of Teacher Education
Professor L. D. Gilmore, Director
Professors Hunter, Bounous, Phillips
Associate Professors Calderon, Ferguson, R. Morgan
Part-time Levine, McCall, Ramirez

SCHOOL OF TECHNOLOGY
S. S. Draeger, Dean
Agriculture and Industrial Arts
Professors Corns, Ware
Associate Professor Powell
Instructor Taylor
Division of Business Administration and Commerce
Associate Professors Brough, Moore, Myers
Assistant Professor Buitenbos
Instructor Murrell
Part-time Jackel, Johnson
Division of Applied Science and Engineering
Professor L. A. Youngman, Director
Professors Draeger, Eager, Fagerstrom
Assistant Professors, Blackburn, Crofts, Hook
Instructor Rodgers
Part-time, Hendrix, Pena, Medina, Faust
Astronomy and Astro-science
Assistant Professor Engle, Director
**Research Associate Rojas
*Resigned, February, 1964
**Severed, November, 1963
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COLLEGE FACULTY, 1963-1964
BEAUDRY, CHARLES E ......................................... French, German
Ph.B., M.A., Marquette University; Ph.D., Laval University; graduate study, Wisconsin State, Middlebury College,
St. Louis University, Universite de Montreal, Universite
de Paris.
BEAUDRY, EILLEEN ·······-·-· ..................................................... French
Ph.B., Marquette University; M.A., Laval University; additional study, Wisconsin State, Middlebury College.
BLACKBURN, HELEN J ................................................. Mathematics
B.A., M.S., Southern Illinois University; graduate study,
Columbia University
BOUNOUS, LYLE G ............................................................... Education
B.S., Southwest Missouri State College; M.Ed., Ed.D., University of Missouri
BRADWAY, WINNEFRED E ................................. Biology, Zoology
B.A., M.A., Ph.D., University of Oregon; graduate study,
University of Washington, New York University, Oregon
State College, Stanford University, Wood's Hole Marine
and Zoological Station
BROOKS, JAMES A. ...................... Health and Physical Education
B.S., Middle Tennessee State College; M.A., University of
Kentucky; graduate study, University of Indiana
BROUGH, ROYCE D. ······················•-········ Business Administration
B.S., Stephen F. Austin State College; M.S., Texas Agricultural and Mechanical College; C.P.A.
BUITENBOS, CLARA ................................ Business Administration
B.S., Southern State, Springfield, S. Dakota; M.Ed., University of South Dakota
BURKS, ROBERTS ................................................. Dean of Students
B.A., M.E., Texas Technological College
•CALDERON, CARLOS I. .................................. Education, Speech
B.A., Sul Ross; M.A., University of Texas; graduate study,
University of Texas
CLARK, THEODORE H. ···········-···•--·····-·····--··· English, Philosophy
B.A., Mississippi College; B.D., Th.M., Th.D., New Orleans
Baptist Theological Seminary
COCKRELL, V. B ................................................................. Psychology
B.A., Texas Christian University; M.A., George Peabody
College; graduate study, University of Texas
• On leave of absence, second semester, 1963-1964
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CORN"S, J.B ........................................................................... Agriculture
B.S., Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas; M.S.,
University of California; Ph.D., Cornell University
CRAIG, JENNIE E ............................................................................... Art
B.S., N.E. Missouri State Teachers College; M.A., Columbia University; graduate study, University of Iowa, St.
Louis School of Fine Arts, Penland School of Handicrafts,
California College of Arts and Crafts, Cross School of Art
CROJiYI'S, ALl'R:EJ) E. ···············-······-··················-··········· Mathematics
B.S., University of Texas; M.S., Southern Methodist University
DAVIS, VERNON L. .......................................... Public Information
B.A., Baylor University
DE VRIES, LOUIS S ............................................... Resident Engineer
B.A., Pan American College; B.S., Texas College of Arts
and Industries; M.Engr., Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas
DOMINGUEZ, SYLVIA M. ·······································-··-········· Spanish
B.A., M.F.cl., Our Lady of the Lake; graduate study, National
University of Mexico
DRAEGER, SIDNEY S ..................................................... Mathematics
B.A., M.A., University of Texas; graduate study, University of Texas

DUGAN, EVELYN C................................................................. E::nglish
B.A., Park College; M.A., Texas College of Arts and Industries; graduate study, University of Colorado, Graduate
School of Library Science, University of Texas
EAGER., SHERMAN W ............................................................... Physics
B.A., Indiana University; M.S., Agricultural and Mechanical College of Oklahoma; Ph.D., Indiana University
E:LLIOTT, J. I..EI.L ···············································-··-··········· Chemistry
B.A., M.A., Ph.D., University of Colorado
ENGLE, PAUL R. ...................................... Astronomy, Astronautics
B.A., Pan American College; advanced study at Yale University, Georgetown University, University of Arizona
ESTRADA, ANDRES ......................................................... ~.. Chemistry
B.S., M.S., Texas College of Arts and Industries; graduate
study, Ohio University, Oklahoma State, University of
Minnesota
FAGERSTROM, WILLIAM H ..................................... Mathematics
A.B., Tulane University; M.A., Ph.D., Columbia University
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FERGUSON, WILLIAM C............................. Elementary Education
B.A., M.A., University of Mississippi; Ed.D., University of
Houston; graduate study, George Peabody College, University of Texas
FLOYD, ANNE H .................................................. Assistant Librarian
A.B., Western College; Certificate of Library Science, St.
Louis Library School
GARRETT, SIDNEY R. .................................................................... Art
B.A., M.A., Louisiana State University
GAUDING, HARRY H. ............................................................ History
B.A., Maryville College; M.A., University of Tennessee.
GIFFORD, GALE T ................................................................... English
B.A., M.A., University of Texas; graduate study, University of Texas
GILMORE, L. D ........... Elementary Education, Special Education
B.S., M.S., Oklahoma A. & M.; Ed.D., University of Oklahoma

Je~;:,t~s~~gt~~·u~i~~~;·ity;.

0

~f

GODF~~•
M.A::·w~n~~l!~
lege; graduate study, Texas College of Arts and Industries,
University of Texas
GOWER, LESLIE M. ............................................................ Librarian
B.S., Austin Peay State College; M.A.L.S., George Peabody
College; M.A., Vanderbilt University
GRAHAM, RUTH ................................................ Assistant Librarian
A.B., Mississippi State College for Women; M.A., in Library Science, George Peabody College for Teachers
HARWELL, THOMAS MEADE ............................................ English
B.A., Southern Methodist University; M.A., University of
Chicago; graduate study, Columbia University

HAYE:'.s~o~t~~--st;t~··T~~~h·~·~;··c~ii~g;·;..M:id., ~~
University of Texas; graduate study, University of Southern California
8

HODGES, ELLA FAY .......................................... Sociology, English
B.A., University of Texas; graduate study, University of
Texas, Gregg College

HODGES, H. A. .................................... Vice President of the College
B.A., M.A., University of Texas; LL.D., Howard Payne
College; graduate study University of Texas, University
of Wisconsin, University of Chicago
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HOOK, JOHN W. --------•····················-··--···························· Mathematics
B.S., Illinois Institute of Technology; M.A., Louisiana State
University
HORD, LARRY D .......... -.. ----····--······-·-··--··································· English
B.S., M.A., Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas
HUMPHRIES, JESSIE R. ........................ Director College Center
and Student Activities
HUNTER, W. ALEXANDER .. Secondary Educ., Student Teaching
B.S., Ohio University; M.Ed., Duke University; Ed.D.,
Colwnbia University
IRBY, JAMES A. ································••-•························-·-········· History
B.A., Southern Methodist University; M.A., University of
Texas; graduate study, University of Georgia
JAMES, PAULINE ................................................ Biological Sciences
B.S., Memphis State; M.S., Ph.D., Cornell University

LAING, WESLEY N. ···················-·············································· History
B.A., M.A., Baylor University, Ph.D., University of Virginia
LERNER, HAROLD .......................................................... Government
B.A., Mexico City College; M.A., The University of Michigan, Ph.D., New York University
LUND, HARRY ............................................................................ Spanish
B.A., University of Minnesota; Ph.D., University of Madrid
MAGUREAN, CHARI,ES V ......................................................... Music
B.A., Western Kentucky State College; M.M., Vandercook
College of Music; M.A., George Peabody College; graduate
study, University of Houston, Colorado State College
McLAIN, THELMA LOUISE .............................. Assistant Librarian
B.A., Texas State College for Women; M.L.S., University of
Texas
*MENG, HARRY G. ----········································ Physical Education
B.Ed., University of Miami; M.Ed., University of Missouri
MILLER, RAYMOND H. ····-····························· Sociology, Economics
B.A., Rollins; M.A., University of Kentucky; Ph.D., Louisiana State University
MOORE, PHELMA N ................................. Business Administration
B.A., M.B.A., North Texas State Teachers' College; Ed.D.,
University of Houston
* Resigned, March 1, 1964
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MORGAN, GLYNN R. ···············-····-------·--···············--·•··· Government
B.A., M.A., University of Mississippi; graduate study, University of Texas
MORGAN, RAIPH ···-····························································· Education
B.A., Iowa State Teachers' College; M.S., Colorado State
College of Education
MORRIS, RUTH DEAN .................................................... Voice, Music
B.M., Baylor University; M.M., Eastman School of Music;
graduate study, University of Colorado, University of Texas
MURRELL, JOE C..................................... Business Administration
B.B.A., M.B.A., North Texas University

MYERS, W. J. ····························•······························-··········· Accounting
B.A., University of Kansas; M.S., Texas College of Arts and
Industries; graduate study, University of Kansas
NI'EI SEN, KARI. B........................................................... Piano, Music
B.A., Iowa State Teachers' College; M.A., Columbia University; graduate study, State University of Iowa; Royal
Danish Conservatory of Music, Copenhagen, Denmark;
Conservatory of Music, Geneva, Switzerland; University of
Kansas
OTKEN, CHARI.:ES C........................................................... Chemistry
B.S., Texas Agricultural and Mechanical College; Ph.D.,
Cornell University
OWINGS, RUTH M........................................... Speech, Dramatic Art
B.A., B.E., Nebraska Wesleyan University; M.A., Northwestern University; graduate study, University of Iowa,
University of Nebraska, University of Chicago, Alviene
School of the Theatre
PE'l'ERSON, DANIE!. ................................................................ English
A.B., Kenyon College; M.A., Columbia University; graduate study, University of Vienna
PETERSON, RAYMOND H ................................. Physical Education
B.S., M.S., Baylor University

PHARIS, RUDOLPH V ..................................................................... Art
B.S., M.A., Louisiana State University

PllII.JJl>S, PHYI.I.IS ............................................................ Education
B.A., Southeastern State Teachers College; M.A., George
Peabody College; Ed.D., Colorado State College of Education
PIPER, ROSEMARY ...................................................... College Nurse
R.N., Santa Rosa School of Nursing
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POWELL, MABSHALL L ........................................... Industrial Arts
B.S., Austin Peay State College; M.A., George Peabody
College; Michigan State University
POWERS, BONNIE .................................... Dean of Women, History
B.S., M.Ed., Sam Houston State Teachers College; graduate
study, University of Texas
RODGERS, ROBERT W..................... Geology, Physical Science
B.A., M.A., Baylor University
*ROJAS, HECTOR .............................................................. Astronomy
B.S., Liceo Fermin Toro, M.A., Universidad de Caracas;
Ph.D., Universite' de Paris
SAWYER, JOHN R................................................................. Treasurer
B.B.A., Baylor University
SCHII.LING, RAI..PH .............................................................. President
B.A., Oklahoma City University; M.Ed., Oklahoma University; Ed.D., Texas Technological College
SMITH, EUCLID ........................................................ Home :Economics
B.S., Texas State College for Women; M.A., Columbia University; Ph.D., Texas State College for Women; graduate
study, Iowa State College, University of Missouri, University of Wisconsin, Agricultural and Mechanical College of
Texas, Cornell University
SMITH, NELIA MAI ................................................................ Registrar
B.A., Pan American College
SOREN"SE!N", LAZERN" 0. ........................................................ Biology
B.S., Nebraska State, Kearney, Nebraska; M.S., Ph.D., University of Nebraska
TALLANT, JOSEPH S..................... Economics, Government, Law
B.A., M.A., LL.B., University of Texas, graduate study,
University of Texas
TAYLOR, MELVIN F ................................................. Industrial Arts
B.S., Southwest Texas State College; advanced study, Texas
College of Arts and Industries, Southwest Texas State College
THOMAS, AMILDA .............................................. Physical Education
B.S., M.A., Texas State College for Women
TIN"G, NAI-TUNG ........................................................................ English
B.A., National Tsing Hua University; M.A., Ph.D., Harvard
University
* Severed, November 1963
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VANCE, W. SILAS ...................................................................... English
B.A., Baylor; M.A., Harvard; Ph.D., Chicago
WADE, SE'l'H ................................................................................ English
A.B., University of Kentucky, M.A., Louisiana State University; graduate study, University of F1orida, Ohio State
University
WARE, WII...I.IAM S. ................................................................ Genetics
B.S., Ph.D., University of California

WHITE, T. LAWRENCE .................................. Government, History
B.A., M.A., Ph.D., University of Texas
WII...I.IAMS, GLENN R. .............................. Orchestra, Band, Music
B.A., Brigham Young University; M.M., A.M.D., Eastman
School of Music (University of Rochester); study at Berkshire Music Center
WILLIAMS, SAM .................................................. Physical Education
B.S., Texas Christian University; M.S., in Physical Education, North Texas State College
WILSON, WILLIAM H . .......................................... English, Speech
B.A., College of the Ozarks; M.A., University of Arkansas;
M.A., University of Wyoming
WRIGHT, CARI. C....................................................................... English
B.A., Southwest Texas State College; M.A., University of
Texas; graduate study, University of Texas

YOUNGMAN, L. A. .................................... Physics and Mathematics
B.A., M.Ed., Phillips University; graduate study, University of Texas, University of Virginia, University of Colorado, Michigan State University, University of California,
University of Tennessee
PART TIME FACULTY
CUELLAR, ESTELLA M......................................... Home Economics
B.S., M.S., Texas College of Arts and Industries
DAHL, HARRIETT .................................................................... Speech
B.A., Pan American College
FAUST, A. R . .............................................................................. Physics
B.S., U.S. Naval Academy; additional study: Anti-Aircraft
Artillery School (guided missiles) Fort Bliss, Industrial
College of the Armed Forces, and George Washington University
GRINNAN, ~ ........................................................................ Voice
Diploma at Julliard School of Music, New York; B.A., Pan
American College
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HADEN, JOIIN' .................•.•..................................••...........• Journalism
B.A., Texas College of Arts and Industries

HEN'DRIX, S. D. ............................................................ Mathematics
B.S., Kansas State Teachers College of Emporia; M.A.•
Columbia University; Ed.D., University of Texas
JACKEL, RAYMOND T. ····---·-·---···--·----· Business Administration
B.A., Pan American College; M.B.A., University of Denver
JOHNSON, JAMES W. ·················----·--···· Business Administration
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University; L.L.B. South Texas
College of Law; graduate study, University of Houston
LEVINE, BERT D..................................................... Special Education
B.A., Long Island University; M.A., Ph.D., University of
Texas
McCALL, MARGARET ........................................ Primary Education
B.S., Peabody; M.S., Texas A&I

MEDIN A, AMELIA ··-····-·-·-···--·--··-············································· Physics
B.A., North Texas State; M.A., University of Houston
PENA, HOMER J. ............................................................ Mathematics
B.A., Pan American College; M.Ed., University of Virginia
RAMml!:Z, Al.F'ONSO R. ···········································-··-····· Education
B.S., Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas; M.F.d.,
University of Texas
ROBINSON, MARGUERITE .................................................. English
A.B., M.A., Austin College; graduate study, University of
Texas, Southwest State College

SCROG-GINS, PENNY ···················-···········································----···· Art
B.F.A., Texas Christian University

STEW'ART, W. W. ···-···········.......................- .............................._... Bible
A.B., M.A., Harvard; A.M., Kenyon; B.D., Bexley Hall
(Divinity School)

SZTARK, HE::LIODOR ................................................................ Russian
C.E., Technischule, Darmstadt, Germany

TILL, B:t?¥!~asHColleg;··~i°·Art;··~d··fud~;ii;~;-·i.:ti,

W>nfv~

sity of Southern California; graduate study, National University of Mexico, University of Texas

WILLIAMS, BARBARA ······-·············-··•·--·---·----•························· Music
B.M. ,Eastman School of Music; graduate study, Eastman
School of Music
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FOREWORD
This Catalog for 1964-1965 is a contract with all students
who enter during the academic year 1964-1965. You may graduate
under its provision provided that you complete all requirements
for graduation within seven years of the date of your entrance.
If you do not graduate by that time, you will be required to fulfill the Catalog requirements in effect in the academic year in
which you do graduate. You are liable for any new provisions
of any sort which may be required by any agency of the State
of Texas, even if it was not listed in the Catalog under which
you enrolled. It is possible, by petitioning the proper officials,
to be allowed to substitute the Catalog requirements in effect in
the academic year in which you graduate-if your petition is
approved. You should, therefore, read this Catalog with particular care. If there are portions which are not clear, discuss them
with your Dean.
Under the General Education requirements listed for graduation, you will find courses that all graduates must have. Under
the specific Schools and Divisions are the course requirements set
forth for the particular major fields of interest. You may lay out
your entire plan of study by following these listed requirements.
On the other hand, if you wish to deviate from the listed requirements in any way, or if you have transferred to Pan American
College from another college or university, you must complete
a Degree Plan approved by the Dean of your School. This should
be done as soon as you transfer or as soon as you find you wish
to deviate from the listed requirements.
Your Dean is the person in whose School you are planning
to do your major work. If you are not yet sure of your major
field, you are considered a member of the School of Arts and

Sciences.

The method of determining semester hours of credit, the
basis of course numbering, and a variety of general information
are all listed under the Index in the front of the Catalog. If the
unfamiliar terms are not clear, you may get some additional understanding during the Orientation Period set aside for new students. Administrative officials and faculty will be glad to answer
questions about any college matter. The initiative and the responsibility must always rest with you. We want to help, but
we attempt to deal with you as a responsible individual concerned
with his own development and acting as an adult in a democratic
society.
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In the second language of this region "where two cultures
blend," we say "Bienvenido."

HISTORY OF THE COLLEGE
For a twenty-five year period, beginning September, 1927,
the Junior College of Pan American College existed as a twoyear junior or community college. During that time, it contrib-uted markedly to the educational growth of the Lower Rio
Grande Valley. Its former students and graduates fill positions
of trust and responsibility in all the communities and cities of the
area. For a number of years during the latter part of this quartercentury, there was a steadily increasing demand for the establishment of an institution that would increase the field of service
of the Edinburg Regional College, as it was named a short time
before the expansion, to cover a wide territory and to give greater opportunities to the whole citizenry. In response to this demand, a law was passed by the Legislature and signed by the
Governor on May 13, 1951, that enabled the people of Hidalgo
County to vote on the question of establishing a college peculiarly
suited to the needs of the section. On December 29, 1951, the
election was held and the Pan American Regional College District was established.
In accordance with the provisions of the law, the Com.missioners Court of Hidalgo County appointed the members of the
Board of Regents. The Board met shortly after their appointment
in January of 1952 and, subsequently, selected a President and
a Vice President and Dean of the College. By the end of the
school year of 1951-1952, the plan of organization for the college
was adopted and a large portion of the faculty for the institution
selected.
The new institution began offering a full four-year program in September, 1952. Each year of operation saw a steady
increase in enrollment and in the number of students who were
graduated. This growth served as a warning to the Regents of
the College, and to the citizens they represented, that the financial resources of the college district would be strained to the
utmost in a relatively short time. As a consequence, interested
individuals over the Valley area decided that an effort should
be made to make the College a part of the fully state-supported
system of colleges. This effort culminated in a law, passed by
the Legislature and signed by the Governor in 1963, which
brought the College into the state system, effective September,
1965.
Since the adoption of the law, the State Commission on
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Higher Education has formally approved an organizational pattern for the institution. Degrees to be offered include: Bachelor
of Arts, Bachelor of Science, and Bachelor of Business Administration with majors in: the broad area of arts and sciences, the
field of physical education and teacher training, and in business
administration. Related minors and supporting courses within. a
number of subject matter fields permit a wide range of selection.

BUILDINGS AND EQUIPMENT
EAST CAMPUS
The Administration Building contains all general administrative offices, including those of the President, Vice President,
Registrar, and Treasurer. In addition, it contains classrooms and
faculty offices. A new Administration Building on the West
Campus is under construction and should be in use by September
1964.

The Science Building is used for instruction in biology,
chemistry and home economics. There are several laboratories
adequately equipped for chemistry and biology, and rooms and
laboratories designed for home economic classes. In addition,
there are regular classrooms and offices and research laboratories
for faculty members.
The Auditorium is completely and adequately equipped for
the presentation of plays, musical productions, and any other
programs requiring for their presentation stage and lighting facilities of the best type. The building seats more than 1200 persons and is used for a variety of Valley programs in addition to
its use by college groups.

The Administration Annex houses the offices of the Deans
of the School of Arts and Sciences and the School of Technology.
some Division Directors, and other college personnel. It is completely air-conditioned.
The Art Building, located between the Administration
Building and the Administration Annex, contains classrooms and
laboratories for the Art Department and offices for the art
faculty. In addition, there is an office in the building for the
Music Department.
The Metal Arts Laboratory is housed in one wing of a
building that also houses the Maintenance Shop. The Metal Arts
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Laboratory is well-equipped with modern metal lathes, shapers,
a milling machine, welding apparatus, sheet-metal machines,
grinders, and complete sets of tools and diagnostic apparatus necessary for teaching both machine shop work and classes in auto
mechanics. There are also offices and storerooms in this portion
of the building.
The Education Building houses the offices for student publications and contains one large classroom.
The Piper Building is a small building housing the offices
of the School of Education and other faculty offices.
Located on the west side of the east campus is a thoroughly equipped Cabinet Shop that is used for day and evening classes
in caoinet making, carpentry, and upholstery. All machines needed to do the finest class of cabinet manufacture are available in
this shop, and classes are offered at the terminal and the transfer
level.
WEST CAMPUS

As early as 1950, the then Edinburg Regional College purchased 8½ acres of land three blocks west of the existing campus.
A Field House was erected on the tract and the structure and the
land were used for physical education classes. Shortly after the
four-year institution was established, additional acreage was
purchased until, with the aid of citizens of F.dinburg, a total of
over 105 acres was acquired. This area has become known as
the West Campus of the College and is now in process of intensive development. Three new buildings were completed in the
late spring of 1961 and they, along with existing structures, form
the nucleus for the beautiful campus envisioned on the Master
Plan for the College.
As mentioned above, a Field Bouse with a full-size basketball court, and showers and dressing rooms for both men and
women, was constructed before the College became a four-year
institution. Subsequently, additional showers and locker spaces
have been added.

The new Orville I. Cox Tennis Stadium was built through
contributions from a number of interested friends of the College.
These courts offer some of the finest playing surfaces to be found
in the Southwest and have already acquired a reputation as the
location of the Annual Pan American Invitational Tennis Tournament held early each spring.
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The Library contains more than 48,000 volumes of book
stock and the collection is expanding rapidly in order to meet
the needs of a first-class senior college. Housed in an attractive,
modernistic, centrally air-conditioned building, the collection
is noted especially for extensive reference works and periodicals
which cover almost every academic field of study. In addition to
the main and periodical stacks and reference section, the Library
contains separate areas for curriculum books and children's
literature as well as a browsing area featuring new and popular titles. A special room is provided for the Pan American Collection which contains many valuable books about the Southwest,
Texas, the Rio Grande Valley, Mexico, and Latin America.
Seating for more than 250 students is provided in the
Library. Comfortable lounge furniture is a feature of the browsing area and the Pan American Room. Individual study carrels
are available and conference rooms are designed for use by students who wish to study in groups or to type. Facilities are provided for the photoduplication of periodical articles and books,
listening to phonograph discs, and the reading of microforms.
The New Engineering Building is a modern, completely airconditioned structure with 25,000 square feet of floor space. It is
fully equipped with new furniture and laboratory facilities. Laboratories are provided for physics, geology, mechanical drawing,
and phr.sical science, both for regular classwork and for research.
In addition, there are reading, conference, and class rooms for
these and other subject matter fields.
The College Center is another welcome addition to the Weal
Campus. It is a completely air-conditioned structure seating over
100 in the Lounge and ahnost 200 in the Cafeteria. In additiont a
large bookstore, a game room, two small dining or conference
rooms, a television room, clinic, and offices for officials of the
College and for the student government are provided. The large
covered patio also offers opportunity for lounging, dancing, or
games. The Center is expected to be the focus for student life on
the campus and to serve a variety of student and faculty organizations which may use it as a meeting place.
Southwick Hall for men and Emilia Hall for women were
completed in time for use in the summer of 1963. These buildings
are completely air-conditioned and are modern in every respect.
Each contains space for 60 students, with two in a room, and have
a lounge, director's quarters, and necessary auxiliary rooms such
as a laundry room. Meals are served from the Cafeteria in the
College Center which is conveniently located to both dormitories.
Information concerning reservations, costs, and regulations may
be obtained from the Office of Student Life.
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The Liberal Arts Building was completed in time for use
in the fall semester of 1963. Like other major buildings on the
West Campus, it is fully air-conditioned and equipped with modern seating. The building contains 17 regular classrooms and individual offices for 17 faculty members and a secretary.
An Observatory and Astro-Science Center is under development on the West Campus, which will include classrooms
and laboratories, as well as the existing observatory and dome
which houses the 17-inch reflecting telescope, offices, and photographic darkroom for the Astro-Science program. Additional
facilities for instruction and research include a new Planetarium,
an 11-inch Maksutov telescope, a 9-inch Baker camera, a 6-inch
reflecting telescope, a 5-inch Astro-camera, a 4-inch refractor,
a rocket range and astronautics laboratory at Moore Air Base,
and a permanent moonwatch station for satellite tracking in
collaboration with the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory.
The "Magic Valley Astronomical Society" which is sponsored by
the Observatory and is open to any interested person, offers a
full program for laymen and students in the Astra-Sciences
through its regular monthly meetings.

Courses leading to a major in the Astra-Sciences, which
include astronomy, astrophysics, astronautics, and space science
are now being offered, utilizing all of the facilities of the Center.
This Degree program in Astra-Science is unique in the State of
Texas. The JOHN F. KENNEDY HIGH ALTITUDE OBSERVATORY on Mt. Infiernillo in Mexico is being developed as a cooperative project with the Instituto Tecnologico y de Estudios
Superiores de Monterrey and Pan American College under the
name of SOCIEDAD PANAMERICANA PARA LA INVESTIGACION ASTROFISCA. A 40-inch telescope is under construction for this site. A research program in photoelectric photometry,
sponsored by the National Science Foundation and using a 16inch telescope, is now underway at Mt. Infiernillo. International
collaboration has been extended to the University of Paris and
the University of Ankara, Turkey, as well as collaboration with
the University of Texas Astronomy Department and McDonald
Observatory.

INSTITUTES IN THE ASTRO-SCIENCES, sponsored by
the National Science Foundation, are offered in the summers to
highly selected high school students from over the nation.
PUBLIC PROGRAMS are held at the Observatory and
Planetarium on the West Campus at regular intervals. Reservations may be obtained by calling the Observatory.
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North of the Observatory is a Baseball Field with seating
accommodations for 200 spectators. The varsity baseball team
plays its home game on this field.
·
The Department of Agriculture has a Semi-shade used for
growing plants and shrubs affected by too much sunlight. This
building is adjacent to the experimental plots used by the department.

ADMISSION
METHOD OF ADMISSION
A student may be admitted to Pan American College by either
of the following methods:
1. Presentation of a transcript of his high school record
showing at least 16 accredited units and stating that the student
is a high school graduate. These units must contain at least three
units in English and all must be from the list required by the
Texas Education Agency.

It should be noted that a high school graduate from any
type of program not designed for college preparatory or college
entrance purposes will not be admitted unless: (1) the student
is recommended in writing, by his high school principal; and (2)
his grades on the required college admission tests show he would
have been ranked in the upper 75% of the college freshmen class
of the previous year.
2. A mature person who is at least 21 years of age and who
has never graduated from high school may enter on condition.
Conditional entrance may only be secured by making an average
score of 45 on the General Education Development test.
3. A student transferring from another college may be
admitted after having his previous college work evaluated in
terms of Pan American College standards. Such students must
be eligible to return to the institution from which they came and
must also meet the grade point average required of Pan American College students. A person ineligible to return to the college
he last attended, for any reason, will not be permitted to enter
this College until such time as he would also be eligible to return to the institution previously attended.

Any student who has ever been enrolled in another college, must present a transcript from that institution before he
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can be considered for admission to Pan American College. Failure
to submit such transcripts is grounds for immediate dismissal
from this College when admission has been gained by ignoring previous college work.
A transfer student on scholastic probation must be approved for conditional admission by the Admissions Office.
PROCEDURE FOR ADMISSION

Any student entering Pan American College for the first time,
except those entering for a Summer Session only, must submit
the following:

1. A complete transcript of previous work, whether from
high school alone or, for transfer students, from other collegiate
institutions attended.
2. A record of a recent physical examination. The approved
examination forms may be obtained from the office of the Registrar or the detachable form in the back of the Catalog may be
used. The applicant's personal physician should examine him,
complete the blanks on the examination form, and return the
form to the Registrar.
3. Scores from either the American College Testing Program tests or the College Entrance Examination Board tests. Students who have not filed test results with the College may take
the test at Pan American College at the time indicated on the official calendar as published in this catalog. A fee will be required.
4. Scores on Speech, English, or such other local tests as
may be administered during the Orientation Program for new
students. Dates for this Program are shown in the Calendar and
new students are required to be present for this Program.
All registration is by appointment only and no appointments will
be issued until the applicant has complied with the requirements

as listed above, by the date listed in the Calendar. It is the individual responsibility of each student to see that transcripts, test
scores and health record are filed in the Registrar's office.
CLASSIFICATION

A student who is registered for at least twelve semester
hours of work is a full time student. One who is registered for
less than twelve hours is classed as a part-time student. Students
are classified as freshmen until they complete at least 30 hours
of work; they are classified as sophomores until they have com-
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pleted 60 hours of work; and are classified as juniors until 90
hours have been completed.
GENERAL REGULATIONS

College students are expected to demonstrate a sense
of responsibility for their actions and behavior. Each student
is expected to become familiar with the working rules which have
been adopted for the benefit of the entire student body.
1. Attendance: Work missed because of absence can be
made up only by arrangement with the instructor or on recommendation of the appropriate dean. It is the individual responsibility of the student who is absent for any reason to notify the
proper persons of the reason for his absence and to contact the
appropriate dean for any permit required by his instructors. It
should be obvious that work must be made up as soon as practicable. Students who expect to be absent will notify their instructors in advance of the absence. Students who miss a final examination must notify the instructor of the reason at once.

2. Class Responsibility: Each student is responsible for all
of the work in each of his class groups. Failure to meet this obligation may lead to dismissal from the class or, in case of the student on probation, from the college.
3. Citizenship and Deportment: Observance of all local
city ordinances, state laws, and national laws is expected of each
student. Persons who remain on the campus are expected to conduct themselves in such a way as to avoid any disturbance of
other individuals or work groups.
4. Scholastic Dishonesty: Any student guilty of scholastic
dishonesty, which includes plagiarism, collusion, or cheating on
any examination or test is subject to suspension from the College.
Cheating involves either the giving, receiving, offering or soliciting of information or the use of prepared material in an examination.

5. Alcoholic Beverages: The college prohibits the possession
or consumption of alcoholic beverages on the campus or in college buildings, and in student residences, both on-campus dormitories and off-campus housing. Students are held individually responsible for compliance with this regulation. Under this rule the
college does not permit student organizations to serve alcoholic
beverages at student functions or meetings held on the campus.
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·
6. Hazing: Hazing at any state educational institution is
prohibited by law. Hazing is defined according to the General
Laws, Regular Session, 33rd Legislature 1913, Article 1152.
7. Respect for Property Rights: Each student must assume
the sole responsibility for his personal property. The very nature
of group living and working demands that the members of the
group respect the property rights of others. Any student brought
to the attention of the administration for failure to respect the
property rights of others will be subject to severe disciplinary
action.

8. Gambling: State law specifically forbids gambling of any
form on State property. Gambling in on-campus or off-campus
housin~ may result in legal procedures and disciplinary action.
Gambling on the campus by Pan American College students is
in direct violation of college policy and may lead to disciplinary

action.

9. Unlawful Assembly and Publications: Any individual
student or organization at Pan American College who is identified
while participating in an unscheduled and/or unapproved campus
activity, either on or off campus, which leads to embarrassment
of the student body or the college as a whole, may be subject to
disciplinary action.
10. Social Functions: Any social function held under the
name of the college or of any college organization or group requires the written approval of the Director of Student Activities
prior to the date of the function. For further details, refer to the
Code of Student Affairs.

11. Eligibility for Representation: To represent the college
in any type of contest or to receive awards for previous participation, a student must meet the college eligibility requirements:

a. The student must be a full-time student. During his last
semester in college, he must have passed at least 12
semester hours of work with a minimum of 24 grade
points. He must meet quality standards as indicated under Quality of Work.
b. In addition, the student must meet eligibility requirements of any conference or association in which he
competes as a representative of the College.
c. Before leaving the campus on any college sponsored
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trip, each student is required to have his eligibility
certified by the Dean of the School in which the student
is enrolled.
12. Bulletin boards for official administrative notices are
located in several campus buildings. Notices from administrative
offices are posted in duplicate on each board and students are
responsible for checking at least once daily. Such posted material
constitutes official notice to the persons who may be involved.
13. Official Clearance. No transcript of credits or grades
will be released to a student or to any designated person unless
the student has settled all accounts due the College and has effected an official clearance through the offices of the Registrar
and the Treasurer.

HOUSING
Unmarried students who do not live at home or with a
close relative must live in housing approved by the Office of
Student Affairs.
On-Campus:

Enrllia Hall and Southwick Hall

Since Pan American College is a public institution, it must
comply with all legal rules and procedures established by the
State. In addition, dormitory residents must comply with College
regulations as detailed below:
Dormitory fees and payment of aecounts
Charges for dormitory room and board are payable in full
at the time of occupancy unless other arrangements are made
with the Treasurer's Office. A single fixed charge will be levied
for meals and rooms and may not be separated.
Dormitory reservation and dormitory room deposit
Application for dormitory reservations will be made to the
Office of Student Affairs. A check for $20.00 must accompany
the request. This will serve as a reservation fee and will be held
as a dormitory property and damage deposit. This fee is retained
on deposit throughout the period of residence of the student as
a guarantee against damage and breakage.

The deposit will be refunded, less any property or breakage charges, at the end of his residence in the dormitory, provided
that residence terminates at the end of a normal semester or term.
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If a student moves from the dormitory during the semester, the
$20.00 deposit will not be refunded.

Should a student find it impossible to enroll in Pan American College, he will receive a refund of his reservation, if an
Application for Refund is made not later than August 15 for the
fall semester, January 15 for the spring semester, May 15 for the
first term of the summer session, and June 30 for the second term
of the summer session. All unclaimed rooms in the dormitory will
be declared vacant at 8:00 a.m. on the first day of classes and the
$20.00 deposit will be forfeited.
Room and board refunds will be made by the Business
Office upon presentation of clearance by the Office of Student
Affairs. Refunds cannot be made in the current calendar month
for room. Refund for meals will be made for one-half of a calendar month, only when moving from the dormitory on or before
the 15th of the current calendar month.

Damage assessments
If damages are assessed in excess of $20.00 in any one semester or term, the amount must be paid before the end of the semester or term in which the damage occurs. Damage charges will be
made by the Resident Engineer of the college on a semester or
summer term basis.
Cost of dormitory housing and meals
Dormitory room and board charges are $342 per regular
semester and $114 per 6 week summer term. The college reserves
the right to change the fee for room and board on 30 days notice.
Staff, faculty, parents, friends and visitors are welcome to
eat at the College Center snack bar or cafeteria.

Off-Campus: Housing Regulations
These regulations shall apply to all students of Pan American College who are single.
Any student who is not living at home and not living with
a blood relative, must stay in an approved residence, and must
first contact the Office of Student Affairs and receive approval
for his housing. A list of approved housing from which he should
choose a residence will be furnished upon request of the student.
After securing such residence, he must then report to the Office
of Student Affairs, bringing his address and the name of his landlord.
If a student's parents or guardian wish him to live in a
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residence not on the approved housing list, written permission
from the parent or guardian must be filed at the time of registration with the Dean of Students or Dean of Women. This statement must include place of residence of the student and the reasons for not residing in a residence on the approved housing list.
Each case will be subject to individual approval by the Dean of
Students or the Dean of Women.
If students wish to stay in apartments, approval must be
secured from the Office of Student Affairs. Approval will be
made on an individual basis.
A deposit of $10 is recommended when the room is reserved.

If the student has not occupied the room by the first day of regis-

tration for day students, the deposit will be forfeited unless individual arrangements for late arrival are made. The deposit will
remain in escrow until such time that the student ceases to live
in that residence, and at that time any damage to said residence
will be withheld from deposit.
Men and women cannot stay at the same residence.
Periodic checks will be made by the Dean of Students and
the Dean of Women or designated representatives, and any violations will be noted and necessary action will be taken.
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GRADING SYSTEM AND GRADE POINTS
The following grades are used to designate achievement in
classwork. Their corresponding grade point values are indicated.
A-Excellent (4 grade points per semester hour)
B-Good (3 grade points per semester hour)
C-Satisfactory (2 grade points per semester hour)
D-Below average (1 grade point per semester hour)
E-Conditional (0 grade points per semester hour)
F-Failure (0 grade points per semester hour)
U-Incomplete (O grade points per semester hour)
An E may be given only at the end of the first half of a
two-semester continuous course if the second semester of the
course has not been previously taken. An E is removed by doing
work of at least C value during the second half of the course. It
may be raised only to a grade of D and it must be raised within
a year or it automatically becomes an F.

A grade of U may be given only for work which is incomplete because of reasons beyond the control of the student. Such
reasons might be illness which prevents him from taking the
final examination, death in the family, or a similar serious circumstance. A U must be removed by the end of the following
regular semester or summer session, whichever comes first. Failure to remove it within this period causes the U to be changed,
automatically, to a grade of F. AU is not given simply because
the student fails to complete assigned work on time.
While a grade of D is considered a pass in a subject, an
overall average of C which corresponds to a grade point average
of two must be maintained by the student if he expects to graduate or to transfer his work to another college. Pan American
College has certain specific grade requirements also. For example, the student must maintain a C average in his required
work in English; a D in English will have to be balanced by a
B in English, not a B in another subject field. He must also make
an average of C in both his major and his minor fields.
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QUALITY OF WORK
GRADE POINT AVERAGES
A student is expected to maintain a satisfactory quality of
work.
1. First year full-time students must pass at least nine
hours with a total of at least 18 grade points. (A first year student is one who is in either the first or second semester of attendance in College; a full-time student is one enrolled for at
least twelve hours.)
2. All other full-time students must pass a minimum of
12 semester hours with a minimum of 24 grade points.
3. Part-time students must make twice as many grade
points as semester hours for which they are enrolled.
Probation. Students who do not meet minimum grade point
averages will be placed on scholastic probation. Such a student
is ineligible to participate in college functions, except those of a
purely social nature, may not represent the College in any type
of contest, is not eligible to receive an award from the College,
and may not hold office in any student organization. His attendance must be maintained during the probationary period; unexcused absences will cause him to be dropped from the rolls of the
College. During the period of probation, the student's enrollment
is usually limited with respect to the total credit hours he may
carry. His scholastic load must be approved by his Dean and
any absences must be excused by the Dean.
To be removed from scholastic probation, students must
meet the minimum grade point requirement as outlined under
Grade Point Averages. This grade point average must be attained
by the end of the first regular semester the student attends after being placed on scholastic probation. A student who fails to
remove himself from scholastic probation is ineligible to re-enroll
for a period of one semester, at which time he may re-enter on
probation.
Students on probation or suspension who may enroll in
another College during the probationary period must get prior
approval, from the proper Dean, for any courses which they wish
to have accepted by Pan American College.
Unless the student makes specific written arrangements
with the Registrar, at the time of registration, Summer Session
work does not count in removing probation, nor does the student
go on probation for such work.
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If a student elects to attempt removal of probationary
status in the Summer Session, he must (1) notify the Registrar,
(2) enroll for a minimum of 9 semester hours of work, (3) make a
grade point average of 2.0 on all work taken. Failure to remove
the probationary status will bar the student from enrolling in the
following fall semester.
He may be readmitted, after the regular semester period
of suspension, on probationary status only. If he fails to remove
himself from probation the second time, he will be suspended for
a period of two semesters. If he fails to remove himself from probation the third time, he will be suspended indefinitely.
If a student who has been suspended for failure to meet
scholastic probation requirements feels that unusual circumstances warrant a review of his case, he may direct a written
appeal to the Committee on Admissions. Such a petition
should detail his reasons for thinking the circumstances of his
case warrant special consideration and should indicate valid
reasons why the circumstances will not recur. The Committee
will reinstate a suspended student, who has not served the period
of suspension, only when it is convinced the best interests of both
the College and the student will be served by such action.

Calculation of Grade Point Average. An illustration of the
method of calculating the grade point average follows:
Semester Method of Calculating Grade
Course and No. Grade
Grade Points
Points
English
113
C
3 sem. hrs. x 2 pts. per hr. = 6
Math.
113
D
3 sem. hrs. x 1 pt. per hr. = 3
Hist.
113
B
3 sem. hrs. x 3 pts. per hr. = 9
Chemistry
114
F
4 sem. hrs. x Opts. per hr.= 0
Phys. Ed.
101
A
1 sem. hr. x 4 pts. per hr. = 4
Total Hrs.
14
Total grade points 22
Total Grade points
22
Grade point average = - - - - - - - - = - - = 1.57
Total semester hrs.
14
Class Load. Since the number of credit hours for which
a student is enrolled has a close relationship to the quality of
work he does, certain limitations are observed in scheduling. A
freshman who has never received any college credit may not
enroll for more than 17 semester hours of work, including one
hour of physical education, unless his placement and orientation
tests, and his high school grades, show him to be in the upper
20% of his class. The maximum class load is 18 semester hours
for any student unless his schedule is approved by his Dean;
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usually approval is granted only to students with a grade point
average of three.
A student working full time may not enroll for more than
nine semester hours of credit. Full-time teachers are barred by
the Texas Education Agency from receiving more than three
semester hours of credit in one semester. Exceptions are made to
this regulation only when the student working full time is a
candidate for a degree at the end of the semester for which he is
enrolled. Even then his grade point average must be above two.

Grade Point Average for Graduation. In order to graduate,
a student must maintain a grade point average of two for all
work taken in college, including courses that have been failed.
In addition, he must have a grade point average of two for all
courses in his major and in his minor. Courses that have been
dropped with a grade of Drop Pass will not be counted in the
calculation of the average, but courses dropped with a Drop F
or WF will be counted. A student who repeats a course must
count the grade points received the last time he takes the course.
While all grades are recorded, no matter how many times a
course is repeated, the last grade is the only one used in the grade
point calculations.
Dropping a Course. A student drops a course by following
the steps outlined below:
1. Obtain the proper form at the Registrar's office.

2. Indicate the reason for dropping in the designated space.
3. Have the form signed by the Dean of the School and by
the class instructor.
4. Return the form to the Registrar's office.
Not until all four steps have been completed is the student
formally dropped.
It should be noted that a student may also be dropped by
his instructor or Dean when he has had excessive absences.
Under no condition should the student fail to follow the
above procedure in dropping a course. Failure to comply may
jeopardize his standing in other courses.
Students who carry a course less than one month from the
beginning of classes and drop it, will receive a Drop on the permanent record. Students who drop a course after one month (ten
days in the Summer Session) will receive either a Drop For Drop
P (drop failing or drop passing) at the discretion of the instructor.
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WITHDRAWAL
The student must obtain the proper blank from the registrar and get such signatures as are prescribed by the registrar in
order to withdraw from college. He must surrender his student
identification card in order to obtain any refund which may be
due him. A grade of WP, indicating a passing grade at the time
of the withdrawal, or a grade of WF, indicating a failing grade
will be entered for each course.

NUMBERING OF COURSES
In general, the first figure in a course number indicates the
year in which the course should be taken and the last figure in
the number indicates the semester hours of credit. For example,
English 213 shows that the course is normally offered in the second or sophomore year and that it carries three semester hours
of credit.
A student may be permitted to enroll in a class one year
above the level in which he is classified, subject to the limitation
that no student with fewer than 64 semester hours of credit may
enroll in a junior or senior level course except by approval of his
Dean.

The semester hour is the measure of credit. One recitation
per week, or its equivalent, for a period of one semester is required to complete one semester hour. As a rule, two or three
laboratory hours are equivalent to one lecture hour in a course.
A single number after the name of a course shows that it
is given in one semester. When a course name has two course
numbers after it, this means both semesters of the course must
be taken to obtain credit on either semester. Courses followed
by only one course number are independent semester courses and
do not require completion of an additional semester, although
they may be prerequisites of a semester course that follows them.
For example, Psychology 213 is a one-semester, independent
course. History 213, 223 is, on the other hand, a two-semester
course and both semesters must be completed.
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GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
The Bachelor of Arts degree will be conferred upon students who meet all requirements listed below. It is the responsibility of the student to familiarize himself with these requirements and he should be certain to check his own record to see
that he has complied with them.
1. A minimum of 124 semester hours of work with an over-

all grade point average of two, a grade point average of
two in required English courses, and a grade point average of two in both the major and minor field, must be
completed.
2. The completed courses must include 36 semester hours
of advanced level work (courses whose numbers are 300
or more.)
3. The completed courses must include:

a. Texas and Federal Constitutions (Govt. 213, 233)
b. American Heritage (Hist. 213, 233 or Hist. 233, 223)
c. Four hours of physical education (activity courses)
(No more than four semester hours of such P.E. courses
may be counted toward graduation, except by P.E. majors.)
4. The work must include 30 semester hours in a major
field of concentration, of which 15 hours must be advanced courses, and 18 semester hours in a minor field
of concentration, of which 6 hours must be advanced.
A total of 48 to 56 hours of work in a broadly integrated
area (such as business administration, agriculture, or
industrial arts) may be substituted for the major and
minor requirement. In general, the major should not include more than 36 semester hours of work in the specialized field, except as noted for the broad field. A
minimum of 24 semester hours is required for a teaching minor.
5. The major-minor or broad field course distribution must
follow the requirements set forth by the various divisions, as shown in the catalog. Transfer students who
have a different pattern, or any student who wishes to
vary from the stated requirements, must complete a
Degree Plan, approved by the appropriate Dean, as soon
as possible before the start of the junior year.
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6. All students who plan to ~aduate from Pan American
College must include a nnnimum of 48 semester hours
of work in general education as outlined in the catalog.
AJJ noted, this ordinarily is taken in the freshman and
sophomore years. Any variation from this general education requirement must receive the approval of the
Administrative Staff.
7. All graduates of Pan American College must demonstrate proficiency in oral and written English, computational ability and civic responsibility. A committee of
the faculty prescribes the requirements and arranges
needed tests to measure proficiency. The following procedures have been established by the Committee on
Senior Proficiency:
a. Students with a C average in required freshman and
sophomore English and in speech are automatically
exempt from the proficiency tests in both oral and
written English, if not subsequently referred to the
Committee on Proficiency. Transfer students who
have credit for such courses from another college may
be required to take a proficiency test in oral or written English at the discretion of the Committee.
b. Students with a C average in required mathematics
courses may have their proficiency certified by the
instructor(s) concerned. Students not certified by the
instructor(s) will be referred to the Committee on
Proficiency who may require a test, additional course
work, or other requirements. After a student has
been referred to the Committee, certification of competency can only be made by the Committee.
c. Civic responsibility is reflected by the student's record
in his dealings with the Treasurer, the Library, the
Registrar, the Administrative Staff, and the faculty.
The Committee on Proficiency will consider reports
from all these persons in making its determination of
a student's civic responsibility.
d. Once each regular semester or Summer Session, proficiency tests may be administered. Students required
to take these tests must file their names in the Registrar's office prior to the date of the tests. Only at the
discretion of the Committee on Proficiency will the
tests be administered at times other than the dates
listed. Those who take tests other than on the scheduled dates will be charged a fee of $4.00.
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8. The candidate for graduation must file an acceptable
Application for Degree form with the Registrar on or
before the specified date entered in the College calendar.

9. The student must complete a minimum of 24 semester
hours of work in residence during the senior year. If he
has not established credit in courses in Pan American
College prior to his senior year, he must complete 30
semester hours in residence.
10. The Graduate Record examination will be required of all
candidates for graduation. This examination will be offered on Saturday once each semester. Students who fail
to take the G.R.E. test on the listed date must pay all
costs for any later examination.
Students wishing to complete requirements for a
Bachelor of Arts in Medical Technology must complete
requirements one through eight in the list above. In
addition they must complete the following:
a. Complete a minimum of 95 semester hours (more may
be required) of regular college work, of which the
last 30 semester hours must be completed in Pan
American College. This work must include at least
eight semester hours of biology or chemistry, and a
minimum of six advanced hours of work.
b. It is expected that the courses below will be included
in the total:
(1) Biology 114, 124, 234, 274, 304, and 304m
(2) Chemistry 114, 124, 214, 233, and 344
(3) Physics 114, 124
c. Complete a minimum of 12 consecutive months of
training in medical technology in a School of Medical
Technology, approved by the Council on Medical Education and Hospitals of the American Medical Association, with at least a C average.

1•. -

d. The sequence of courses listed under the major of
medical technology should be followed.
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SELECTION OF COURSES
The student should plan to satisfy the requirement of a
minimum of 48 semester hours of general education during his
freshman and sophomore years. In addition to the general education requirement, he may need to take the introductory courses
required in his major or minor field. As can be noted under the
catalog section dealing with General Education requirements,
there is a certain amount of flexibility of choice permitted among
the required subjects.
Each of the Schools of the College lists the specific courses
required of the major or minor in the specialized fields. Within
the limitations imposed, there is usually some choice of courses
at the advanced level. The student should check these required
courses and develop his own outline of subjects he will need for
graduation. If he wishes to deviate from listed requirements in
either the general education or the specialized portions of his
work, he must work out a Degree Plan that his Dean will approve.
Those students who do not deviate from catalog requirements are
not required to have an approved Degree Plan, but should be
certain that they have not omitted any graduation requirements.
When a student enters this College with the expectation
of subsequently transferring to another institution, he should be
certain to obtain a copy of the catalog of that institution and use
it as a guide of courses for which he will register in Pan American
College. It is his responsibility to check the requirements for his
course, though a faculty advisor will be glad to help him interpret
requirements of other colleges.

DEGREE PLANS
As indicated under Selection of Courses, a student may
follow listed catalog requirements in both the general and the
specialized portions of his curriculum and thus plan his own
schedule of courses. If, however, he deviates from these catalog
requirements, he must work out a Degree Plan, on the proper
form, and have this Degree Plan approved by the Dean of his
School. This should be done as soon as possible at the close of
the sophomore year, before any advanced courses are taken. All
students are advised to have a Degree Plan approved by the appropriate Dean.

Upon request, the Deans will aid students in preparing
Degree Plans that may be required by agencies other than Pan
American College. As an illustration, some public school systems
require teachers who have not completed their degrees to file
an approved Degree Plan in the superintendent's office.
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GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS
Because this College is convinced of the value of general,
liberal education in developing worthy citizens of our nation and
of our world, it expects all who plan to graduate from Pan American College to have some knowledge of the materials listed under
this outline. There is no intention of stating that the classes and
courses listed are the best or only ones for this purpose. Neither
is it expected that the listed courses will not be changed from
time to time, as experience may dictate. It does seem, however,
that the pattern of courses offers the most acceptable program
that the present thinking of the staff of the College can devise-commensurate with the limitations of time, facilities, and the state
of lmowledge of both faculty and students. Generally, the student
should plan to complete most of the courses during his freshman
and sophomore years; though certain professional objectives may
make it necessary to postpone a portion until the junior or senior
year.
A minimum of 48 semester hours of general, liberal education will be required for a degree. The following suggested
courses offer considerable choice but the overall pattern may
not be changed without consent of the Administrative Staff.
1. Communications

a. English 113, 123 unless Eng. 113 is waived because of
achievement in the required tests.
b. Speech, three semester hours will be required of all
students who do not meet the standards prescribed in
the speech test given at or before the time of registratration. This is usually administered to freshmen the
first semester of attendance, but may be given to
transfer students at any level.
2. Humanities
a. English, American or World Literature ter hours

six semes-

b. Art 173, except for students majoring in art
c. Music 273, except for students majoring in music
3. Social Studies
a. State and Federal Government (not open to freshmen)
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b. History 213, 223 or History 233, 223 (open to freshmen
but may be taken in sophomore or junior year.)
4. Mathematics, six semester hours
5. Natural Science, six to eight semester hours (Usually in

a science not taken in high school)
6. Foreign language, six semester hours (12 hours advised

for those expecting to do graduate work)
7. Physical Activities, four hours (six required of P.E.

majors.) Only four hours in P.E. activity courses may
be counted, except by P.E. majors.
A maximum of six to eight semester hours, in a continuous
course, of work in General Education will be counted toward a
major or a minor.

HONORS PLAN
The College has inaugurated an Honors Plan whereby certain courses are offered for selected students. Admission to these
courses is limited to students whose score on the placement tests
in college ability and in the mechanics of English place them in
the upper ten percent of the graduating seniors of the college
area.

It is hoped that interest in this Plan will continue to grow
since it offers a challenging opportunity to unusually capable
students. The courses are designed to be more demanding than
are non-honors type classes. Students who show good achievement in Honors courses will be permitted wide flexibility in
selecting upper level course work in satisfaction of degree requirements.
All entering freshmen who score in the upper ten percent
of the placement tests for the year of their entrance, who have a
superior high school average and who, if necessary, can submit
a recommendation from their high school principal or counselor,
are urged to apply for entrance into Honors courses.
This Honors Plan has been arranged to enable unusually
competent students to set their own rate of intellectual development and to encourage these students to acquire a broad and intensive training in the application of the human mind to basic
problems of our world.
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CURRICULA OFFERED
Degrees are granted by Pan American College in the broad
fields of Agriculture, Business Administration, Liberal Arts, and
Teacher Education. Pre-professional work, fitting the prescribed
curricula of those colleges which offer degrees in the professions,
is offered in: engineering, law, medicine, pharmacy (one year
only), nursing education, medical technology, vocational home
economics, and numerous other specialized fields.
For a degree from Pan American, majors and minors may
be selected from the following:
Majors

Minors

*Agriculture
Business Administration
Emphasis on Accounting
Emphasis on Business
Organization and
Management
Emphasis on Secretarial
Training
Liberal Arts
Art
Astro-Science
Biology
Chemistry
English
History
*Home Economics, General
Industrial Education
Music
Mathematics
Medical Technology
Physics
Social Science
Spanish
Speech
Teacher Education
Elementary Education
Physical and Health
Education

Agriculture
Art
Astro-Science
Business Administration
Biology
Chemistry
Economics
English
French
Government
History
Home Economics
Industrial Education
Mathematics
Music
Health and Physical
Education
Physics
Social Science, General
Spanish
Speech

• No major will be offered in this field after August, 1965.
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It is the policy of Pan American College to meet the needs
of each individual. In doing this the student has considerable
flexibility in his selection of courses. Experience has indicated
however, the necessity for certain prescribed courses. The fol•
lowing paragraphs outline these requirements within the fields
in which the College offers major work.
Except for students who expect to transfer to another institution for a degree, who must be bound by the degree require.
ments of the college to which they transfer, all students must
take a minimum of 48 semester hours of general or liberal education. Normally the student will take, in addition to the 48 hours
of general education, a maximum of 48-56 semester hours in his
field of specialization. This may be done in either of two ways:
Plan I

30 to 36 hoW'S in the major field and 18 to 20
hours in the minor field;

Plan II 48 to 56 semester hours in a broadly integrated
area of related subject material.
In the Liberal Arts the majors and minors may be selected
from the lists given above, but both must be approved by the
Dean of the School. The same procedure is required if the student elects the broadly integrated plan.
Finally, it should be pointed out that special requirements:
e. g., certification, may impose limitations on the major or minor.
This or other factors may require the students to cut across Divisional lines for much of his work. In fact, the student is encouraged to cut across and to evolve a pattern that is satisfactory
for him.

Recent certification regulations require prospective secondary school teachers to have 24 semester hours of credit in each

of two teaching fields.

SUGGESTED CURRICULA
While Pan American College stresses flexibility in selecting courses so that each person may have that pattern of courses
best suited to his needs, there are a few pre.professional curricula
so rigidly prescribed that few electives are available.
As is stated elsewhere in this Catalog it is the responsibility of each student, who expects to transfer to another college
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or university to complete his work, to be certain that he is
enrolled in the proper sequence of courses in Pan American.
Registration advisers will be glad to help such a student plan
his work with the aid of catalogs from the institution to which
he expects to transfer but he must make the decisions about the
classes he will need.
Students who plan to graduate from Pan American College
should consult the catalog sections on: graduation requirements,
general education, and the specific suggestions listed under the
Schools and Divisions for major and minor requirements. The
Deans will be glad to help clarify matters about which the student may be uncertain.
As a rule, general education requirements should be removed in the freshman and sophomore years. It is frequently
necessary to complete introductory or prerequisite courses to
the major or minor field during the first two years, and such
courses are indicated in the suggestions given under the Schools
or Divisions.
Within the limitations mentioned, the following is suggest-

ed for the ordinary pattern. It should always be remembered
that individual needs will govern the selection of courses. Beginning freshmen usually may enroll for only 16 or 17 semester
hours of course work. Because of this, it may be necessary to
postpone one of the listed courses for a year.
FRESHMAN YEAR
a. Eng. 113, 123 (unless the student's
placement tests and high school
grades exempt him from Eng.
113).
b. Mathematics, six semester hours.
c. Natural Science, six to eight semester hours (Physics, Chemistry,
Biology, Geology, Astronomy, or
Physical Science). Ordinarily a
high school science course should.
not be repeated in college unless
required by the student's major
or minor.
d. Art 173 and Music 273,
e. Speech 113, if indicated by test
score.
f, Physical Education, two semester
hours.
g. Foreign Language, six semester
hours.

SOPHOMORE YEAR
a. Eng. 213,223 or 233,243, or 253,263
(Engineers should substitute Eng.
273 for three hours ot literature).
b. History 213,223 or 233,223.
c. Govt. 213,223.
d. Any general education course
postponed from the freshman
year.
e. Six to eight hours in the student"s
major field.
f, Physical education, two semester
hours.
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EXPENSES
Per Semestei
Hour

Tuition

Tuition charges for either credit or non-credit
courses which do not require individual instruction
Residents of the College District (Hidalgo County) $ 6.25
Non-residents of the College District, but
residents of the State

15.00

Non-residents of Texas

25.00

There is a maximum charge of $300.00 per
semester for non-residents of Texas.
There is a minimum tuition charge, for a
single course, of $18. 75 for residents of the
District, $45.00 for non-residents of the District, and $75.00 for non-residents of Texas,
regardless of the semester hours of credit
the course carries.
Non-Resident Students
The responsibility for registering under the proper residence
is placed upon the student, and it is his duty, at or before registration, if there is any possible question of his right to legal
residence under the State law and College rules, to raise the
question with the Treasurer and have such question settled
prior to registration. A complete statement of the non-resident policy may be secured from the Treasurer's office. Attempt on the part of a non-resident to evade the non-resident
fee will be taken seriously and may lead to expulsion,

Tuition for non-college level courses meeting three hours each
week or less
Per course
$18.75
Residents of the College District
Non-residents of the District
45.00
Non-residents of Texas
75.00
Tuition for courses requiring individual instruction:
Piano, violin, voice, speech, art, or similar work
Regular students, enrolled for 12 or more hours
One lesson each week, per semester
Two lessons each week, per semester

$40.00
75.00
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Special students enrolled for less than 12 hours
One lesson each week, per semester
50.00
Two lessons each week, per semester
90.00
One lesson covers a period of 30 minutes of actual
instruction
Fees
Auditor's Fee
Graduation, payable the semester of graduation
Late registration fee
Late freshman test fee
Proficiency examination fee, if not taken at the
scheduled time
Change of schedule
Collection of returned checks
Each transcript except the first
Laboratory Fee, for each course requiring
laboratory work, minimum

$15.00
7.00
2.00
4.00
4.00
2.00
2.00
1.00
2.00

Dormitory Charges

Room and board in either Southwick Hall, for men or
Emilia Hall, for women, are $342 per regular semester and $114
per six week Summer Session. Both room and board are payable in advance at the time of registration, unless other arrangements are made with the Treasurer's office. While it is not expected that changes in the charge will be made during the year,
the colle~e must reserve the right to make such a change on thirty
day's notice. Additional details will be found under Housing.
Hazelwood Act
To enroll under the provisions of the Hazelwood Act, the
total number of semester hours of credit (including previous
hours of credit plus the semester hours of current enrollment) may not exceed 64 semester hours. Pan American College only receives state appropriations for students enrolled
for 64 semester hours or less.

Books
The student must purchase his own books and supplies. These
costs vary with the courses selected and are also dependent
upon whether new or second-hand books are purchased. The
College operates a bookstore in the College Center building
for the benefit of students.
As a rough estimate, a freshman student enrolled in a general
liberal arts curriculum the first semester may expect to spend
about $40 for books, if all are purchased new. The second
semester expenses for books should not be more than about

$30.
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Transportation
The College does not operate a transportation system.
Through an arrangement with the Valley Transit Company,
commuter tickets are sold in the Treasurer's Office that
permit college st~dents to ride Valley Transit busses at onehalf the regular fare. These tickets are available only from
the office of the College Treasurer, and are issued only on
the basis of a commuter's card good for one month.
Estimate of Expenses

While any estimate of expenses must be a crude approximation, because of the variable factors of total hour load,
books, and supplies, the resident of the College District
should be able to attend Pan American College for a cost of
about $140-$165 per semester. This sum would include tuition,
fees, books, and supplies, but not transportation or the cost
of the noon meal. The College Commons serves meals, cafeteria style, at a very reasonable rate.
Non-credit Enrollment
A student who is eligible to enroll for credit may, if approved
by the Dean, enroll for a course on a non-credit basis. He may
take tests, have papers graded, and receive the same classroom attention given a credit student but may not receive
credit for the course. Any change from non-credit to credit
status must be made, through the Registrar's office, not later
than one month from the date classes begin.
Auditing a Course
A student may, undercertain conditions, enroll as an Auditor.
This may be done by obtaining the proper Audit Card from
the Registrar, having it approved by the instructor of the
class to be audited, paying the required fee to the Treasurer,
and using the Treasurer's receipt as an admission card to the
class. Enrollment as an Auditor does not permit the enrollee
to take examinations, have tests or other papers checked by
the instructor, or to participate in the class discussions.

PAYMENT OF TUITION AND FEES
Payment Required at Registration
All tuition and fees must be paid in advance at the time of
registration.
Payment may be made by check or money order payable to
Pan American College.
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Returned Checks
If checks or drafts are returned unpaid for any reason, the

student must pay in cash immediately. Students who have
not cleared a returned check within seven days from receipt
of notice from the Treasurer's Office will be required to
withdraw from College. A $2.00 collection fee will be charged
for each returned check.

REFUNDS
If a student finds it necessary to drop one or more courses

or to withdraw from College, if he form.ally drops or withdraws through the Registrar's Office, he may receive the
following tuition refunds:
1. Basis for 100% refund: death, permanent disability, course
cancelled, fault of the College, enforced withdrawal.

2. He may receive 90% of the tuition upon withdrawal from
September 14 through September 23, for the first semester,
and January 27 through February 6, for the second semester.

3. He may receive 50% of the tuition if he withdraws between
September 24 and September 30, for the first semester, and
between February 7 and February 12, for the second semester.
4. After September 30, for the first semester, and February

12, for the second semester, no tuition will be refunded.
The effective date of withdrawal will be the date as recorded
by the Registrar when the withdrawal is officially completed.
Immediate refunds will not be made to students who withdraw during the refund period. Normally, refund checks will
be mailed within 30 days to the student's address on file in
the Treasurer's Office.

STUDENT INSURANCE
Each student is covered by a limited insurance policy for
injuries sustained in attendance at the College or in going directly from home to the College, or from the College directly home.
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There is protection up to $2,500 for death, dismemberment, or loss
of sight. Medical expenses, in excess of $10, may be paid up to
the amount of $750.00.
Forms to be completed in case of injury may be obtained
from the Treasurer and his office has a detailed description of the
coverage offered by the policy. These forms must be completed
within twenty days of the date of the accident.
The cost of this coverage is included in a student's tuition
payment.

ADVANCED STANDING EXAMINATIONS
To be eligible to take an advanced standing examination
the student should meet the following requirements:
1. Must have been enrolled in Pan American College for
at least one semester.
2. Must have a B average on work taken in Pan American
College.

3. Must satisfy a committee from the academic department
in which he wishes to take the examination that he has
the proper background to enable him to pass the examination successfully.

A grade of B is required to establish credit on any Advanced Standing Examination. A copy of the examination, along
with the student's examination paper, is filed with the appropriate Dean.

ADVANCED PLACEMENT EXAMINATIONS
Advanced Placement Examinations are given in certain
subjects in which the student has done creditable work in high
school courses which were designed to offer college-level work.
Usually the student should arrange to take the College Entrance
Board Advanced Standing Examinations and should then present
the results of such examinations to the Registrar. Where this is
not done, the student should petition his Dean for permission to
take an Advanced Placement Examination. The Dean will then
determine if he is eligible for such an examination and will require that either the College Board or a locally prepared e:xami•
nation be taken.
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FINANCIAL AID TO STUDENTS
There are several sources of student aid: through employment in the College, placement in part-time jobs off the campus.
scholarships, and loan funds.
Employment by the College, There are some jobs available each year on the College campus, including work on buildings and grounds, secretarial work, library and laboratory assistantshi{'S, and similar places in college offices or buildings.
Payment 1s usually on an hourly basis for these places and varies
with the skill and experience of the student. Students whose
scholastic records indicate their ability to do creditable college
work and who are unable to attend college without financial
help, will be given first consideration for all available jobs. Applicants for such places should submit an application as early as
possible. These applications should be directed to the Placement
Director. Applications should indicate the quality of school or
college work the student has done, as shown by his grades, and
should give the name and address of at least two persons, not
relatives, who can answer questions about the financial status of
the applicant.
Employment off-campus. To the extent of its ability, the
Placement Bureau will attempt to find places in towns and communities of the College District where students may work parttime, but students who must work while attending college will
often be able to locate a position in their own communities quicker than any outside agency. The Bureau can assume no responsibility other than helping to locate places of employment.
College Placement Bureau. The Placement Bureau provides
a central office where graduates and alumni of Pan American
College may be assisted in their search for a new position at the
time of graduation, or later in another position. The essential aim
of the office is to bring Pan American graduates and prospective
employers together in the most effective manner.

Degree graduates are urged to enroll with the Placement
Bureau. Undergraduates, who feel that they must drop out of
school and work, may list their names with the Bureau.
No fee is charged for the service of this Bureau either to
the student or to the employer.
Scholarships. It is not possible to list all scholarships at
present since many are being given directly to students from
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specific towns by organizations in the town or city. A partial list
of some scholarships follows.
First honor graduates from accredited high schools of Texas are eligible for a scholarship which covers the cost of the tuition for the freshman year in the College. These students are
certified through the Texas Education Agency. Initial enrollment
must be in this College.
The College offers a partial scholarship to the salutatorian,
or second honor graduate, of accredited Texas high schools. Certification must be made by the high school principal. The scholarship covers half the cost of the tuition and fees for the freshman
year and is valid only during the college year immediately following high school graduation. This scholarship is valid in the
second semester of the freshman year, and initial enrollment
must be in this College.
By action of the Board of Regents, a limited number of
tuition scholarships are available to foreign students, from any
state of the Organization of American States, which is more commonly lmown as the Pan American Union. An applicant for one of
these scholarships must have demonstrated his ability to read
and write English satisfactorily; must be a graduate of a recognized secondary school in his own country; and must be recommended by at least two reputable citizens of his native land.
The member of the Freshman class who makes the highest average in his class during a regular college year receives
an award covering the cost of tuition and fees for the second half
of his sophomore year. To be eligible for the award the student
must have attended Pan American College the entire freshman
year and must have carried at least 14 semester hours of credit
work each semester.
The Texas Education Agency, through the Division of Vocational Rehabilitation, offers payment of tuition and other service to civilian students who have certain physical handicaps, provided the vocational objective selected by the student has been
approved by a representative of the Division. Application for
Vocational Rehabilitation should be made to the Division of
Vocational Rehabilitation, 609 McKelvey Building, Harlingen,
Texas, or to Director, Division of Vocational Rehabilitation,
Capitol Station, Austin, Texas.
Typical of other available scholarships are those offered
by the College through the generosity of interested individuals.
The following illustrate the types of scholarships awarded:
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The Harry E. Wilcox Engineering Scholarships,
consisting of two scholarships covering tuition,
books, and fees.
The Lemont Wilcox Music and Art Scholarships
consisting of two scholarships covering tuition,
books, and fees.
Applications for the Wilcox scholarships should
be made in writing to the Dean of the School of
Technology for the engineering scholarship and to
the Dean of the School of Arts and Sciences for the
music and art scholarships.
Joe and Jess Crump Scholarship: Graduates from Hidalgo
County high schools with grades above the average in the school
from which they have graduated may apply to the trustees of
the Joe and Jess Crump Scholarship Trust for financial assistance
in order to attend Pan American College. The trustees may advance at their discretion annually to such students an amount
equal to the actual cost of college books, tuition, and required
fees necessary for the particular year for which the application
is made and approved and for succeeding years while such students are still attending Pan American College and are deemed
worthy by the trustees.

Among scholarships donated through the College, but with
the recipients designated by the donor are: The Edinburg High
School Choir Scholarships; the Eighth District Federated Music
Club Scholarships; the Rio Grande Valley Federation of Womens'
Clubs Scholarships; the Pan American Round Table of McAllen
Scholarship; and the Pan American Round Table of Rio Grande
City Scholarship; scholarships granted by certain religious or
fraternal organizations such as The Division of National Missions
of the Board of Missions of the Methodist Church, the Home
Mission Board of the Southern Baptist Convention, and the
Knights Templar Educational Foundation; and others granted by
individuals or organizations such as: McAllen Classroom Teachers Association; McAllen Elks Club; Wallace Gin Company; Women's Missionary Union (Baptist); Weslaco Rotary Club.
Applications for these scholarships should be made directly
to the sponsoring groups; applications for the college-controlled

scholarships should be made to the Dean of Students.
Student loans are also available through the College under the National Defense Education Act of 1958. Applicants for
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loans are considered on the basis of financial need and demonstrated academic ability. Funds are limited and preference is
given persons majoring in mathematics, science, engineering,
foreign language and teacher preparation. Continuance of a loan
would depend upon a "C" average, or better. Applications should
be filed not later than August 1 for the Fall semester; December
1 for the Spring semester; and, May 1 for the summer sessions.
Further information and application forms may be secured by
addressing the Office of Student Affairs.
Three other Loan Funds, administered by the College, are
available for students. The Pan American College Loan Fund
has been made possible through donations from a number of
individuals and organizations. The J. B. Speer Loan Fund was
presented as a memorial by the family, faculty, students, and
other friends of Dr. J. B. Speer, Dean of the School of Education
of Pan American College at the time of his death in May, 1960.
Si nee Dean Speer dedicated his life to the education of young
people, preference is given to loans to students expecting to
teach. Another memorial fund is the Emilia Ramirez Loan Fund
contributed by the friends of Mrs. Emilia Ramirez, late professor
of foreign language in Pan American College.
Generally, loans from these funds are limited to no more
than $100 and for no longer than six months. They are designed to
aid students who lack sufficient funds to pay tuition in full, or
to purchase books at the time of registration but who expect to
be able to repay the loan in a relatively short time.
Applications for all these loans should be made to the
Dean of Students at least one week before the loan is needed.
The College has a small loan fund available to students who
must have more time to pay tuition costs than is allowed by the
catalog. Applications must be filed with the Dean of Students
at least one week before registration. The students must have
exhausted all other resources before he is eligible for this college
loan.
Chapters of Delta Kappa Gamma have made available a
loan fund for students enrolled in Pan American College whose
work is of good quality and who need help in financing a part
of the cost of attending college. Application for this loan is made
to the Dean of Students.
The McAllen Rotary Club has made $1,000 available to be
used for short term loans to students. This is administered through
the Office of the Dean of Students and application should be made
at that office.
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CONTINUING EDUCATION
Under the law that authorized the establishment of Pan
American College, Adult Education, probably better named Continuing Education, was recognized as an essential part of the new
institution's program. As a matter of fact, one of the three principal sections of the College was designated in the law as the
Adult Education Division, now known as the Division of Extension and Public Service. The purposes of this Division were
to 11 • • • emphasize continuation of education of adults with emphasis upon democracy and citizenship." The law further said that
this work shall be presented " ... for adults regardless of age or
formal education."

In general, an effort is made to provide an instructor and
a meeting place whenever as many as fifteen people within the
College District indicate a wish for a particular class. Most of
these classes are held in school buildings and are scheduled in
the evenings. They are, however, quite flexible and may be given
at any time of the day.
Many of the courses are included in the college-credit program and those persons enrolled in them are taking the work to
improve their competence and to accumulate credits leading to a
degree. On the other hand, there are classes in basic or fundamental English, for example, for persons who simply want to
become more proficient in their use of language-and who may
have had very little formal education. There are also short
courses for small groups who have a need for brief but intensive
work in a special field.

In addition to the courses listed in the College Catalog,
which are open to any qualified adult, there are available special
courses, which may be organized for any group in the evening
classes. These classes are often specially arranged to meet specific
needs and may or may not carry college credit.
The College hopes to extend this area of service to any part
of the District where it may be needed and to give work in any
teaching field for which capable instructors are available.
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SUMMER SESSION
As a part of its regular program, the College offers a Summer Session consisting of two terms of six weeks. Classes given
in the summer are arranged to meet the requirements of students
who need to do summer work and are selected on the basis of requests made by those who are enrolled during the regular term
of the College. Usually one may complete twelve semester hours
of work in the twelve-week period, though students with a good
scholastic record may be allowed to enroll for as many as fourteen
hours during the Session. Most classes, except those with laboratory sections, meet during the morning hours and are scheduled
for five days of the week. Because some students must work during the day, a limited number of classes are offered in the evening. Generally, one may enroll for a maximum of eight hours for
the entire Session in evening classes during the summer.
The 1965 Summer Session will begin on May 31.

CERTIFICATE REQum.EMENTS FOR TEACHERS
Teachers in Texas elementary and secondary schools are required
by law to hold a valid Texas teacher's certificate for the grade level,
specialization area, or position to which they are assigned.
Any person who, prior to September 1, 1955, enrolled in a teacher
education program leading to a bachelor's degree in an institution of
higher learning, approved for teacher education by the State Board of
Education, may continue the program and obtain the type of certificate to
which the preparation entitled him when his college program was started.
Those certificates then may be converted to the certificate most comparable under the new certification program.
ADy person enrolling for the first time, subsequent to September 1,
1955, in a program of teacher education at an institution of higher learning, approved for teacher education by the State Board of Education, may
become eligible for either of two types of valid teachers' certificates: the
Provisional Certificate and the Professional Certificate. Each certificate
will show on its face all the specialization areas in which the certificate
holder has qualified at the time of issue. Both certificates are valid for
life unless cancelled by lawful authority.

The Texas Education Agency has recently revised requirements for
the number and the distribution of courses for the second teaching field
in both the elementary and the secondary areas. These requirements are
indicated in the Catalog by some, but not all, of the Divisions of the
College, Students beginning their teacher training programs after June
1. 1962, should confer with their Division Directors about these changes.
Additional information may be obtained from the Dean of the School
of Education.
Recent certification regulations require prospective secondary school
teachers to have 24 semester hours o,f credit in each of two teaching fields.
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SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
T. Lawrence White, Dean

DMSION OF AMERICAN STUDIES AND
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
Professor White, Director
Purpose
(a}

General Aims: To promote the growth and academic development of students into more mature human beings, capable of
intelligent thought and action in their personal and social lives;
to establish personal and social values by which they may make
wise choices in the conduct of their lives; to offer general and
basic education; to aid vocational, pre-professional and adult
students by providing information and increasing understanding
and insight useful in any activity or vocation.

(b)

Specific Aims: To increase the student's understanding and appreciation of his heritage; to further his understanding of the
fundamental rights and obligations of a citizen in a democracy;
to promote better and happier social relationships by providing
instruction in the areas of Social Science; to foster a better understanding of international affairs and the role of the United
States as a great world power, and particularly to promote
better inter-American relationships.

Degree Requirements
Major in Social Science
History 213, 223 or History 233, 223
Government 213, 223
Economics 213, Sociology 213 or Phil. 213 (three hours required)
Plus: 15 semester hours of advanced courses (those numbered 300 or
400) in this Division.
Students desiring a Secondary School Certificate with Social
Science as their area of specialization will consult with the
· Division Director on required courses.

Courses Offered
Bible 112. New Testament History
(The Gospels).
Bible 122. New Testament History
(The Letters of PauD.
Bible 212. Old Testament History.
Bible 222. Old Testament History.
Bible 232. Old Testament History.
Rel. 242. Comparative Religion.
Rel. 252. Comparative Religion.
Eco. 213. Principles of Economics.
Eco. 223. Economic Problems.
Eco. 333. International Trade.

Geo. 213. Principles of Geography:
Physical Elements.
Geo. 223. Principles of Geography:
Cultural Elements.
Govt. 213,223. American Government.
Govt. 313. Rural and Local
Government.
Govt. 323. Introduction to Public
Administration.
Govt. 343. International Politics.
Govt. 353. History of Political
Thought.
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Govt. 363. American Constitutional

Hist. 433. Civilization Through the
Centuries.
Govt. 373. American Political Parties Hist. 443. Civilization Through the
and Politics.
Centuries.
Govt. 383. Latin-American Politics
Philo. 213. Introduction to
Govt. 413. Comparative Political and
Philosophy.
Economic Systems.
Philo. 223. Ethics.
Hist. 213,223. American Heritage.
Philo. 233. Philosophy of Religion.
Philo. 243. Basic Logic.
Hist. 233. A General Survey of the
History of Texas.
Philo. 313. American Philosophy.
Hist. 313. Early American History,
Philo. 323. Aesthetics.
1748-1789.
Psy. 213. Introduction to Psychology.
Hist. 323. The Trans-Miss. West.
Psy. 223. General Psychology.
Hist. 333. Mexico, Central and South Soc. 213. Principles of Sociology.
America.
Soc. 223. A Study of Social Problems.
Hist. 343. Mexico Since
Soc .233. Marriage and the Family.
Independence.
Soc. 303. Introduction to Social case
Hist. 363. History of Asia.
Work.
Soc. 313. Criminology.
Hist. 383. Europe Since 1870.
Soc. 323. Rural Sociology.
Hist. 413. Twentieth Century
America.
Soc. 343. Population Problems.

Law.

BIBLE AND RELIGION
Bible 112. NEW TESTAMENT HISTORY (The Gospels).
A survey of the inter-Bible periods. The principal events in
the life of Christ and the experiences of the early church.
A study of the New Testament in relation to its historical
backgrounds and basic teachings.
Bible 122. NEW TESTAMENT filSTORY (The Letters of Paul).
A continuation of Bible 112, dealing with a study of the
development of Christian practices until the end of the
apostolic age.
·
Bible 212. OLD TESTAMENT IDSTORY.
An examination and comparison of the sources of the Old
Testament and a study of the early development of Judaism. The inter-relation of these with early Christian thinking and the critical examination of early Christian philosophy derived from the Old Testament.
Bible 222. OLD TE.STAMENT filSTORY.
A continuation of Bible 212, covering the Psalms.
Bible 232. OLD TESTAMENT HISTORY.
A continuation of Bible 222, covering the period from Proverbs through Malachi.
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Bel. 242. COMPARATIVE RELIGION.

A non-sectarian approach to, and a comparison of, the great
religions or systems or personal philosophies of the world
including Judaism, Buddhism, Mohammedanism, Confucianism, Christianity, and some less-known faiths or philosophies.
Rel. 252. COMPARATIVE RELIGION.

A continuation of Religion 242.

ECONOMICS
Eco. 213. PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS.
A systematic consideration of fundamental economic concepts and principles, together with an analytical study of
capitalism, prices, business organization, and distribution.
Eco. 223. ECONOMIC PROBLEMS.

Analysis of contemporary economic issues and problems
with emphasis on labor-management relations, money and
banking, taxation, and agriculture. Prerequisite: Eco. 213.

Eco. 333. INTERNATIONAL TRADE.
The mechanism of international trade and a study of its
effects on a national economy. A discussion of foreign investments, cartels, international output and price controls.
Prerequisites: Eco. 213, 223. Offered on demand.
Note:

See B.A. 313:f, 363f, 313i, and 424 for additional economics courses.

GEOGRAPHY
Geo. 213. PRINCIPLES OF GEOGRAPHY: PHYSICAL ELEMENTS. An overview of the earth's natural features systematically described and interpreted through basic geo"
graphic principles. Emphasis will be given to earth-sun
relations, maps, the world pattern and distribution of
water and climate; landscape development under the influence of vulcanism and mountain-building forces, rivers,
underground water, glaciers, waves and currents, and wind;
the nature and classification of the principal soil and vegetation groups of the world.
Geo. 223. PRINCIPLES OF GEOGRAPHY: CULTURAL ELEMENTS. A study of man's use of natural environment in
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creating his cultural setting. Emphasis will be placed upon
the areas of production and consumption and their effects
upon world population.

GOVERNMENT
Govt. 213, 223. AMERICAN GOVERNMENT.
Fulfills the legislative requirement of six hours of Ameri•
can government. A functional study of the American con•
stitutional and governmental system, federal, state, and
local. Special attention and emphasis on U. S. and Texas
Constitutions Gov. 213. The origins and development of
the American governmental system; federal-state and interstate relations; the individual as a citizen, person, and
voter; political parties; and legislation. Gov. 223. Judicial,
executive, and administrative functions in federal and state
governments; lesser units of government; financing governmental activities; foreign relations and national defense
and governmental services and functions in the fields of
business, labor, agriculture, social welfare, public safety
and conservation. Prerequisite: sophomore standing.
Govt. 313. RURAL AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT.
A study of organization, functions, relationships, and activities of the taxing districts and of the counties of the
State. Special reference is made to Texas and to the types
of such districts encountered in the Rio Grande Valley.
Prerequisites: Gov. 213, 223.
Govt. 323. INTRODUCTION TO PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION.
A survey of public administration in the United States,
with emphasis upon its general machinery and on the powers, problems, and control of governmental agencies. Prerequisites: Gov. 213, 223.
Govt. 343. INTERNATIONAL POLITICS.
Political and economic principles, problems, and factors
involved in the foreign policies of the Great Powers and
regional organizations; problems of nationalism, imperialism and world organization. Prerequisites: Gov. 213, 223.
Not given each year.
Govt. 353. mSTORY OF POLITICAL THOUGHT.
A survey of the main streams of political thought and
systems from the time of Hammurabi to Churchill, as
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observed in legal codes, official edicts and decrees, in drama
and the belles•lettres, and in the commentaries of modern
publicists and historians. Emphasis is on identifying highlights of political values and systems. Prerequisites: Gov.
213, 223. Not given each year.
Govt. 363. AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONAL LAW.
A study of the development of the American Constitution
through judicial interpretation with particular emphasis
on cases dealing with federalism, Congress, the executive,
commerce, due process, and civil rights. Prerequisites:
Gov. 213, 223.
Govt. 373. AMERICAN POLITICAL PARTIES AND POLITICS.
A study of the history, organization, function and leadership of political parties and the role they play in the operation of national, state, and local governments in the United
States. Prerequisites: Gov. 213, 223.
Govt. 383. LATIN•AMERICAN POLITICS.
A survey of politics in the area; competing ideologies,
type of revolutions, sources of instability, party interest,
group developments, relationship between political, social
and economic structures and relations between the United
States and Latin America. Prerequisites: Gov. 213, 223.
Govt. 413. COMPARATIVE POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC
SYSTEMS. A study of and a comparison of the present
day governmental-economic systems of several foreign
countries and the United States. Prerequisites: Gov. 213,
223, and six hours of history. Not given each year.

fflSTORY
Hist. 213, 223. AMERICAN HERITAGE.
An integration of social, political and economic history of
the United States, with constant attention directed to geography and its influences. Approach is by problems which
move chronologically from the earliest Colonial period to
the current great debate on foreign policy. Open to freshmen who have completed Hist. 233, or freshmen who enter
with credit in American History from high school
Hist. 233. A GENERAL SURVEY OF THE WSTORY OF
TEXAS. This course gives a rapid survey of the history of
Texas from the period of Spanish ownership of the land to
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the present. Open to Freshmen. May be substituted for
Hist. 213 to meet State requirement for students expecting to graduate from PAC only.
Hist. 313. EARLY AMERICAN HISTORY 1748•1789.

A study of the growth of early American civilization within the British Empire, the American Revolution, and cre-

ation of the Federal Constitution with particular attention
given to the eighteenth-century origins of American political institutions. Prerequisite: six semester hours of
history.
Hist. 323. THE TRANS-MISSISSIPPI WEST.
A study of the acquisition, exploration, and settlement of
the territory west of the Mississippi River from 1800 to
1900 with emphasis on Manifest Destiny and influences of
the frontier upon American institutions. Prerequisite: six
semester hours of history.
Hist. 333. MEXICO, CENTRAL AND SOUTH AMERICA.
A study of the establishment of Spanish dominion; geography and natural resources; institutional and social development; cultural aspects and contributions. Prerequisite:
six semester hours of History.
Hist. 343. MEXICO SINCE INDEPENDENCE.
A study of political, social, and cultural developments since
1821; problems of Mexico and her role in Pan American relations. Prerequisite: six semester hours of History. History
333 is recommended to precede this course.
lllst. 363. msTORY OF ASIA.
A brief survey of Asian History with special attention
given to India, Japan, and China. Background and development of current problems of the Far East. Prerequisite:
six semester hours of history.
Hist. 383. EUROPE SINCE 1870.
A survey of European history and its relationship to the
modern world since the Franco-Prussian War. Emphasis
will be given to the collapse of the monarchial powers, the
totalitarian states, and the current power structure of
Europe. Prerequisite: six semester hours of History.

Hist. 413. TWENTIETH CENTURY AMERICA.
A study of the rise of the United States to her present
position as a world power. Particular attention will be given
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to domestic history and foreign policy with their relationship to and effect on each other. Prerequisite: six semester
hours of History.

Hist. 433. CIVILIZATION THROUGH THE CENTURIES.
A thorough survey of the political, social, and cultural history of Europe through the Treaty of Utrecht. Emphasis
will be given to the contributions of Greece and Rome to
the Western World, the fall of Rome, the beginning of
feudalism and the rise of national states, the Renaissance
and the Protestant Reformation. Prerequisite: six semester
hours of history.
Hist, 443. CIVILIZATION THROUGH THE CENTURIES.
A continuation of History 433 to the present time. Emphasis will be given to European expansion, the French Revolution and Napoleon, the Industrial Revolution, the spread
of Socialism, and the world conflicts of the twentieth century. Prerequisite: six hours of History.

PHILOSOPHY
Philo. 213. INTRODUCTION TO PHILOSOPHY.
A preliminary study of the great philosophic traditions
developed by man in his unceasing efforts to understand
himself and his world. Prerequisite: sophomore standing
or consent of instructor.
Philo. 223. ETHICS.
A survey of the rich heritage of human thought on what
constitutes the good life. Prerequisite: sophomore standing
or consent of instructor.
Philo. 233. PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION.
A study of man's religious concepts and ex~riences. Prerequisite: sophomore standing or consent of instructor. Not
offered every year.
Philo. 243. BASIC LOGIC.
An introduction to that branch of philosophy which deals
with the nature and problems of clear and accurate thinking. Prerequisite: sophomore standing or consent of instructor. Not offered every year.

Philo. 313. AMERICAN PHil..OSOPHY.
An examination of the contributions of great American
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thinkers to the philosophical deposit of the world. Not offered every year.
Philo. 323. AESTHETICS.
The philosophy of art, or the study of the concept of beauty
and of the aesthetic experience of man. Not offered every
year.

PSYCHOLOGY
Psy. 213. INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOLOGY.
An introduction to the study of the mental processes, including the scientific methods used in psychology, the influences of heredity and environment, the control of the
emotions, intelligent behavior, and the conditions governing learning, social behavior, and the development of personality. Prerequisite: sophomore standing.
Psy. 223. GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY.
Emphasis is placed upon the adjustment problems of normal people. Prerequisite: three hours of psychology or the
consent of the instructor.

SOCIOLOGY
Soc. 213. PRINCIPLES OF SOCIOLOGY.
The social group, culture, and personality; social institutions: social interaction; social change.
Soc. 223. A STUDY OF SOCIAL PROBLEMS.
A sociological analysis of selected social problems present
in current society.
Soc. 233. MARRIAGE AND THE FAMILY.
A study of problems and an analysis of the factors contributing to successful marriages with a study of surveys that
that have been made of this aspect of the social relations
of men and women. A combination lecture-discussion group
with a great many selected readings and films. Open to
upper classmen, or to freshmen who have been approved
by the instructor.
Soc. 303. INTRODUCTION TO SOCIAL CASE WORK.
A study of the development of social work and a survey
of modem social case work practice. Primarily for those
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students intending to enter the profession of social case
work or related fields. Offered on demand.
Soc, 313. CRIMINOLOGY.
A study of crime, its causes, and its social treatment. Emphasis is placed upon adults and juvenile delinquency in
the Rio Grande Valley.
Soc. 323. RURAL SOCIOLOGY.
A study of rural society, its people, structure, and processes. Analysis of rural society in the Rio Grande Valley
is given special attention. Not given each year.

Soc. 343. POPULATION PROBLEMS.
A study of population distribution, composition, growth,
migration, and vital processes, particularly as they relate
to this region. Not given each year.

ART, MUSIC, AND HOME LIFE
Purpose
Art, Music, and Home Life encourages every student to develop
an elementary understanding of the arts. It serves as an elective
resource for students in any area and offers fields of specialization
in art, home economics, family life, and music. It is hoped that every
student will acquire some knowledge of his rich cultural heritage
and its meaningful relationship to his daily life and enjoy using
some of the individual skills for his own personal development.

Degree Requirements
(a) Major in Art
Students majoring in art must meet the general education re•
quirements and earn a minimum of 30 semester hours in art,
15 of which must be advanced. Required courses:
Art 133
Art 143

Art 213
Art 243

Art 353
Art 473

Plus: Twelve additional hours, including three hours in art history.
Minor in Art
A minimum of 18 semester hours in art, nine of which must be
advanced. Required courses:
Art 133
Art 143
Art 473
Plus: Nine additional hours.
Cb)

(c) Those students desiring to earn a teaching certificate with art
as their major or minor, will consult with the chairman of the
Art Department.
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•(d) Major in Home Economics, general
H,E. 113,123
HJ&.133

H.E. 243
H.E. 153 or 263

Plus: 15 advanced semester hours in Home Economics. There must
be a minimum of 30 semester hours in Home Economics.

(e)

Majors in Home Economics should take chemistry or biology
to tulfill the science requirement.
Major in Music
It is recommended that prospective music majors or minors
have previous piano training. Students with inadequate piano
preparation will be required to take instruction and to pass a
barrier examination in piano before graduation.
Transfer students will be given a music theory examination to
insure sufficient preparation in harmon,:. If it is determined
that a student shows unsatisfactory background, the student
will be required to take appropriate work in theory to correct
the deficien«:7.
(48 hours are required in the major broad field of music; a
total of 128 hours. Music majors must participate in band
and/or choir and/or orchestra each semester, and are expected
to participate in a public recital during the senior year. It is
also recommended that they be members of at least one small
ensemble.)
A music major must take a minimum of one hour per semester
in his major instrument. At the end of each semester, an instrumental or vocal jury examination will be given students
taking private lessons.

Required courses for majors:
Music Education
Music 301p, 302b, 302w, 302s, and 243
Music Theory
Music 114, 124

Music 214, 224

Muriic 333 or 412 or 432 or -e2 or 482
or 492

Music History
Music 313, 323
Music, Applied
Major instrument eight hours
Minor instrument four hours
(f)

Minor in Music

18 hours of music, which must include Music 114, 124; Music
313, 323; private instruction in voice or instrument; participation in chorus, band, orchestra, or an ensemble group is also
recommended.

• No major will be offered in Home Economics after August, 1965.

1
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Courses Offered
Art 133, Drawing
Art 143, Creative Design
Art 173, Art Appreciation
Art 213, Painting
Art 233, Figure Drawing
Art 243, Three-Dimensional Design
Art 253, Advertising Design
Art 263, Ceramics
Art 273, Crafts
Art 313, Painting
Art 323, Weaving
Art 343, Sculpture
Art 353, Introduction to the Teaching of Art
Art 363, Art in the Elementary
School
Art 383, Medieval and Renaissance
Art
Art 393, Contemporary Art
Art 403, American Art
Art 453, Art in the Secondary School
Art 473, Art Survey
H.Ec. 111, Effective Living
H.Ec. 121, Effective Living
H.Ec. 131, Effective Living
H.Ec. 141, Effective Living
H.Ec. 151, Effective Living
H.Ec. 161, Effective Living
H.Ec. 113, Food Preparation
H.Ec. 123, Meal Planning and Table
Service
H.Ec. 133, Clothing Selection and
Construction
H.Ec. 143, Color and Design
H.Ec. 153, Elementary Nutrition
H.Ec. 164, Basic Nutrition and
Diet Therapy
H.Ec. 213, Textiles
H.Ec. 243, Child Development
H.Ec. 253, Family Health
H.Ec. 263, Intermediate Nutrition
H.Ec. 323, Special Methods in Home
Economics Education

H.Ec. 343, Home Furnishings
H.Ec. 353, Advanced Clothing
H.Ec. 363, Home Management
H.Ec. 373, Consumer Problems
H.Ec. 383, Family Relationships
H.Ec. 393, Advanced Nutrition
H.Ec. 413, Diet Therapy
H.Ec. 423, Advanced Foods and
Demonstration Cookery
H.Ec. 433, Tailoring
H.Ec. 49lp to 495p, Special Problems
in Nutrition
Soc. 233, Marriage and the Family
Mus. lllb to 421b incl., Band
Mus. Ille to 421c incl., Chorus
Mus. llle to 421e incl., Instrumental
or Vocal Ensemble
Mus. lllo to 4210 incl., Orchestra
Mus. 114, 124, Elementary Harmony
Mus. 131 or 141, Class Piano
Mus. 151-152b,p,s,v,w to 461462b,p,s,v,w, incl., Applied Music
Mus. 214, 224, Second Year Harmony
Mus. 233, Public School Music
Mus. 243, Public School Music
Mus. 273, Music Appreciation
Mus. 302b,s,w, 30lp, Instrumental
Methods
Mus. 302v, Voice Methods
Mus. 303, Secondary School Music
Methods
Mus. 313, History of Music
Mus. 323, History of Music
Mus. 333, Counterpoint
Mus. 412, Form and Analysis
Mus. 432, Conducting
Mus. 452, Orchestration
Mus. 462, Orchestration
Mus. 482,ChoralArranging
Mus. 492, Advanced Band Techniques

ART
Art 133. DRAWING.

A course in drawing including perspective, still life and
figure work from a number of approaches and with various
media. Two hours lecture and four hours studio.

Art 143. CREATIVE DESIGN.
A course in the principles of design. Development of design structures on the two dimensional surface. Two hours
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lecture and four hours studio. May be taken as Art 143 or
Home Ee. 143 but not both.
Art 173. ART APPRECIATION.
A course in art appreciation concerned with the value and
meaning of the visual arts. This course is a general education requirement for all students except those majoring
or minoring in Art. Three hours lecture, discussion, with
some studio assignments.
Art 213. PAINTING.
A course in painting with emphasis on individual development and concerned with the fundamental concepts and
practices in painting. Prerequisites: Art 133 and Art 143.
Two hours lecture and four hours studio.
Art 233. FIGURE DRAWING.
A course in the study of the form, design, and anatomy of
the human figure. Drawing in various media from a variety of concepts. Prerequisite: Art 133. Two hours lecture
and four hours studio.
Art 243. THREE-DIMENSIONAL DESIGN.
A course in the development of three-dimensional struc•
tures with exercises and experiments relative to theories
and techniques with specific projects using appropriate
materials and processes. Prerequisite: Art 143. Two hours
lecture and four hours studio.
Art 253. ADVERTISING DESIGN.
A course in the basic problems of advertising design, layout, lettering, illustration, typography. Prerequisite: Art
143 which may be taken concurrently. Two hours lecture
and four hours studio.
Art 263. CERAMICS.
A course in the practice of ceramic design, study and ap•
plication of clay conditioning, handbuilding, use of the
potter's wheel, glazing and firing with emphasis on creative design. Two hours lecture and four hours studio.
Art 273. CRAFTS.
A course in general crafts using a variety of materials with
emphasis on design, craftsmanship and individual projects.
Two hours lecture and four hours studio.
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Art 313. PAINTING.

A second course in painting concerned with greater individual development and the exploration of various media. Prerequisite: Art 213. Two hours lecture and four hours
studio.
Art 323. WEAVING.

A course in weaving using two and four heddle looms and
the making of simple looms for the weaving of small articles. Two hours lecture and four hours studio.
Art 343. SCULPTURE.

A course in the problems of sculpture with consideration
of different concepts in various media and techniques. Prerequisite: Art 243. Two hours lecture and four hours studio.
Art 353. INTRODUCTION TO THE TEACHING OF ART.

An introductory course in the methods, techniques, and
materials necessary for the teaching of creative art in the
elementary, junior and senior high schools. Prerequisite:
junior standing. Three hours lecture and discussion with
some studio assignments.
Art 363. ART IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL.

A course in practice and methods necessary for the teaching of creative art in the elementary school with emphasis
on design, crafts, drawing, painting, and correlation, using
many waste materials and exploring new materials. Prerequisite: Art 353. Studio assignments with lecture and
discussion.
Art 383. MEDIBVAL AND RENAISSANCE ART.

A course in art history beginning with the Christian era
after the fall of Rome, including the Byzantine, Romanesque, Gothic, early and high Renaissance art, Baroque
and Rococo. Prerequisite: junior standing.
Art 393. CONTEMPORARY ART.

A course in art history from the 18th century in Europe
until modern times concerned with the development and
logical growth of today's arts and aesthetics. Prerequisite:
junior standing.
Art 403. AMERICAN ART.

A course in the art history of the Americas from the preColumbian influences to present day development. Prerequisite: junior standing.
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Art 453. ART IN THE SECONDARY SCHOOL.

A course in practice and methods necessary for the teaching of creative art in the junior and senior high school.
Required of student teachers in art before practice teaching at the secondary level. Prerequisite: Art 353. Lecture.
discussion, and studio assignments.
Art 473. ART SURVEY.

An intensive historical survey of the arts from paleolithic
to modern times. Emphasis on painting, architecture, and
sculpture. For the student requiring a general historical
background of man's artistic achievements. Prereauisite:
junior standing.

HOME ECONOMICS
H.Ee. 111. EFFECTIVE LIVING.
A course designed to aid the student in efficient handling
of personal, social, financial, and spiritual affairs of everyday living. Open to both men and women. One hour per
week.
H.Ec. 121. EFFECTIVE LIVING.
Continuation of study of subjects dealt with in H.Ec. 111,
but an independent course. Open to both men and women.
One hour per week.
H.Ec. 131. EFFECTIVE LIVING.
Define long time goals based on what is desired from life.
Good self-management; management of family resources;
laws pertaining to family and personal property; insurance
for the family. Open to both men and women. One hour
per week.
H.Ec. 141. EFFECTIVE LIVING.
Deals with selection of site for a home; factors in purchasing home; selection and equipment for homes; exterior and
interior decoration. Open to both men and women. One
hour per week.
H.Ec. 151. EFFECTIVE LIVING.
More detailed and advanced study of subjects considered
in H.Ec. 111 or H.Ec. 131. Open to both men and women.
One hour per week.
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H.Ee. 161. EFFECTIVE LIVING.
Continuation of study of subjects considered in Home Ee.
121 or H.Ec. 141, but more advanced. Open to both men and
women. One hour per week.
ft.Ee. 113. FOOD PREPARATION.
A study of the principles underlying the selection and
preparation of food, nutritive values and the cost of foods.
Two hours of lecture and discussion and four hours of laboratory per week.
ft.Ee. 123. MEAL PLANNING AND TABLE SERVICE.
Planning, preparing and serving foods for the family group
and for special occasions. Study of selection of silverware,
linens, glassware and china. Two hours of lecture and dis~
cussion and four hours of laboratory per week.
ft.Ee. 133. CLOTHING SELECTION AND CONSTRUCTION.
This course is planned to assist the student in analyzing her
personal needs and in developing standards in the selection,
purchase, use and care of clothing. Construction problems
are selected according to the ability and experience of the
student. Six hours per week.
B.Ee. 143. COLOR AND DESIGN.
A basic course in the principles and application of design
and color theory as applied to home and dress. Two hours
lecture and four hours laboratory. Art 143 and H.F.c. 143
both may not be counted for credit.

B.Ec. 153. ELEMENTARY NUTRITION.
A study of fundamental health habits and essentials of an
adequate diet. A recognition of the nutritive value of common foods and the selection of foods to meet the needs of
different ages and activities. Three hours lecture per week.
B.Ee. 164. BASIC NUTRITION AND DIET THERAPY.
Principles of nutrition as they relate to the health and
welfare of an individual. Emphasis upon the essentials of
an adequate diet, the functions of these essentials, and the
nutritional properties of common food materials. Adaptation of diets for the sick and dietary treatment of diseases
which are influenced by food. Designed for students in the
nursing curriculum. Three hours lecture and discussion and
three hours laboratory per week.
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H.Ee. 213. TEXTILES.

Study of the facts concerning fibers, fabric construction
and finishes which aid one in selecting, purchasing and
caring for fabrics used for clothing and for the home.
Three hours lecture per week.
H.Ec. 243. cmLD DEVELOPMENT.

A general course dealing with the care, development and
guidance of the infant and pre-school child. Three hours
lecture and discussion per week.
H.Ee. 253. FAMILY HEALTH.

Principles and practice of simple home care and emergencies. Prevention of disease and maintenance of health in
home and the community. Three hours per week.
H.Ec. 263. INTERMEDIATE NUTRITION.

Principles of human nutrition as applied to individual and
family nutrition problems. Construction of adequate diets
at different income levels. Study of ways of improving
dietary practices.
H.Ec. 323. SPECIAL METHODS IN HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION. Principles underlying curriculum development

in homemaking, including purposes, experiences, methods,
materials and evaluation program planning to meet the
concerns and needs of the adolescent. Observations scheduled in selected high schools. Three hours of lecturediscussion per week.
H.Ec. 343. HOME FURNISHINGS.

This course includes various projects which will give the
student experience in the application of art principles to
interior decoration.
H.Ec. 353. ADVANCED CLOTHING.

A study of the family wardrobe in relation to its needs and
income. Alteration of commercial patterns and designing
flat patterns in order to construct garments suited to the
individual type. Six hours per week.
H.Ec. 363. HOME MANAGEMENT.

A study of the selection of equipment for the home; management of time and energy; house plans and relationships; and home appliances and equipment. Three hours
lecture, practical work in addition.
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ff.Ee. 373. CONSUMER PROBLEMS.
Consumer problems in buying food, clothing and household
appliances. Three hours lecture a week.
ff.Ee. 383. FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS.
This course covers the relation of various members of the
family to each other and the problems which arise from
these relationships, especially as it involves the child. Management problems relating to family and social life and
daily living. Three hours per week.
ff.Ee. 393. ADVAN CED NUTRITION.
An advanced study of the nutritional requirements of man
throughout his life span. Three hours lecture, experimental
work in addition. Prerequisites: H.Ec. 113, 123, 153 or 263,
or permission of the instructor.
ff.Ee. 413. DIBT THERAPY.
A consideration of the dietetic treatment of abnormal
health conditions. Prerequisites: Home Economics 113 and
Home Economics 153 or 263. Six hours per week.
H.Ec. 423. ADVANCED FOODS AND DEMONSTRATION
COOKERY. A course designed to familiarize the student
with the effect of heat, oxidation, manipulation, and time
of cooking on the quality of food and techniques of demonstration. Six hours per week.
H.Ec. 433. TAILORING.
An advanced course planned to give the student greater
skill in the construction and alteration of designs. Problems: tailored dress and lined suit and/or coat. Prerequisites: H.Ec. 133, 213, and 353. Six hours per week.
H.Ec. 491p to 495p. SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN NUTRITION.
Areas of study chosen in consultation with instructor. Prerequisite: H.Ec. 393 or concurrent enrollment in H.Ec. 393.

Soc. 233. MARRIAGE AND THE FAMILY.
See Division of American Studies and International Affairs
for course description.
It should be noted that advanced classes will be offered
alternate years, and only if there is sufficient demand.
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MUSIC
Mus. lllb to 421b incl. BAND.
Open to all students. Required of all music majors with
band emphasis. Major emphasis on concert music with
marching and parading only when needed or on request.
One hour credit and meeting three times a week. Credit
counted only above the 124 semester hours required for
graduation.
Mus. lllc to 421c incl. CHORUS.
Open to all students. Required of all music majors with
vocal emphasis. One hour credit and meeting three times
a week. Credit counted only above the 124 semester hours
required for graduation.
Mus. llle to 421e incl. INSTRUMENTAL OR VOCAL EN•
SEMBLE. Woodwind, brass, piano or vocal trios, quartets,
~uintets, sextets, and octets, playing or singing the best of
literature for these ensembles. Meets twice a week.
Mus. lllo to 4210 incl. ORCHESTRA.
Open to all students. Music performed includes symphonies,
concertos, overtures, etc. Fee required only if taken for
credit. One hour credit and meeting two to three hours
one night a week. Credit counted only above the 124 semester hours required for graduation.

Mus. 114, 124. ELEMENTARY HARMONY.
A course dealing with intervals, scales, chord structures,
chord progressions, simple cadences and uses of inversions,
non-harmonic tones, seventh chords, simple modulations,
and harmonization of melodies. Ear training is stressed.
Prerequisite: one unit of music in high school. Three lectures and two laboratory hours a week.
Mus. 131 or 141. CLASS PIANO.
Meets twice weekly. For students with no previous instruction in piano, and to satisfy the minimum piano requirement.
Mus. 151-152b,p,s,v,w to 461-462b,s,v,w incl. APPLIED MUSIC.
Individual instruction, one lesson per week for one hour
credit, two lessons per week for two hours credit, and a
minimum of six practice hours per week on any of the
brass, reed, string instruments, piano or voice. Special
fee required.
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Mus. 214, 224. SECOND YEAR HARMONY.
Continuation of four-part writing begun in Music 114, 124.
Harmonization of melodies, using diatonic and altered
triads and seven chords; non-harmonic tones; modulations, Prerequisites: Mus. 114, 124 with at least a C grade.
Three lectures and two laboratory hours a week.
Mus. 233. PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC.
A course designed to prepare elementary education majors
for basic music instruction in the elementary grades. Information in notation, rhythmic reading, singing and ear
training; building a repertoire of songs; a study of the aims
of elementary school music. Students majoring in elementary education who elect public school music and have had
no previous musical experience must take Mus. 233.
Mus. 243. PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC.
A continuation of Music 233, emphasizing teaching methods
and special problems related to class music instruction and
the voice; explanation of special equipment and aids for
the classroom music teacher; individual participation in
conducting and leading class singing; and organizing materials for use in the classroom. Music 243 is required of
music majors.

Mus. 273. MUSIC APPRECIATION.
A general education music course suggested for all students
except music majors.
Mus. 302b,s,w, 301p. INSTRUMENTAL METHODS.
Classes in the fundamental methods of the brass, woodwind, string and percussion instruments. Required of all
music majors. Meets twice a week.
Mus. 302v. VOICE METHODS.
Classes in fundamental methods of voice. Meets twice each
week.

Mus, 303. SECONDARY SCHOOL MUSIC METHODS.
The aims, contents, and procedures for teaching music in
the junior and senior high school grades.
Mus. 313. IDSTORY OF MUSIC.
Study of music from its origin in Western Europe to the
present. The relation of music to the general pattern of
cultural and social evolution. Prerequisite: junior standing.
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Mus. 323. IDSTORY OF MUSIC.
A continuation of Mus. 313.
Mus. 333. COUNTERPOINT.
A study of 17th and 18th century counterpoint in all species,
and its application in arranging for two, three and four
voices. Prerequisites: Mus. 214, 224.
Mus. 412. FORM AND ANALYSIS.
Historical development of form and consideration of bal•
ance, symmetry, and the principles of musical structure.
Analysis of phrase structure, simple part forms, variation
forms, contrapuntal forms. Special consideration of the
sonata-allegro form as found in the symphony, concerto,
and sonata. Two hours per week. Prerequisites: Mus. 214,

224.
Mus. 432. CONDUCTING.
Study of baton technique as related to both instrumental
and choral conducting; fundamental phrasing; balance;
mood; and attack and release technique. Two classes
weekly.
Mus. 452. ORCHESTRATION.
A study of the orchestra and the band; instrumental ranges,
tonal character, technical limitations. Prerequisites: Mus.

214, 224.

Mus. 462. ORCHESTRATION.
A continuation of Mus. 452. Arranging for small ensembles
and full symphonic orchestra and band. Prerequisite:
Mus. 452.
Mus. 482. CHORAL ARRANGING.
For vocal majors and to be taken in place of second semester Orchestration. Designed to provide experience in tech•
niques of writing, arranging, and editing choral music
ranging from two to eight parts, with emphasis upon music
suitable for choral groups in the public school. Prerequisites: Mus. 214, 224.
Mus. 492. ADVANCED BAND TECHNIQUES.
Band organization, recruiting, rehearsal procedures, instrumentation, library, uniforms, discipline, marching band;
program planning and general administration of the band.
Prerequisites: Mus. 214, 224.

It should be noted that advanced classes will be offered
alternate years, and only if there is sufficient demand.
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DIVISION OF COMMUNICATIONS
Associate Professor Wright, Acting Director
Purpose
The Division of Communications aims through languages, literature,

speech, drama, and journalism to introduce the student to a broader
understanding of his mental and cultural inheritance as the basis for a

wholesome development of his personal skills in the perception and transmission of ideas.

Specifically, it aims (1) to clarify for the student the nature of
language and its function as a tool in learning to fashion effective as well
as artistic modes of diction; (2) to foster and cultivate the spirit of creative
expression; (3) to help the student in achieving the optimum in the
evolvement of his powers of analysis and in the appreciation of the
aesthetic values in literary art and dramatic portrayal; (4) to assist the
student in recognizing a physiological basis for precise enunciation as a
means to a clear and persuasive presentation of the spoken word; (5) to
help the student in becoming cognizant that language, as a unique
attribute of mankind, is the key to a given people's total personality, and
reveals the universal nature of ideas, however differenUy they may be
expressed in various languages.

Degree Requirements
(a>

Major in English
A minimum of 30 semester hours in English, of which 15 semester
hours must be advanced. Speech should be included in electives
or in the minor.

(b)

Major in Spanish
A minimum of 30 semester hours, of which 15 must be advanced
and must include Span. 373, Phonetics. A minor of another
language is recommended.

(c>

Major in Speech
A minimum of 30 semester hours, of which 15 must be advanced.

Courses Offered
Inglish 113, 123, Rhetoric and

Composition

English 113, 123, Communications

<Honors>

English 213, 223, Survey of
English Literature
English 233, 243, Survey of

American Literature
English 253,263, World Literature
English 253, 263, World Literature
<Honors)
English 273, Technical Report
Writing

Inglish 303, The Greek Dramatists

English 313, The Renaissance in
Europe
English 323, The Seventeenth
Century
English 343, The Eighteenth Century
English 363, Plato and Aristotle
English 373, The American
Renaissance
English 383, The American Century
English 413, Shakespeare
English 433, Advanced Grammar
English 443, The Romantic Period
English 453, Literature of the Later
Nineteenth Century
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English 473, Medieval Llterature
French 113, 123, Beginning French
French 213, 223, Intermediate
French
French 313, 323, Survey of French
Literature
French 333, 343, Advanced French
German 113, 123, Beginning German
German 213, 223, Intermediate
German
Journalism 213, Newsgathering
and Reporting I
Journalism 223, Newsgathering
and Reporting II
Journalism 231, Pan American News
Russian 113, 123, Beginning Russian
Spanish 113, 123, Beginning Spanish
Spanish 183, 193, Composition and
Reading
Spanish 201, Practical Pronunciation
Spanish 213,223, Composition and
Reading
Spanish 273, Introduction to the
Spanish Langauge
Spanish 313, Advanced Spanish
Composition
Spanish 323, Advanced Spanish
Composition
Spanish 333, Spanish Literature
(1100 to 1750)
Spanish 343, Spanish Literature
(1750 to our times)
Spanish 353, Advanced Grammar and
Syntax

Spanish 373, Phonetics
Spanish 453, Spanish-American
Literature (1500 to 1800)
Spanish 463, Spanish-American
Literature, (1800 to our times)
Spanish 473, Spanish Civilization
Speech 111, 121, 211, 221, Dramatic
Production
Speech 131, 141, 231, 241, Forensic
Workshop
Speech 113, Fundamentals of Speech
Speech 143, Oral Reading
Speech 201, Principles of
Parliamentary Procedure
Speech 213, Introductory Study of
the Theater
Speech 223, The Contemporary
Theater
Speech 233, Principles of Discussion
Speech 243, Advanced Interpretation
Speech 263, Argumentation and
Debate
Speech 313, Stagecraft
Speech 333, Platform Speaking
Speech 343, Advanced Argumentation
and Debate
Speech 353, Speech for the
Classroom Teacher
Speech 413, 423, Play Direction and
Production
Speech 433, Introduction to Speech
Correction
Speech 443a, 443b, Extemporaneous
Speaking

ENGLISH
English 113, 123. RHETORIC AND COMPOSITION.
A review of the fundamentals of English grammar and
sentence structure with periodic short themes. In the
second half more advanced composition with emphasis on
writing the research paper and on analyzing expository
prose. Collateral readings required. (Eng. 113 may be
omitted by qualified students.)
English 113, 123. COMMUNICATIONS (HONORS PLAN).
The psychology, philosophy, and art of communication. For
the superior freshman, by invitation.
English 213, 223. SURVEY OF ENGLISH LITERATURE.

A chronological study of the principal authors, their works,
and the trends in English literature from the Anglo-Saxon
period to the twentieth century.
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English 233, 243. SURVEY OF AMERICAN LITERATURE.
A chronological study of principal authors, their works, and
the trends in American literature, with readings from an
anthology, from the Colonial period to the Twentieth Cen-

tury.

English 253, 263. WORLD LITERATURE.
An intensive reading of representative works from the
classical to the modern age.
English 253, 263. WORLD LITERATURE (Honors Plan).
A study of distinguished literature and philosophy of the
western world. Prerequisite: freshman honors English or
a B average in total freshman work.
English 273. TECHNICAL REPORT WRITING.
A course designed especially for students who desire further training in composition of a practical and advanced
character. Exercises in fundamental forms followed by
the special types of reports used in engineering, science,
and business, one research paper, letters, and oral reports.
Students requiring three semester hours literature may
take three hours of any sophomore literature course.
English 303. THE GREEK DRAMATISTS.
A study of the lives, times, and writings (in English translation) of the ancient Greek dramatists, Aeschylus, Sophocles, Euripides, and Aristophanes. Prerequisite: 12
semester hours of English.
English 313. THE RENAISSANCE IN EUROPE.
A study of the Renaissance in Italy, France, and England.
Prerequisite: 12 semester hours of English.
English 323. THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY.
A study of the divergent tendencies of an important period
of transition through the writings of such masters as
Jonson, Donne, Milton and Dryden. Major French philosophers, critics and dramatists will also be read or discussed.
Prerequisite: 12 semester hours of English.
English 343. THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY.
A study of eighteenth century poets, dramatists and prose
writers (chiefly British), with special emphasis on the
poetic tradition and its gradual disintegration. Prerequisite: 12 semester hours of English.
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English 363. PLATO AND ARISTOTLE.
English translations of selections from Plato and Aristotle's writings will be read and interpreted. Prerequisite:
12 semester hours of English.
English 373. THE AMERICAN RENAISSANCE.
A study of the Nineteenth Century writers who brought
America its first world recognition in letters, including
Cooper, Emerson, Melville, and others of significance. Pre-requisite: 12 semester hours of English.

English 383. THE AMERICAN CENTURY.
A study chiefly of the Twentieth Century and the writers,
from Dreiser and Norris to Hemingway and Faulkner, who
contributed significantly to America's emergence as a
world literary leader. Prerequisite: 12 semester hours
of English.
English 413. SHAKESPEARE.
A study of representative plays in comedy, history, and
tragedy.
English 433. ADVANCED GRAMMAR.
A study of modern English usage in syntax, form, and sentence structure, with attention given to the history of the
English language.
English 443. THE ROMANTIC PERIOD.
A study of the development of romanticism in France,
Germany, and England. Prerequisite: 12 semester hours
of English.
English 453. fflE LATER NINETEENTH CENTURY.
A study of literature from 1832 to the end of the Nineteenth
Century, with the chief emphasis upon the great prose
writers of Victorian England: Carlyle, Ruskin, Arnold,
Huxley, Dickens, Thackeray. Prerequisite: 12 semester
hours of English.
English 473. MEDIBVAL LITERATURE.
A study of various types of medieval literature, including
the epic, the romance, and the allegory, with special attention to the Divine Comedy and the poetry of Chaucer. Prerequisite: 12 semester hours of English.
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FRENCH
French 113, 123. BEGINNING FRENCH.
A study of the essentials of French grammar, pronunciation,
elementary conversation and prose reading.
French 213, 223. INTERMEDIATE FRENCH.
A comprehensive review of French grammar with pro•
nunciation, conversation, and additional prose reading.
French 313, 323. SURVEY OF FRENCH LITERATURE.
A general study of French literature from the early liter"
ary documents to the present, with conversation and
composition. Prerequisites: French 113, 123 and 213, 223
or their equivalent.
French 333, 343. ADVANCED FRENCH.
An advanced study of French grammar, composition, conversation and prose reading.

GERMAN
German 113, 1Z3. BEGINNING GERMAN.
A study of the essentials of German grammar, pronunciation, elementary conversation and prose reading.
German 213, 223. INTERMEDIATE GERMAN.
A comprehensive review of German grammar with pronunciation, conversation, and additional prose reading.

JOURNALISM
Journalism 213. NEWSGATHERING AND REPORTING I.
A study of newswriting, news sources, and news values.
Designed to aid those whose career or public service will
make necessary some knowledge of mass media.

Journalism 223. NEWSGATHERING AND REPORTING U.
A continuation of Journalism 213. More advanced study
of the structure of various types of news stories, plus
laboratory practice in editing copy, writing headlines, and
evaluating news. Prerequisite: Journalism 213 or consent
of the instructor.
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Journalism 231. PAN AMERICAN NEWS.
Student will work under direct supervision of the editorin-chief of The Pan American, the student newspaper, but
will be responsible also to the faculty advisor, who supervises the course. By arrangement only; total credit which
may be earned is limited.

RUSSIAN
Russian 113, 123. BEGINNING RUSSIAN.
A study of the fundamentals of the Russian language including grammatical principles, pronunciation, reading, and
writing.

SPANISH
Placement in Spanish 113, 123 and 213, 223 will be made
according to high school records in Spanish except in cases where
there has been an extended period of time since the high school
study. In such cases placement will be made by a Spanish instructor after conference with the student. Any student who
feels capable of courses beyond those may request a test from
·
which his eligibility for advanced work will be determined.
In order to take any course beyond Spanish 223, the student
must first take Spanish 213, 223, or he may satisfy this require.
ment by means of a test.
Spanish 113, 123. BEGINNING SPANISH
A course designed to develop the ability to understand,
speak, read and write the Spanish language, and to acquire
some knowledge and appreciation of the Hispanic world.
The necessary elements of grammar will be studied. Open
only to persons whose native tongue is not Spanish.
Spanish 183, 193. COMPOSITION AND READING.
A course for persons whose native tongue is Spanish but
who have had no previous study of the language. Dictation, intensive reading in class, extensive outside reading,
inductive study of grammar and a study of the culture of
the Hispanic world.

Spanish 201. PRACTICAL PRONUNCIATION.
A brief description of Spanish sounds as a guide to better
pronunciation. Open only to Spanish speaking students.
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Spanish 213, 223. COMPOSITION AND READING.
A review of grammar and syntax, original theme writing,
and a study of literary selections.
Spanish 273. INTRODUCTION TO SPANISH LANGUAGE.
A study of the development of Spanish as a language, from
its beginnings to the present. Given in Spanish.
Spanish 313. ADVANCED SPANISH COMPOSITION.
Intensive training in Spanish composition, including class
publication of material in Spanish. Given in Spanish.
Spanish 323. ADVANCED SPANISH COMPOSITION.
Additional work in composition similar to that given in
Spanish 313. Given in Spanish.
Spanish 333. SPANISH LITERATURE (1100 to 1750).
A survey of the literature of Spain from the beginnings to
Romanticism.. Given in Spanish.
Spanish 343. SPANISH LITERATURE (1750toourtimes).
A survey of the literature of Spain from Romanticism to
the modern period. Given in Spanish.
Spanish 353. ADVANCED GRAMMAR AND SYNTAX.
A careful examination of the structure of Spanish as shown
in contemporary texts. Given in Spanish.
Spanish 373. PHONETICS.
Emphasis on a practical mastery and on principles of teaching pronunciation. Three lectures a week for one semester.
Given in Spanish. Required of all Spanish majors.
Spanish 453. SPANISH-AMERICAN LITERATURE (1500 to
1800). The literature of South American countries from
colonial times to Romanticism. Both individual works and
anthologies are read. Given in Spanish.
Spanish 463. SPANISH AMERICAN LITERATURE (1800 to
our times). The literature of South American countries
from 1800 down through modernism and our day. Both
individual works and anthologies are read. Given in Span•
ish.
Spanish 473. SPANISH CIVILIZATION.
A survey course covering the entire range of Iberian his•
tory, and outlining the major differences between Spanish
culture and the cultures of other western nations. Given
in Spanish.
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SPEECH
Speech 111, 121, 211, 221. DRAMATIC PRODUCTION.
A student who is an active participant in the campus dramatic organization may receive credit not to exceed four
semester hours at the rate of one hour each semester, if
he expects to major in speech.
Speech 131, 141, 231, 241. FORENSIC WORKSHOP.
Open to any student interested in and preparing for participation in intercollegiate forensics (debate, group discussion, oratory, interpretation, and extemporaneous speaking). Representation for intercollegiate competition in
forensics will be drawn from this group. Credit limited
to four semester hours and to speech majors.
Speech 113. FUNDAMENTALS OF SPEECH.
Basic training in thought, language, and voice as fundamentals to communication.
Speech 143. ORAL READING.
Study and practice in voice and articulation improvement
and in clear and communicative reading. Of particular importance to teachers, ministers, and drama and radio students. Prerequisite: Speech 113 or approval of the in-

structor.

Speech 201. PRINCIPLES OF PARLIAMENTARY PROCE·
DURE. A study of the principles and practice in executing
the rules of parliamentary procedure; duties of officers;
committee procedure; and regulations for drafting constitutions and bylaws.
Speech 213. INTRODUCTORY STUDY OF THE THEATRE.
An introduction to the various types and styles of plays and
acting as well as to the major fields of theatre arts. Open
to freshmen who have passed the proficiency test.

Speech 223. THE CONTEMPORARY THEATRE.
A study and application of contemporary theatrical movements, methods, and ideas of play construction and presentation. Open to freshmen who have passed the proficiency

test.

St,eeeh 233. PRINCIPLES OF DISCUSSION.
Principles, methods, and techniques applicable to various
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types of group discussion dealing with contemporary problems. Prerequisite: Speech 113 or consent of the instructor.
Speech 243. ADVANCED INTERPRETATION.
An advanced study of the problems or oral interpretation
of various literary forms. Recommended for students preparing to teach literature, for students interested in radio,
TV, and the ministry, and for speech majors. Prerequisite:
Speech 143.
Speech 263. ARGUMENTATION AND DEBATE.
Study of the principles of argumentation and debate; audience analysis; briefing and reasoning; strategy and refutation; debates on current questions. Prerequisites: six hours
of speech including Speech 113 or consent of the instructor.
Speech 313. STAGECRAFT.
A study of the theory and practice of the stage, including
stage designs and setting, lighting, stage-management and
general workshop techniques. Two hours of lecture and
three hours laboratory a week. Not offered each year.
Speech 333. PLATFORM SPEAKING.
An intensive study of the methods of speech preparation,
the techniques of persuasion and audience analysis. Organization and practice in the various types of speeches
which act as a motivating force for human conduct in a
democratic society. Prerequisites: six hours of speech including Speech 113. Not offered each year.
Speech 343. ADVANCED ARGUMENTATION AND DEBATE.
Prerequisites: nine hours of speech, including Speech 113
and Speech 263.
Speech 353. SPEECH FOR THE CLASSROOM TEACHER.
A study of the relationship of the teacher's speech personality to desirable classroom techniques, and of speech activities for general classroom use. Special attention is given to
the speech problems of the Spanish-speaking child, to storytelling, and to creative dramatics. Prerequisite: Speech 113
or 143.
Speech 413, 423. PLAY DmECTION AND PRODUCTION.
Study, observation, and practice in selecting plays and
working with problems, methods, and techniques of direction and production. Of particular importance to English
and speech teachers who have to work with dramatic ac-
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tivities. Two hours lecture and two hours laboratory per
week. Prerequisite: nine semester hours speech. Not offered
each year.
Speech 433. INTRODUCTION TO SPEECH CORRECTION.
Analysis of speech defects and articulation difficulties with
emphasis on dialectical problems. Familiarization with
clinical practice and therapy. Open only to speech majors
or minors. Prerequisite: nine semester hours of speech.
Speech 443a. EXTEMPORANEOUS SPEAKING.
Extensive practice in extemporaneous speaking on present
day topics of current interest, both foreign and domestic,
with emphasis placed on organization and delivery of content material. Open forum techniques used in the class will
provide the speaker an opportunity for assembling facts,
answering questions, and meeting various audience situations. Prerequisites: nine semester hours of speech including Speech 113. Not offered each year.
Speech 443b. ADVANCED EXTEMPORANEOUS SPEAKING.
Prerequisites: twelve semester hours of speech including
Speech 113 and Speech 443a. Not offered each year.
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DIVISION OF SCIENCE
Professor J. Lell Elliott, Director
Purpose
The Division of Science is concerned with instruction in science
for the general or liberal education of those whose fields of specialization
lle outside that of science. It is desired that such a student gain an understanding of the methods and contributions which science makes in the
field ot natural philosophy.
The Division of Science is concerned with the technical training of
those whose field of specialization is in Biology or Chemistry, and those

where one or more of these sciences is a supplement to the field of

specialization or a tool in its performance, e.g., Agriculture, Dentistry, En-

gineering, Home Economics, Mathematics, Medicine, Nursing, Pharmacy,
Physical and Occupational Therapy, Physics, Teaching and Technology.

Degree Requirements
(a)

Major in Biology
Biol. 114, 124
Biol. 234

Plus: four semester hours from either Biol. 304, or 344, plus enough
additional hours to complete a minimum of 30 semester hours in
Biology, of which a minimum of 15 semester hours must be
advanced courses in Biology. Of these additional hours no less
than six hours must be in laboratory courses. The major in
Biology should also complete at least eight semester hours in
chemistry and six semester hours in mathematics, usually Math
113, 123; Chem. 314J 344 and Phys. 114, 124 are recommended
though not requirea. By completing Chem. 323 or Chem. 423
also the student completes a chemistry minor.
Minor in Biology

Eighteen hours including Biol. 114, 124 plus at least six hours
advanced Biology.
Elementary education majors with a biology specialization
should consult the biology department as to biology course selections.
Students desiring a 24 hour teaching minor in biology should
consult the biology department as to biology course selections.
Cb) Major in Chemistry

Chem. 114, 124
Chem. 214, 324

Chem. 314, 325
Chem. 414, 424

Chem. 323
Chem. 344 or 423

In addition, the major in chemistry should complete mathematica
ot

through Math. 223 <required for Chem. 414, 424), a minimum

eight semester hours of Physics and eight semester hours in
Biology are recommended.
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Minor in Chemistry
Chem. 114, 124, plus ten additional hours from Chem. 233, 314,
323, 325 and 344 or 423.

Twenty Four Hour Minor in Chemistry
(Second Teaching Field for those expecting to qualify for the
provisional teaching certificate.)
Chem. 114, 124, 214, 314, plus eight hours from Chem. 323, 344
and 414 or 423.

Courses Offered
Biol. 113, 123, Human Physiology
and Anatomy for Nurses.
Biol. 114, 124, General Biology
Biol. 143, Microbiology
Biol 234, Vertebrate Zoology
Biol. 274, Anatomy and Physiology
Biol. 304, Bacteriology
Biol. 304m, Microtechnique
Biol. 314, Genetics
Biol. 324, Ornithology
Biol. 344, Advanced Botany
Biol. 374, Comparative Vertebrate
Anatomy
Biol. 394, Field ZooloiY
Biol. 414, Ecology
Biol. 423, Biology Seminar
Biol. 424, Natural History of Marine
Organisms

Chem. 113,123,Elementary
Chemistry
Chem. 114, 124, General Chemistry
Chem. 214, Quantitative Analysis
Chem. 314, Organic Chemistry
Chem. 323, Inorganic Chemistry
Chem. 324, Quantitative Analysis
Chem. 325, Organic Chemistry
Chem. 344, Biochemistry
Chem. 402, Chemistry Problems
Chem. 414, Physical Chemistry
Chem. 423, History and Literature of
Chemistry
Chem. 424, Physical Chemistry

CURRICULA OFFERED
Biology, see outline under Biology
Chemistry, see outline under Chemistry
Medical Technology, see below
Nursing, see below
Pre-Dental, see under Biology or under Chemistry
Pre-Medical, see under Biology or under Chemistry
Pre-Pharmacy, see below

MAJOR IN MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
Freshman J'"r
Eng. 113,123
Spee. 113, unless waived by test.
Math. 113, 123 unless the
latter is waived
Biol. 114, 124
Chem. 114, 124
P.E. 101, 121
A summer if necessary
between 1st and 2nd or
2nd and 3rd years
Art 173
Music 273

Sophomore J'HI'
Hist. 213,223
Phys. 114, 124
Biol. 274, 234
Chem. 314,344
P.E. 201
Junior year
Govt. 213 233
English, American or
World Literature 6 hrs.
Foreign Language 6 hrs.
Psy. 213
Chem. 214
Biol. 304, 304m
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NURSING-Pre-RN
nnt Semester
Biol.113
Chem.113
Enc-113

Second Semester
Biol. 123
Biol 143
Chem.123

Psy.213
Soc.213

Eng. 123
H.Ec. 164

PRE-PHARMACY
Sophomore
2
2
1
Spee. 243 or
Eng. 273 or 253
Biol. 124
Eng. 263
Chem.124
Chem. 314
Phys.114
Chem. 325
Eng. 123
Phys. 124
Eco.213
Math. 123
Eco.223
P.E.1
Hist. 223
P.E. l
P.E. 1
A knowledp of typing is expected.

Freshman

1
Biol. 114
Chem. 114
Eng. 113
Math. 113
Hist. 213
P.E. 1

BIOLOGY
OUTLINE OF CURRICULA
BIOLOGY MAJOR
Freshman

1
llnl,113
Biol. 114
Chem.114
Math. 113
P.E.1

2

Eng.123
Biol. 124
Chem.124
Math. 123
P.E.1

Janlor
1
2
Gen. lld. 6 hrs.
Gen. Ed. 6 hrs.
Govt.213
Govt. 223
Adv.Biol.
Adv. Biol.
3 or4 hrs.
3 or4 hrs.
Adv.Minor
Minor (if necessary) or elec3 or 4 hrs.
tive 3 or 4 hrs.

Sophomore
2
1
Biol. 3 or 4 hrs.
Biol. 234
Hist. 213 or 233 Hist. 223
Minor"•
Adv.Minor
3 or 4 hrs.
3 or4 hrs.
Soph. Lit. 3 hrs. Soph. Lit. 3 hrs.
Foreign Lang.•
Foreign Lang.
or Gen. Ed.•••
or Gen.Ed.
3hrs.
3hrs.
P.E. 1
P.E. 1
Senior

1
Adv. Biol.
3 or 7 hrs.

2

Adv. Biol.
3 or 7 hrs.

Advanced electives to make 124
total hours, including at least
36 advanced hours.

• In addition to foreign language the following General Education
courses not specifically listed must be taken before the degree work
is complete: Art 173, Music 273
•• Minor in Chemistry would include 314, 344 and three hours from
Chem. 323 or 423
••• Phys. 114, 124 are recommended
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BIOLOGY MAJOR (Pre-dental or Pre-medical)
With a Chemistry Minor
!Fruhman

1
Biol, 114
Chem.114
Eng. 113
Math. 113
P.E.1

2

Biol. 124
Chem.124
Eng. 123
Math. 123
P.E. 1

Junior
1
2
Adv. Biol.
Biol. 374 or Adv.
Biol. 3 or 4 hrs.
3 or 4 hrs.
Chem. 314
Chem. 325
Hist. 213 or 233 Hist. 223
Foreign Lang.
Foreign Lang.
3 hrs.
3 hrs,

Biol. 113, 123.

Sophomore
2
1
Biol. 234
Adv.Biol.
3 or4 hrs.
Soph. Lit. 3 hrs.
Soph. Lit. 3 hrs.
Chem.214
Phys.114
Music 273
Phys.124
P.E. 1
P.E. 1
Senior
1
Adv. Biol.
3 or 4 hrs,
Govt.213
Psy. 213
Adv. Elective
3 or 4 hrs.

2

Adv. Biol.
3 or 4hrs,
oriBioL 374
Govt.223
Art 173
Adv. Electives
6 to 8 bra.

HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY AND ANATOMY FOR

NURSm-;. The fundamental _physiological processes and

anatomy of the human body. Three hours lecture and two
hours laboratory per week. This course will not be counted
toward a major or a minor in biology, nor for the general
education requirement for the bachelors degree.
Biol 114, 124. GENERAL BIOLOGY.
Biol. 114 is a basic introductory course stressing fundamental biological principles and concepts. Designed to
acquaint students with structure, physiology and life histones of representative invertebrate and vertebrate forms
with emphasis on invertebrates. Three hours lecture and
three hours laboratory.
Biology 124 is an introductory study of the anatomy and
physiology of plants based on the study of higher plants,
together with a correlative and comparative survey of the
entire plant kingdom. The emphasis will be placed on the
development, reproduction and relationships of plants to
man. Three hours lecture and three hours laboratory per
week. Prerequisite: Biol. 114.
Biol 143. MICROBIOLOGY.
Micro organisms with particular emphasis on those of significance from the medical standpoint. Problems of personal and community health are given special consideration. Laboratory includes preparation and sterilization of
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culture media, sterilization of glassware, cultivation and
study of some of the common bacteria. This course is recommended for students in nursing education and will not
be counted for a major or minor in biology or to satisfy
general education requirements for the bachelor's degree.
Prerequisites: Biol. 113 and Chem. 113. Three hours lecture
and two hours laboratory per week.
Biol. 234. VERTEBRATE ZOOWGY.
A basic introductory course dealing with the fundamental
biological principles and concepts. Designed to acquaint
the student with structure, physiology and life histories of
representative vertebrate types. Three hours lecture and
four hours of laboratory. Prerequisite: Biol. 114.
Biol. 274. ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY.
Gross anatomy of the human body: the various physiological processes and fundamentals of heredity. Prerequisite:
six hours of Biology. Three hours lecture and three hours
of laboratory per week. Credit cannot be counted for both
Biol. 274 and Biol. 374 toward a major or minor in biology.
Biol. 304. BACTERIOLOGY.
A general survey of the field of bacteriology. The laboratory work includes culturing, staining and identifying of
micro-organisms. Three hours lecture and four hours laboratory per week. Prerequisites: six hours of biology including Biology 124 and six hours of chemistry. Not given
each year.
Biol. 304m. MICROTECHNIQUE.
A course designed to teach the principles used in the
preparation of tissue of cytological and histological observation. Prerequisite: 12 hours of biological science including Biology 114 and 124. Two hours lecture and six hours
laboratory per week. Not given each year.
Biol. 314. GENETICS.
Introduction to genetics with consideration of its application in agriculture, biology, and human welfare. Three
hours lecture and three hours laboratory per week. Prerequisite: six hours of biology. Credit cannot be given for
both Biol. 314 and Ag. 314. Not given each year.
Biol. 324. ORNITHOLOGY.
Avian biology, an intensive study of the class Aves. Principles of classification, morphology, ecology and distribution.
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Emphasis on local forms: their migration, distribution and
relation to man. Prerequisites: Biol. 114, 234 or permission
of the instructor. Three hours lecture and four hours
laboratory and field work per week. The student is expected to furnish his own transportation to the nine or ten
field laboratory sessions.
Biol. 344. ADVANCED BOTANY.
A study of the morphology, development, distribution and
relationships of fungi, algae, liverworts, mosses, ferns and
gymnosperms. Particular attention is given to the evolution of these groups. Three hours lecture and four hours
of laboratory per week. Prerequisite: 12 hours of biology
including Biol. 124 or permission of the instructor. The
student is expected to furnish his own transportation to
the seven or eight field laboratory sessions.
Biol. 374. COMPARATIVE VERTEBRATE ANATOMY.
Comparative studies of the morphological, embryological
and physiological relationships among vertebrates, with the
inclusion of histological and paleontological data. Two
hours lecture, one hour discussion and four hours of laboratory per week. Prerequisite: 12 hours of biology including
Biol. 234. Credit cannot counted for both Biol. 274 and Biol.
374 toward a major or minor in biology.
Biol. 394. FIELD ZOOLOGY.
A study of common vertebrate animals with emphasis upon
classification, natural history, collection, preparation, and
field techniques and methods. Includes both laboratory and
field work. Prerequisites: Biology 114, 234 or permission
of instructor. The student is expected to furnish his own
transportation to the 10 or 12 field laboratory sessions.
Three hours lecture and four hours laboratory.
Biol. 414. ECOLOGY.
A study of the basic environmental factors affecting plants
and animals in the Tamaulipan Biotic Province with special emphasis on life histories of vertebrates and their relation to economic and conservation problems. Attention
is also given to identification, collection and preservation
problems. Prerequisites: 14 semester hours of biological
science, junior standing, and permission of the instructor.
Three hours of lecture and four hours of laboratory and
field work per week. The student is expected to furnish
his own transportation to the nine or ten field laboratory
sessions.
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Biol. 423. BIOLOGY SEMINAR.
A survey of recent advances in biology which includes reviews of classical and recent literature and reports of original investigations. May be repeated for credit for a total
of six hours. Prerequisite: 12 semester hours of biology or
permission of instructor. Three hours lecture per week. A
maximum of six hours credit will be counted in Biology
413, 423, and Science Seminar 413.
Biol. 424. NATURAL IDSTORY OF MARINE ORGANISMS.

A course designed to acquaint biology students and teachers with marine life along the Gulf Coast. Field trips will
be made to various habitats including open sandy beaches,
jetties, salt flats, bays and lagoons, and young mangrove
marshes. There will be opportunities to make personal
teaching (or other) collect10ns of marine organisms. Prerequisite: 12 hours of biology. Three hours lecture and four
hours laboratory and field work per week. The student is
expected to furnish his own transportation to the 11 or 12
field laboratory sessions.

CHEMISTRY
OUTLINE OF CURRICULA
CHEMISTRY MAJOR (Physics or Math Minor)
Freshman
1
Eng. 113

Chem.114
Math. 113*
Math.123*
P.E. 1

2

Eng.123
Chem. 124
Phys. 144
Math. 133, 143
P.E. 1

Junior
2
1
Chem. 314
Chem. 325
Foreign Lang. 3
Foreign Lang.
3..
Eng. 223 or 243
Ger. or Fr.
or263
recommended Adv. Chem.
six to seven
Eng.273
hours•••
Music 273

Sophomore
1
I
Chem. 21'
Chem. 324
Hist. 213 or 233 Hist. 223
Phys. 214
Phys.224
Biol. 114
Biol. 124
Math.223
Art 173
P.E. 1
P.E. 1
Balor
1
Chem. 414
Govt. 213
Adv. Phys. or
Math. 3 or 4
Adv. Elective
4hrs.

2

Chem.424
Govt. 223
Adv.Phys.or
Math 3or4
Adv. Chem.
six to seven
hours**•
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CHEMISTRY MAJOR (Biology Minor)
Pre-Dental or Pre-Medical see note below.
Freshman

1

2

Eng. 123
Chem. 124
Math. 123*
Biol. 124
P.E. 1

Eng.113
Chem.114
Math. 113*
Biol. 114
P.E. 1

Sophomore
1
2
Chem. 214
Chem. 324
Hist. 223
Biol. 234
Phys. 114
Phys. 124
Hist. 213 or 233
Math. 133, 143
P.E. 1
P.E. 1

Junior

1
Chem. 314
Math.223
Biol. 3 or 4
adv. hrs.
Eng.273
Foreign Lang.

3••

Ger. or Fr.
recommended

Senior
2

Chem. 325
Biol. 304
Eng. 223 or 243
or 263
Foreign Lang. 3
Adv.Chem.
six to seven
hours***

1
Chem. 414
Music 273
Govt. 213
Adv. Elective
4 hrs.

2
Chem. 424
Govt. 223
Art 173
Adv. Chem.
six to seven
hours• 0

NOTE: For pre-medical or pre-dental the biology must include Biol. 3'14
and Eng. 273 must be replaced by Eng. 213 or 233 or 253.
* Students who present four years of High School mathematics will begin their College mathematics with Math 133, 143.
** Students who expect to do graduate work in chemistry should take
a second year of foreign language.
0

•

Two courses from Chem. 323, 344, and 423.

Chem. 113, 123.

ELEMENTARY CHEMISTRY.

Some of the principles of inorganic, organic and biochemis,,
try. Only for nursing students. This course will not be
counted toward a major or a minor in chemistry nor toward
the general education requirements of the bachelor's degree. Three hours lecture and two hours laboratory.
Chem. 114, 124. GENERAL CHEMISTRY.

Fundamental principles of pure and applied chemistry. In
the second semester the laboratory work includes semimicro qualitative analysis. Two hours lecture, one hour
recitation, and four hours laboratory per week. Prerequisites: four years high school mathematics or Math. 113, 163,
or 193, or concurrent enrollment in Math. 113, 163 or 173.
Chem. 214. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS.
An introductory study of methods, equipment, and practices of Quantitative Inorganic Chemistry. Both volumetric
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and gravimetric procedures will be covered in the laboratory work. Two lectures and six hours of laboratory per
week. Prerequisite: Chemistry 124.
Chem. 314. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY.

A study of carbon compounds with aliphatics and aromatics
considered in parallel. This course is either terminal or continuous with Chem. 325. Laboratory work is mainly preparation and purification of compounds. Three hours lecture
and three hours laboratory per week. Prerequisites: Chem.
114, 124.

Chem. 323. INORGANIC CHEMISTRY.
An introductory study of the elements, other than carbon,

and their compounds based on the periodic classification
and certain related theoretical concepts explaining structure and reactivity. Three lectures per week. Prerequisite:
12 hours of chemistry.
Chem. 324. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS.
A continuation of Chemistry 214 covering the more advanced quantitative methods, with special emphasis on
separation and analysis of mixtures. Two lectures and six
hours of laboratory per week. Prerequisite: a C or better
in chemistry 214 or the consent of the instructor.
Chem. 325. QUANTITIVE ANALYSIS.

A continuation of Chem. 314 for majors in chemistry. Coverage of compounds is detailed. Three hours lecture and six
hours laboratory per week. Prerequisite: Chem. 314.
Chem. 344. BIOCHEMISTRY.
An elementary course in physiological chemistry or bio-

chemistry. Three hours lecture and three hours laboratory
per week. Prerequisite: Chem. 314.
Chem. 402. CHEMISTRY PROBLEMS.

A course adapted to the study of special topics in chemistry.
For advanced students capable of developing a problem
independently through conference and activities directed
by the instructor. Problem is chosen by the student with
the approval of the instructor. Prerequisite: major in
chemistry with at least junior standing and consent of the
instructor. Two to four semester hours credit. It is possible
to enroll a second time for the course, but credit will not
be given beyond a total of four hours.
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Chem. 414. PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY.
Explanation and mathematical development of the theories
and principles of chemistry with attention to the subjects
of atomic structure, the gas laws, thermodynamics, the
phase rule, and similar topics. Three hours lecture and
three hours laboratory per week. Prerequisites: Chem. 214,
six hours of physics, and six hours of calculus or the consent of the instructor.
Chem. 423. HISTORY AND LITERATURE OF CHEMISTRY.
A study of the historical development of chemical concepts and of the technique of searching the chemical literature. Three hours lecture per week. Prerequisite: 12 hours
of chemistry.

Chem. 424. PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY.
A continuation of Chem. 414. Three hours lecture and three
hours of laboratory per week. Prerequisite: Chem. 414.
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SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
L. D. Gilmore, Dean
Extension and Public Service; Health, Physical Education and Athletics; Teacher Education: elementary, junior high and senior high school.

THE TEACHER EDUCATION COMMITTEE
This committee is made up of faculty members from the School of
Education and from each division of the other schools of the College.
The purpose of the committee is to evaluate and screen students
who wish to enter the teacher education program.
To be recommended for certification to teach in the State of Texas,
students completing their work at Pan American College will be evaluated
and approved by the Teacher Education Committee.
Each student will be expected to secure the committee's approval
no later than the beginning of his junior year. Evaluation will be based
upon the academic achievement, physical-mental health, and moral standards set up by the committee. Students not receiving committee approval
will not be permitted to continue work at this college toward certification
to teach.

DMSION OF EXTENSION AND
PUBLIC SERVICE
Professor Lyle G. Bounous, Director
Purpose
While this Division is listed under the School of Education, it is by
no means restricted to the activities of that School. Its faculty is
composed, in addition to the regular College instructional staff, of
such part-time and off-campus instructors as may be necessary :for
program flexibility. Its activities include extension classes, radio
and television classes (either credit or non-credit) and public service
contributions of the College, such as: short-term meetings, workshops, institutes, citizenship instruction, basic adult education, or
any other public service activity sponsored by the College,

DMSION OF HEALTH AND PHYSICAL
EDUCATION
Associate Professor J. A. Brooks, Director
Purpose
The Division of Health and Physical Education has a three-fold
purpose:

1, To provide training in health and physical education as a meam
of social adaptation and personal development for all freshman
and sophomore students.
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2. To provide professional preparation for men and women in
the field of health, physical education and recreation.
3. To provide an intramural program for college men and women.

College Requirements in Health and Physical Education
Four semester hours of credit in health and physical education ac•
tivity courses are required for graduation. Students majoring in
health and physical education must present a minimum of six semester hours. For the general college student, this requirement is
met during both semesters of the freshman and sophomore years.
A health examination is required of all students registering for
physical education activity courses.
Students unable to participate in activity courses must present a
physician's certificate to this effect or the requirement for physical
education must be waived by the appropriate Dean. Students presenting a physician's certificate may satisfy their four-semesterhour requirement by taking Physical Education 123 and Physical
Education 131.
Students enrolled in physical education are expected to have regulation costumes for activity classes; students are expected to provide equipment such as: golf balls, tennis racquets, tennis balls,
badminton shuttlecocks, and arrows. A fee is charged students for
classes in bowling and swimming.
No more than four semester hours of activity courses may be
counted towawrd graduation except by physical education majors.

Activity Courses for the General College Student
Freshman men will take the following courses each semester during
the first year: Physical Education l0IM and 121M. Freshman women
will take the following courses each semester during the first year:
Physical Education 101W and 121W. After a student has completed
two semester hours of activity courses in physical education and
has met the above requirements, he may choose two semester hours
from the 201 series of activity courses to complete the four-semester-hour requirement.

Degree Requirements for Men
General Education
Must include Biology: 114, 124, and 274
Minor Field

18 semester hours (six advanced)

Health Ill: Physical Education Major 30 semester hours (18 advanced)
1. Must include Physical Education: 113, 123, 223, 243, 313, 323,
333, 423, 433, and 473.

2. Must include a minimum of six semester hours of skill
courses in addition to the above listed 30 semester hours.
Alter completing this requirement, the student will be expected to possess both knowledge and skills in individual
sports, team sports, and ARC Standard First Aid.
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Degree Requirements for Women
General Education
Must include Biology 114, 124, and 274.
Minor Field

18 semester hours (six advanced)

Health & Physical Education Major 30 semester hours (18 advanced)
1. Must include Physical Education: 113, 123, 223, 243, 333, 353,
363, 443, 463, and 473.

2. Must include a minimum of six semester hours of skill
courses in addition to the above listed 30 semester hours.
After completing this requirement, the student will be expected to possess both knowledge and skills in individual
sports, team sports, rhythmic activities and ARC Standard
First Aid.

Teacher Certification in Health and Physical Education (Men)
Elementary Level
1. Must include Physical Education: 113, 123, 223, 243, 313, 323,
423, and 433,
2. Must include Biology: 114, 124, and 274.
Sec::ondllQ' Level
1. Must include Physical Education: 113, 123, 223, 243, 313, 323,
423, and 433.
2. Must include Biology: 114, 124, and 274.
3. Must include Education: 373, 413, 423, 456D, and 463 or 493S.
4. Must include a second teaching field of 24 semester hours
(12 advanced).
All Level Certification
1. Must include Physical Education: 113, 123, 213, 223, 243, 313,
323, 333, 413, 423, 433, and 473.
2. Must include Biology: 114, 124, and 274.
3. Must include a minor field of 18 hours (six advanced).
4. Must include 24 hours of professional education courses.

Teacher Certification in Health and Physical Education (Women)
Elementary Level
1. Must include Physical Education: 113, 123, 223, 243, 353, 363,
463, and 443.
2. Must include Biology: 114, 124, and 274.
Secondary Level
1. Must include Physical Education: 113, 123, 223, 243, 353, 363,
463, and 443.
2. Must include Biology: 114, 124, and 274 .
3. Must include Education: 373, 413, 423, 456D, and 463 or 493S.
4. Must include a second teaching field of 24 semester hours
(12 advanced).
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All Level Certification
1. Must include Physical Education: 113, 123, 213, 223, 243, 333,
353, 363, 413, 443, 463, and 473.
2. Must include Biology: 114, 124, and 274.
3. Must include a minor field of 18 hours (six advanced).
4. Must include 24 hours of professional education courses.

COURSES OFFERED
P.E. 101W.

P.E.
P.E.
P.E.
P.E.
P.E.

101M.
121W.
121M.
201W.
201M.

Activity Courses
Fundamental Skills for Women
Fundamental Skills for Men
Fundamental Skills for Women
Fundamental Skills for Men
Second Year Physical Activities for Women
Second Year Physical Activities for Men

Theory Courses
P.E. 113. Introduction to Health,
P.E. 333. Principles of Physical
Physical Education, and
Education
Recreation
P.E. 353. Teaching Team Sports
P.E. 123. Personal and Community
(Women)
Health
P.E. 363. Teaching Individual Sports
P.E. 131. First Aid
(Women)
P.E. 413. Corrective Physical
P.E. 213. Physical Education in the
Elementary School
Education
P.E. 223. The School Health
P.E. 423. Athletic Training (Men)
Education Program
P.E. 433. The Intramural Program
P.E. 233. Life Saving and Water
and Officiating <Men)
Safety
P.E. 443. The Intramural Program
P.E. 243. Kinesiology
and Officiating (Women)
P.E. 453. Recreation Leadership
P.E. 313. Teaching Team Sports
(Men)
P.E. 463. Teaching Dance Activities
P.E. 323. Teaching Individual Sports P.E. 473. Administration of Health
(Men)
and Physical Education

ACTIVITY COUBSE DMCRIPTIONS
P.E. 101W. FUNDAMENTAL SKILLS FOR WOMEN.
This course includes the principles of exercises and body

conditioning and participation in speedball and rhythmic
activities. Laboratory, three hours each week. Required of
freshman women.

P.E. 101M. FUNDAMENTAL SKll,LS FOR MEN.
This course includes the principles of exercise and body

conditioning and participation in soccer and aquatic activities. Laboratory, three hours each week. Required of freshman men. Fee for any acquatic activities.

P.E. 121W. FUNDAMENTAL SKILLS FOR WOMEN.
This course is a continuation of P.E. 101W and includes

participation in: gymnastics, basketball, and volleyball.
Laboratory, three hours each week. Required of freshman
women.
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P.E. 121M. FUNDAMENTAL SKILLS FOR MEN.
This course is a continuation of P.E. 101M and includes
participation in: gymnastics, combatives, and aquatic activities. Laboratory, three hours each week. Required of
freshman men. Fee for acquatic activities.
P.E. 201W. SECOND YEAR PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES FOR
WOMEN. A wide and varied selection of activities is offered to accommodate students at various levels of ability
in individual sports, team sports, aquatic activities, and
dance. At the beginning level, the student is afforded the
opportunity to develop skills and to acquire knowledge of
a particular activity-its techniques and rules; at the intermediate and advanced levels, courses allow the student who is already familiar with the activity to develop
intermediate and advanced skills and techniques Laboratory, three hours each week. Prerequisites: P.E. 101W and
P.E. 121W.
Individual Sports: Archery, Badminton, Bowling, and Tennis

Aquatics: Swimming (fee required)
Team Sports: Basketball, Softball, Speedball, and Volleyball
Dance: Folk Dance, Modern Dance, and Tap Dance
P.E. 201M. SECOND YEAR PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES FOR MEN.
A wide and varied selection of activities is offered to accomodate students of various levels of ability in individual
sports, team sports, and aquatic activities. At the beJrinning
level, the student is afforded the opportunity to a:eveiop
skills and to acquire knowledge of a particufar activityits techniques and rules; at the intermediate and advanced
levels, courses allow the student who is already farnUiar
with the activity to develop intermediate and advanced
skills and techniques. Laboratory, three hours each week.
Prerequisites: P.E. 101M and P.E. 121M.
Individual Sports: Archery, Badminton, Bowling, and

Tennis
Aquatics: Swimming (fee required)
Team Sports: Basketball, Flag Football, Soccer, Softball,
and Volleyball.
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fflEOBY COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
P.E. 113. INTRODUCTION TO HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION. This course is designed to
orient the student in the field of health, physical education, and recreation through presentation of the scope and
organization of professional activities, vocational opportunities, and essential professional qualifications. Lecture,
three hours each week.
P.E. 123. PERSONAL AND COMMUNITY HEALffl.
This course includes basic concepts of personal and community health from the standpoint of the individual and his
responsibilities. Lecture, three hours each week.
P.E. 131, FIRST AID.
This course is designed to develop skills, knowledge, and
attitudes concerning first aid and accident prevention. Students who meet the course requirements are eligible for
American Red Cross Standard and Advanced First Aid
Certification. Lecture and laboratory, two hours ea'.Ch
week.
P.E. 213. HYSICAL EDUCATION IN THE ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL. This course, designed for the elementary school
teacher, the activities of a physical education program for
the elementary school presents, with emphasis on curriculum construction, progressive selection of materials for
different grade levels, methods of presentation, and sources
of materials. Lecture, three hours each week. Prerequisite:
sophomore standing.
P.E. 223. THE SCHOOL HEALTH EDUCATION PROGRAM.
This course presents the basic principles of school health
education, methods of teaching health, and the administration of the health program in the elementary and secondary
schools. Lecture, three hours each week. Prerequisites: P.E.
123 and sophomore standing.
P.E. 233. LIFE SAVING AND WATER SAFETY.
This course is designed to develop skills and knowledges
concerning life saving and water safety. Students who meet
special requirements may be certified for American Red
Cross Senior Life Saving and/or Water Safety Instructor
Rating. Offered alternate years. Lecture, three hours each
week. Prerequisite: advanced level of skill in swimming.
(Fee required.)
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P.E. 243. KINESIOLOGY.
This course provides a scientific study of basic movement
with relation to physical activities. Lecture, three hours
each week. Prerequisites: Biol. 114 and Biol. 274.

P.E. 313. TEACIDNG TEAM SPORTS (MEN).
This course includes current theories and practices in teaching basketball, volleyball, and football. Lecture, three
hours each week. Prerequisite: junior standing.

P.E. 323. TEACHING INDIVIDUAL SPORTS (MEN).
This course includes current theories and practices in
teaching tennis, gymnastics, track, and field events. Prerequisites: P.E. 101M, P.E'. 121M, and junior standing.
P.E. 333. PRINCIPLES OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION.
This course includes a study of the basic principles and
philosophy of physical education. Lecture, three hours each
week. Prerequisites: P.E. 113 and junior standing.
P.E. 353. TEACfilNG TEAM SPORTS (WOMEN).
This course is designed to develop game skills, knowledge
of rules, and techniques of teaching girl's basketball, speedball, and volleyball. Lecture, three hours each week. Pre~
requisites: P.E. 101W, 121W, and junior standing.

P.E. 363. TEACIDNG INDIVIDUAL SPORTS (WOMEN).
This course is designed to develop game skills, a knowledge
of rules and techniques of teaching girl's tennis, gymnastics. track, and field events. Lecture, three hours each
week. Prerequisites: P.E. 101W, P.E. 121W, and junior
standing.
P.E. 413. CORRECTIVE PHYSICAL EDUCATION.
This course is designed to develop knowledge and skills
in the recognition of common postural defects and physical
irregularities-their correction, prevention, and alleviation.
Offered alternate years. Lecture, three hours each week.
Prerequisites: P.E. 243 and junior standing.
P.E. 423. ATHLETIC TRAINING (MEN).
This course includes the current theories and practices of
body conditioning for specific sports and of prevention and
rehabilitation of athletic injuries. Lecture, three hours each
week. Prerequisite: junior standing.
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P.E. 433. INTRAMURALS AND OFFICIATING FOR MEN.
This course includes the organization and administration
of the intramural and interscholastic athletic programs
for boys. Lecture, three hours each week. Prerequisites:
P.E. 313 and 323 and junior standing.
P.E. 443. INTRAMURALS AND OFFICIATING FOR WOMEN.
This course includes the organization and administration of
the intramural program for girls and women, athletic training and officiating sports events. Lecture, three hours each
week. Prerequisites: P.E. 353, P.E. 363, and junior standing.
P.E. 453. RECREATION LEADERSHIP.
This course includes the organization and administration
of recreation leadership, in public and private agencies.
Offered alternate years. Lecture, three hours each week.
Prerequisite: junior standing.
P.E. 463. TEACHING DANCE ACTIVITIES.
This course is designed to provide skills, knowledges and
techniques in teaching creative rhythms, fundamental
rhythmic movement, and folk dance. Lecture, three hours
each week. Prerequisites: P.E. 213 or P.E. 201, Modern
Dance and/or Folk Dance, and junior standing.
P.E. 473. ADMINISTRATION OF HEALTH AND PHYSICAL
EDUCATION. This course is designed to provide information in curriculum, facilities, equipment, budget, and professional and legal responsibilities in organizing and administering the school health and physical education program. Lecture, three hours each week. Prerequisites: P.E.
333 and senior standing.
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DIVISION OF TEACHER EDUCATION
Professor L. D. Gilmore, Director
Purpose
The aim of this division is to provide professional education
for teachers, school administrators, supervisors, and other educational specialists. Specifically, the division endeavors to satisfy the
following objectives: m a broad general education, (2) a thorough
knowledge of the intended instructional area, and (3) professional
orientation and specialization.
From the beginning of the prospective teacher's admission
to the College1 . through the guidance system and through the introductory peaagogical courses, an effort is directed toward eliminating from the teacher education program those who appear to be
poorly adapted to the profession. If, at any time during the candidate's training, a member of the Education faculty feels that a
student in the teacher education program lacks the proper qualifications for teaching, he may present his conclusions, in writing, to
a committee which shall be composed of (1) an administrative
official of the College, (2) a representative of the Division of Teacher
Education, and (3) a representative of the department in which the
student is a major. The decision of the committee shall be in writing and filed with the Dean of the Division of Teacher Education.
The fact that a degree in education from the College may
lead to a certificate to teach in the public schools of the state
imposes a singular obligation on the part of the College to determine
the suitability of the candidate for such degree for the profession of
teaching. A great deal more than mere scholastic ability is involved. Physical and mental health, moral ideals and professional
attitudes are paramount among these additional considerations. The
right is reserved, therefore, to restrict the teacher education
curriculum to those who measure up to these criteria.

Degree Requirements
Major in Elementary Education to qualify for the provisional (life)
certificate
1. General Education

48-55 semester hours

2. Academic Specialization

Plan I: 18 semester hours in one subject,
including nine semester hours of
advanced work. These may include courses in general education.
18 semester hours in a combination of subjects. These may include Art 353; Speech 353; P.E.
213; Music 233 or 243; Geography 213; Agriculture 393.
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Plan II: 24 semester hours in one subject,
including 12 semester hours ot
advanced work. These may include courses in general education.

12 semester hours in combination
subjects, as: Art 353; Speech 353;
P.E. 213; Music 233 or 243.
3. Professional Development and Elementary Content Courses Required:

30 semester hours

a. Education 466D, Directed Teaching
b. Education 323, 333, 403, plus choice ot 303 or 393.
c. Education 363, 373, 423, plus choice o:f 443 or 493E.
4. Electives will vary depending on the teaching area.
Secondary Education to quality for the provisional (life) certilicate
48-55 semester hours

1. General Education

2. Major Field - 30 semester hours
Second Teaching Field - 24 semester hours
(These may include courses taken in general education)
3. Professional Education -

18 semester hours

Required:

a. Education 456D, Directed Teaching
b. Education 413, 373, 423, plus choice of 463 or 493S.
4. Electives will vary depending on the teaching area.
Education courses required for all-level certificate in Health and
Physical Education, Music, or Art:
24 hours of professional courses, must include Education 443,
463, 413, 456D, three hours elementary methods, plus six additional advanced hours.

Directed Teaching

Directed teaching is required in partial fulfillment of the
requirements for a provisional (life) certificate in Texas. This
experience is provided by assigning senior student teachers to
work in classroom situations with regular teachers for one full
semester in a convenient public school The Division of Teacher
Education requires that prospective teachers must:
1. Have senior standing.

2. Have completed all required courses for freshmen and
sophomores.
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3. Have at least a C average in all college courses.
4. Have at least a C average in all required English composition courses.
5. Have completed the required science and mathematics
courses.
6. Have satisfactorily passed, or been exempted from, the
qualifying speech test for prospective teachers.
7. If an elementary school major, have completed at least
three courses in elementary school methods with at
least a C average.
8. If a secondary school candidate, have completed at least
18 hours in a major or first teaching field with a grade
average of at least C and have completed at least 12
hours in a minor or second teaching field with a grade
average of at least a C and six hours of professional
secondary education.
9. Have satisfactorily passed all required proficiency examinations.

Courses Offered
Ed. 133. Introduction to Teaching
Ed. 201C. Penmanship, Cursive
Ed. 303. Teaching Language Arts
-Elementary
Ed. 303L. Teaching Children's
Literature-Elementary
Ed. 313B. Teaching the Bilingual
Child-Elementary
Ed. 313Sp. Teaching Spanish in the
Upper Elementary Grades
Ed. 323. Teaching ReadingElementary
Ed. 323!. The Intermediate Grades
-Elementary
Ed. 333. Teaching Science-Elementary
Ed. 343. Reading ImprovementSecondary
Ed. 353X. Tests and Measurements
Ed. 363. Audio-Visual AidsElementary or Secondary
Ed. 373. Educational PsychologyElementary or Secondary
Ed. 393. Teaching Social Sciences
-Elementary

Ed. 393C. Conservation Education
Ed. 403. Teaching Arithmetic-Elementary
Ed. 403M. Teaching Mentally
Retarded Children
Ed. 403X. Exceptional Children
Ed. 413. Techniques and
Observation-Secondary
Ed. 423. History and Philosophy
of Education-Elementary 01'
Secondary
Ed. 433X. Psychology of Mental
Retardation
Ed. 443. Child Growth and
Development
Ed. 463. Adolescent Growth and
Development
Ed. 456D. Directed TeachingSecondary
Ed. 466D. Directed TeachingElementary
Ed. 473. Remedial ReadingElementary
Ed. 493E. Testing, Measurementa
and Guidance-Elementary
Ed. 493S. Testing, Measurement.
and Guidance-Secondary
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Ed. 133. INTRODUCTION TO TEACHING.
An orientation course in general education in a democratic
society. It presents a survey of the school system in the
United States, its growth, its structure, its problems, and
its trends as they affect and are affected by the schools.
May be taken as an elective in General Education. Does
not count toward certification.
Ed. 201C. PENMANSWP, CURSIVE.
A course designed for students who wish to attain a more
acceptable standard of handwriting with a minimum expenditure of time. Basically, a remedial course in which
legibility and logic of execution are stressed. Especially
recommended for teaching majors. One hour per week.
Ed. 303. TEACHING LANGUAGE ARTS-ELEMENTARY.
Methods of teaching the language arts in the elementary
school with special reference to the building of communication skills in the curriculum.

Ed. 303L. TEACHING CHILDREN'S LITERATURE-ELEMENTABY. This course familiarizes the student with poems
and stories for children and includes a study of the principles which should govern the selection of literature for
children, the manner in which it should be taught, and
the problem of building a library suitable for children of
the elementary grades.

Ed. 313B. TEACHING THE BILINGUAL CHILD-ELEMENTARY. A course designed to aid the teacher of beginning
students who do not speak English. The assembling of
teaching materials will form a large part of the class work.
Ed. 31~. METHODS OF TEACHING SPANJSH IN THE UPPER ELEMENTARY GRADES. This course deals with the
principles, problems, and materials involved in the teaching
of S_panish as a foreign language in the upper elementary
grades. Students will become acquainted with teaching
techniques which require the use of tape recordings, discs,
filmstnps, and printed materials.

Ed. 323. TEACHING BEADING-ELBMENTABY.
The importance, scope, reading readiness, beginning instruction, and evaluation of progress will be taught.

Ed. 323L THE INTERMEDIATE GRADES-ELEMENTARY.

The purpose of this course is to orient the student to the
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work of an intermediate grades teacher. It involves (1)
learning what to teach, (2) becoming familiar with needed
materials, and (3) using principles of learning that will
promote the effective teaching of children in grades four,
five, and six.
Ed. 333. TEACHING SCIENCE-ELEMENTARY.
A study of those phases of science which are usually dealt
with in teaching at the elementary level. Pertinent demonstrations and skills will be taught to help teachers become
more proficient in helping children better understand and
appreciate the natural forces which shape their physical
environment.
Ed. 343. READING IMPROVEMENT-SECONDARY.
The reading difficulties of secondary pupils, the relation
of reading ability to academic achievement, procedures for
facilitating better reading instruction, and improving reading in the content fields are all included in this course.

Ed. 353X. TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS.
The administration and interpretation of various standard
and teacher-constructed tests. Generally, a rather wide
range of tests will be used to show their usefulness in aiding the instructor to determine (1) mental ability, (2)
achievement, (3) interest, (4) aptitudes, and (5) personality.
So far as possible, practical application will be made and
actual administration and subsequent interpretation will
be employed. This course is designed especially for teachers of exceptional children.
Ed. 363. AUDIO-VISUAL AIDS-ELEMENTARY OR SECONDARY. A practical application of the best modern
methods and the proper use of audio-visual equipment in
school classrooms. Sources of materials, methods of
presentation, evaluation of results, and ordinary care and
usage of various types of equipment will be stressed.
Ed. 373. EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY.
A detailed approach to the application of modern psychological principles to teaching-learning situations. Satisfies
advanced professional requirements for both elementary
and secondary school majors. Should be taken before Ed.
443 or Ed. 463.
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Ed. 393. THE TEACHING OF SOCIAL SCIENCES-ELEMEN•
TARY. Teaching social sciences in the elementary schools.
The role of social sciences in the elementary schools with
special reference to building units of work in the curriculum.

Ed. 393C. CONSERVATION EDUCATION.
See Ag. 393 for description.
Ed. 403. TEACHING ARITHMETIC-ELEMENTARY.
A treatment of the methods of teaching arithmetic at the
elementary school level. It includes basic number concepts,
fractions, decimals, percentage, thought problems, and such
arithmetical skills as are deemed necessary for the teach•
ing of arithmetic and the sciences.
Ed. 403M. TEACHING MENTALLY RETARDED.
Problems and methods in teaching mentally retarded
children. The course is designed for those interested in
teaching mentally retarded children. Classroom experiences will be emphasized with some consideration of
related problems.
Ed. 403X. EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN.
A survey course which includes consideration of the history
and the philosophy of individual differences and the many
classes of exceptional children problems, the diagnostic
techniques, equipment and buildings, methods of teaching
and therapy, the administrative procedures. Emphasis is
given to the Texas plan of special education along with the
study of further needs.

Ed. 413. TECHNIQUES AND OBSERVATION - SECONDARY.
A course designed to prepare students for their student
teaching experiences. Activities include the application of
modern methods to the major problems of teaching and
the observation of classroom teaching in the student's major and minor fields. Required for certification in the area
of secondary education.
Ed. 423. IDSTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION.
A chronological survey of the place of education in various civilizations; the historical development of educational
objectives, methods, curricula, organizations and deliber~tions, presented with a view toward better understanding
of modern educational problems and practices.
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Ed. 433X. PSYCHOLOGY OF MENTAL RETARDATION.
This course is designed for those who are especially interested in the problems of mental retardation. Emphasis
will be placed on psychological problems including diagnostics and the social growth and development of the
mentally retarded person.
Ed. 443. CHILD GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT.
This course presents a general view of the physical, emotional, social, and mental development of children from
prenatal life to the adolescent period. Special emphasis
is given to the interrelatedness of these four aspects of
development with a view toward helping parents and
teachers to understand better and to guide the growth and
development of the child through the pre-elementary and
elementary school years.
Ed. 463. ADOLESCENT GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT.
A study of the characteristics, development, and psychological problems of teen-age youth relative to their successful adaptation to secondary school situations.
Ed. 456D. DIRECTED TEACHING-SECONDARY.
A course designed to give students experience in responsible teaching at the secondary school level under the
guidance of cooperating teachers. Periodic observation of
the student teacher at work will be made by the college supervisor. The student teacher will be expected to report
to his cooperating teachers each day Monday through Friday for the equivalent of three college periods per day. A
weekly seminar and individual conferences are a required
part of the course. Required for certification in the area of
secondary education. Prerequisites: Speech 113 or satisfactory completion of the Speech Proficiency Test; six
hours Secondary Education; approval by the student's major advisor; and senior level standing. Students will be required to start their student teaching program at the beginning of the public school term for the fall semester.
Those taking student teaching during the spring term will
be required to remain until the end of the public school
term.
Ed. 466D. DIRECTED TEACHING-ELEMENTARY.
The first part of the course will consist of the preparation
of teaching materials, lesson planning, keeping teacher records and making reports, study and observation of class
and group work, and limited participation in teaching at
the elementary level. The remainder of the course will be
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devoted to observation and responsible teaching at this
level under the guidance of a cooperative teacher. Periodic
observations of the student teacher at work will be made
by the college supervisor. The student teacher will be assigned to a teacher in a public school for one-half day for
a semester, Monday through Friday. A weekly seminar and
individual conferences are a required part of the course.
Prerequisites: Speech 113 or 143 and 353; the required PAC
Speech Proficiency Test passed; and approval by the Division Director. Students will be required to start their
student teaching program at the beginning of the public
school term for the fall semester. Those taking student
teaching during the spring term will be required to remain
until the end of the public school term. (See requirements
for student teaching.)

Ed. 473. REMEDIAL READING-ELEMENTARY.
This course will show the ways and means of giving remedial assistance to students needing such aid in the various
subject matter fields in the elementary school with special
emphasis on diagnostic and corrective measures.
ED. 493E. TESTS, MEASUREMENTS AND GUIDANCE FOR
TEACHERS-ELEMENTARY. This course emphasizes the
role of the teacher in the evaluation and guidance of children in the modern elementary school. Construction, administration, interpretation, and application of results of
evaluation devices will be studied as they apply to directing learning and behavior in classroom situations.
ED. 4938. TESTS, MEASUREMENTS AND GUIDANCE FOR
TEACHERS-SECONDARY. This course emphasizes the
role of the teacher in the evaluation and guidance of students in the modern secondary school. Construction, administration, interpretation, and application of results of
evaluation devices will be studied as they apply to directing learning and behavior in classroom situations .

Courses given for teachers by other Divisions will be found
listed under the offerings for those Divisions.
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SCHOOL OF TECHNOLOGY
Sidney S. Draeger, Dean

AGRICULTURE
Purpose
The purposes of the courses in Agriculture are to meet the needs
of those who desire to prepare themselves for service and life in
some phase of the agricultural organization of this country with
emphasis on problems relating to the local area.

Degree Requirements
(a) Major in Agriculture*
Ag. 111
Ag. 254
Ag. 253
Ag. 113
Ag. 123
Ag. 243
Ag. 153
Chem. 114, 124, 233
Ag. 214
Biol. 114, 124, 314
Math 153 and Math 163 or Math 113
B.A. 214 recommended.
Plus: Additional advanced hours in Agriculture to make a
total of 15 advanced hours.
(b) Minor in Agriculture
Ag. 113
Ag. 123

Ag. 153
Ag. 254

Plus: Six advanced hours in Agriculture.
* No degree in Agriculture offered after August 1965. Thereafter, only the
first two years toward an Agriculture degree will be offered.

Courses Offered
Ag.
Ag.
Ag.
Ag.

111. Agricultural Orientation
113. Plant Propagation
123. Crop Production
153. Introduction to Animal
Husbandry
Ag. 214. Vegetable Crops

Ag. 223. Grading and Handling of
Fruits and Vegetables
243. Feeds and Feeding
253. Introduction to Soils
254. General Entomology
393. Conservation of Natural
Resources

Ag.
Ag.
Ag.
Ag.

Ag. 111. AGRICULTURE ORIENTATION.
Lectures, discussions anll conferences introducing students
to the various phases and opportunities in agriculture. To
be taken during the freshman year. One hour of lecture
per week.
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Ag. 113. PLANT PROPAGATION.

A study of the fundamental principles and practices of
propagating fruits, flowers, and ornamental plants with
emphasis on plants adapted to South Texas. Two hours
lecture and two hours laboratory per week.
Ag. 123. CROP PRODUCTION.

A study of common field and forage crops, their classification, identification, production, harvesting, and insect and
disease control measures. Two hours lecture and two hours
laboratory per week.
Ag. 153. INTRODUCTION TO ANIMAL HUSBANDRY.

A survey of the sources of the world's supply of animal
products, the distribution of domestic animals in the United
States and factors influencing this; the origin, characteristics, and adaptation of the more important breeds and the
influence of environment upon their development. Two
hours lecture and three hours laboratory per week.
Ag. 214. VEGETABLE CROPS.

A study of the basic principles of vegetable production with
particular reference to South Texas conditions. Stress is
placed on varieties, climatic adaptation, and cultural practices as applied to commercial production. Prerequisite:
Ag. 113. Three hours lecture and two hours laboratory per
week.
Ag. 223. GRADING AND HANDLING OF FRUITS AND VEGETABLES. A study of the methods of handling fruits and

vegetables including harvesting, grading, packaging, shipping, and storing. Study and practice of grading based
on the U.S. Standards of the U.S. Department of Agriculture. Field trip to the San Antonio market, approximate
cost $9.00. Prerequisite: Ag. 214. Two hours lecture and two
hours laboratory per week. Not given each year.
Ag. 243. FEEDS AND FEEDING.

The practical aspects of feeding all classes of farm animals;
application of principles of nutrition; computing rations;
feed control laws, etc. Prerequisite: Ag. 153.
AG. 253. INTRODUCTION TO SOILS.

A study of the physical, chemical, and biological properties of soils and of the methods of soil management. Field
study of soil texture classification, mapping, and soil fertility. Field trip to South Central Texas, approximate cost
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$7.00. Prerequisite: Chem. 114. Two hours lecture and two
hours laboratory per week.
Ag. 254. GENERAL ENTOMOLOGY.
The classification, anatomy, and physiology of insects as
related to control measures, and the principal insecticides
and their uses. Prerequisite: six hours of biology. Three
hours lecture and three hours laboratory.
Ag. 393. (Ed. 393c). CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES. A study of the use and conservation of our
natural resources. Supplemented by coniultants in soils,
forestry, minerals, and wildlife. Designed to meet the
conservation requirements of agriculture and elementary
education. Can be counted in the supporting area of Elementary curriculum. Three hours lecture per week. Prerequisite: junior standing.

ASTRO-SCIENCES
Purpose
The Astro-Sciences are concerned with the preparation of teachers
for the age of space, the development of an appreciation among
liberal arts students and laymen alike of the impact of the space
age upon our society and culture and the technical preparation of
students for careers in the field.

Degree Requirements
Major in Astto-Science
Astro. 333
Astro. 113
Astro. 343
Astro. 134
Astro. 411, 421
Astro. 144
Astro. 413
Astro. 224
Astro 423
Astro. 311, 321
Astro. 313
Two years of modern language <German, French or Russian)
recommended for those who intend to do graduate work.
It is recommended that the student pursue a double major or
minor in Physics and/or Mathematics, including Physics
144, 214, 224, 333, and 353; and Math. 133, 143, 223, 313, 323,
and 363.
English 273 is also recommended.
Minor in Astro-Sclence
Astro. 144
Astro. 113
Astro. 224
Astro. 134
Plus: Six advanced semester hours in Astro-Science.
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Courses Offered
Astro. 113. Introduction to
Astronautics
Astro. 123. Introduction to
Astronomy
Astro. 134. General Astronomy
Astro. 144. General Astronomy
Astro. 224. General Astronautics
and Space Technology
Astro. 311, 321. Junior Laboratory

Astro. 313. History of Astronomy
and Astronautics
Astro. 333. Lunar and Planetary
Astronomy
Astro. 343. Stellar and Galactic
Astronomy
Astro. 411, 421. Senior Laboratory
Astro. 413 Astrophysics
Astro. 423 Astra-Science Seminar

Ast-ro. 113. INTRODUCTION TO ASTRONAUTICS.

A presentation of the fundamental physical principles involved in space exploration, including an introduction to
rockets, artificial earth satellites, lunar and planetary
probes, space medicine, manned capsules, space stations,
and interplanetary travel. Special emphasis will be given
to a study of the imp_act of the space age on our society and
culture. Actual satellite tracking will be introduced in this
course. One three-hour night period per week.
Astro. 123. INTRODUCTION TO ASTRONOMY.
A study of astronomy and its importance in the space age
with emphasis on new developments. Telescopic observation will be introduced in this course. One three-hour night
period per week.
Astro. 134. GENERAL ASTRONOMY.
A study of basic concepts in astronomy and of the Solar
System. Telescopes and other instruments are used as an
integral part of the course. Planetarium science is also
stressed. Three-hours lecture plus three hours of laboratory per week. Prerequisite: credit in or enrollment in a
Math. course. Meets requirement for a laboratory science.
Astro. 144. GENERAL ASTRONOMY.
A study of the stellar universe. Telescopes and other instruments are used as an integral part of the course. Planetarium science is also stressed. Three hours lecture plus
three hours of laboratory per week. Prerequisite: credit
in or enrollment in a Math. Course. Meets requirement
for a laboratory science.

Astro. 224. GENERAL ASTRONAUTICS AND SPACE TECHNOLOGY. A study of basic concepts with emphasis on applications of physics and astronomy to a detailed study of
space exploration and technology. Observations and track~
ing of artificial satellites will be made an integral part of
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the course. Three hours lecture plus three hours of laboratory per week. Prerequisite: (for Astro-Science, Physics,
and Math. majors) permission of the instructor.
Astro. 311, 321. JUNIOR LABORATORY.
The course is designed to acquaint the student with the
experimental method. Experiments and observational work
are chosen to cover as many fields of astronomy and astronautics as possible in keeping with the background and
abilities of the students. Three hours of laboratory per
week. Required of all Astra-Science majors. Prerequisite:
permission of the instructor.
Astro. 313. HISTORY OF ASTRONOMY AND ASTRONAUTICS. The development of astronomical and astronautical

thought will be traced, and its impact on other sciences and
on philosophy will be studied. Attention will be given to
important astronomers and to their discoveries. Contemporary developments in astronautics will be included. Three
hours of lecture per week. Prerequisite: (for Astro-Science
majors and teachers) permission of the instructor. Not
given each year.

Astro. 333. LUNAR AND PLANETARY ASTRONOMY.

A more advanced point of view will be followed with emphasis on applications of physics, chemistry, geology, and
meteorology to a detailed study of lunar and planetary surfaces. Observations of the moon and available planets will
be made as an integral part of the course. Three hours of
lecture per week. rerequisites: Astro. 144, Math. 223, Phys.
224 (credit in or concurrent enrollment in); or permission
of the instructor. Not given each year.
Astro. 343. STELLAR AND GALACTIC ASTRONOMY.

A more advanced point of view will be followed with emphasis on a study of the constitution of the stellar universe
beyond our solar system. Observations of deep sky objects
will be made as an integral part of the course. Three hours
of lecture per week. Prerequisites: Astra. 144, Math. 223,
Phys. 224 (credit in or concurrent enrollment in); or permission of the instructor. Not given each year.
Astro. 411, 421. SENIOR LABORATORY.

The student performs experiments and observational work
of greater complexity and difficulty than those in the
Junior laboratory. In addition, the student is encouraged
to design and carry out original study in his field of in~
terest. Three hours of laboratory per week. Required of
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all Astro-Science majors. Prerequisite: permission of the
instructor.
Astro. 413. ASTROPHYSICS.
Application of the techniques of physics to a study of the
astronomical universe with emphasis on basic concepts.
Three hours of lecture per week. Prerequisite: (for AstroScience, Physics, and Math. majors) permission of the instructor. Not given each year.
Astro. 423. ASTRO-SCIENCE SEMINAR.
Special problems and research in the astronomical and astronautical sciences will be pursued according to the needs
and interests of the students with emphasis on Astrodynamics. Three hours of lecture per week. Prerequisite:
(terminal course for Astra-Science majors). Not given each
year.
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INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
Purpose
The Industrial Education courses are designed to fulfill the requirements of the individual, in so far as his capacity will permit,
for attempting the development of a life work within the culture
of our industrial society.

Degree Requirements
Institutional Major: A minimum of 36 semester hours to include:
Ind. Educ. 173, 183, 193, 333, 423, 453, and 463.
Teaching Major (Secondary): Minimum of 24 semester hours to
include: Ind. Educ. 173, 183, 193, 333, 423, and 453.
Minor: Minimum of 18 semester hours, to include: Ind. Educ. 173,
193, and 453.

Courses Offered
Ind.
Ind.
Ind.
Ind.

Educ. 123. Photography I
Educ. 173. Drawing I
Educ. 183. Drawing II
Educ. 193. General Industries
Laboratory
Ind. Educ. 213. Metals I
Ind. Educ. 303. Power Technology
Ind. Educ. 333. Industrial Materials
and Processes
Ind.Educ.353.WoodsI
Ind. Educ. 363. Woods II

Ind.
Ind.
Ind.
Ind.
Ind.

Educ. 373. Metals II
Educ. 384. Metals III
Educ. 403. Driver Education
Educ. 413. Safety Education
Educ. 423. Organization and
Maintenance of the Ind. Educ.
Laboratory
Ind. Educ. 453. Industrial Education
in Education
Ind. Educ. 463. Job Analysis of
Industrial Occupations

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
Ind. Educ. 123. PHOTOGRAPHY I.
This course introduces the student to the world of photography-through the use of cameras, meters, films, filters,
auxiliary lenses, and lighting. Also, the student is introduced to the techniques and processes of: developing, printing, enlarging, toning, choice of papers and dodging. Certain legal aspects of photography are introduced. One hour
lecture; four hours laboratory.
Ind. Educ. 173. DRAWING I.
This course provides the fundamentals of primary information and laboratory experiences for the Industrial Education, pre-engineering, and other students interested in
the foundations of our present-day industrial society. Assignments include: lettering, geometric constructions,
sketching, lines and symbols; orthographic, isometric, oblique, and perspective drawing; dimensioning and shop
processes.
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Ind. Educ. 183. DRAWING II.
Drawing II is based upon the principles of orthographic
projection. Descriptive geometry is involved with problems of: space relations of points, lines and surfaces; true
length of lines in space; intersection and development of
surfaces-plane and curved, regular warped, and doublecurved. Prerequisite: three semester hours of drawing.
Two hours lecture and four hours laboratory.
Ind. Educ. 193. GENERAL INDUSTRIES LABORATORY.
General Industrial Education is a unit type course covering several areas of Industrial Education and involves a
study of the tools, materials, processes, and products of
industry with particular emphasis on such industrial areas
as: drawing, wood, metal, leather, plastics, or electricity.
One hour lecture and four hours laboratory.
Ind. Educ. 213. METALS I.
This is an introductory course in metals. The student may
get information and laboratory experiences pertaining to:
kinds of metals, hot and cold working, an introduction to
welding and machining, and forming wrought iron ornametals. Two hours lecture and two hours laboratory.
Ind. Educ. 303. POWER TECHNOLOGY.
This course provides for study and laboratory experiences
dealing with power sources and applications. Emphasis is
placed upon the design and operating principles of internal
combustion engines and external combustion engines; hydraulic, pneumatic, water and electrical units will be given
consideration. One hour lecture and four hours laboratory.
Ind. Educ. 333. INDUSTRIAL MATERIALS AND PROCESSES.
This course provides for investigations into sources of materials, problems in transportation, and methods of processing and finishing employed in such industries as:
metals, woods, rubber, plastics, paper, and ceramics. Three
hours lecture.
Ind. Educ. 353. WOODS I.
In this course the student becomes involved in design, construction, and finishing of furniture and woods products;
the identification and classification of woods; geographical sources, structure and usage of woods and wood products. Both hand and machine tools are introduced. One
hour lecture and four hours laboratory.
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Ind. Educ. 363. Woods Il.
This course is concerned with Wood Materials technology,
industrial methods, techniques and processes. Information
and laboratory experiences are provided in the more common production areas such as: cabinet making, furniture
manufacture, and carpentry. Maintenance, use and care
of tools, and machines are stressed. One hour lecture and
four hours laboratory.
Ind. Educ. 373. METALS II.
Sheet metals, welding, metal spinning, and art metal provide the laboratory experiences on which this course is
based. One hour lecture and four hours laboratory.
Ind. Educ. 384. METALS III.
Lectures, demonstrations and laboratory experiences, in
this course, are devoted to techniques and procedures in
advanced machine tools operations. Machine nomenclature,
design, structure, and relationship one to another is stressed
in the over-all scheme of American industry. Two hours
lecture and four hours laboratory.
Ind. Educ. 403. DRIVER EDUCATION.
This course provides information and laboratory experiences in order to help students: become aware of traffic
problems, determine limitations of drivers, develop positive attitudes, learn traffic laws and regulations, develop
and improve driving skills, and to meet the requirements
of the Texas Education Agency for certification as a
teacher of Driver Education. Prerequisite: drivers license
and credit or concurrent enrollment in Industrial Education 413. Three hours lecture and three hours laboratory.
Ind. Educ. 413. SAFETY EDUCATION.
Safety Education provides coverage of the factors involved
in: safety in the home, in the schools, on playgrounds, in
industry, on the farm, the highway, adult recreation and
play. Liability and responsibility are discussed in each
area, when applicable. Three hours lecture.
Ind. Educ. 423. LABORATORY PLANNING ORGANIZATION
AND MAINTENANCE. This course is especially designed
to give prospective teachers practice and methods in selecting equipment, setting up, organizing the equipment
and personnel, and maintenance of the equipment, furnishings, and supplies. Three hours lecture and three hours
laboratory.
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Ind. Educ. 453. INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION IN EDUCATION.
This course provides the student with the insight into the
evolution of Industrial Education in its various forms:
Technical Education, Vocational Education, and Industrial
Arts. The placement of each on the most effective level
in our present day education is discussed at length. Three
hours lecture.
Ind. Educ. 463. JOB ANALYSIS OF INDUSTRIAL OCCUPATIONS. This course presents comparison of the requirements, working conditions, compensation, other benefits
and hazards in the varied occupations in industry. The
student may get credit in Business Administration for this
course. Not given each year. Three hours lecture.

DMSION OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
AND COMMERCE
Purpose
In the field of Business Administration, students may devote a
major part of their concentration in a specialized field to either
accounting, business organization and management, secretarial
studies or business education. Special programs of study are available for those students who may not wish to pursue the regular four
year course of study required for the bachelors degree. Concentrated
one and two year courses of study are available in the fields of
accounting and secretarial studies.

Degree Requirements
Students majoring in Business Administration with emphasis on any
of the four fields of specialization-Accounting, Business Administration and Management, Secretarial Studies, Business Educationmust complete the courses as outlined in (1), (2> and (3) below;
(1)

Non-Professional Courses
General Education Requirements
Economics 213, 223

(2)

Basic Professional Courses
B.A. 112t, 122t, or 122t, 222t
B.A.113
B.A. 214
B.A. 224°
B.A. 313c
B.A. 363f

0

•Not required of Sec. or Bus. Ed. majors
Not required of Sec. majors

B. Math. 323•
BA. 313L, 323L

B.A. 333m
B.A. 424•
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(3) Professional Courses (to be selected from the following)
Major in
Accounting
B.A. 311, 321
B.A. 313a, 323a
B.A. 323
B.A. 333
B.A. 353
B.A. 413
B.A. 423
B.A. 432
B.A. 453

Major in Bus.
Org. and Mgt.
B.A. 343m
B.A. 311, 321
B.A. 323M
B.A. 313i or 313f
B.A. 323S
B.A. 463

Major in Sec.
Studies
B.A.113s
B.A.123s
B.A. 213s
B.A. 233
B.A. 233s
B.A. 473 or 303

Major in Bus.
Education
B.A.113s
B.A.123s
B.A. 213s
B.A. 313M plus 18
sem. hrs. of Ed.
6 sem. hrs. ol.
electives

Note: No degree with a major in Business Administration will be granted
to a student with less than 48 semester hours of Business Administration courses. The maximum number of hours in Business Administration that can be counted toward a degree is 56.

Courses Offered
B.A. 214. Principles of
Accounting-Introductory
B.A. 224. Principles of
Accounting-Introductory
B.A. 313a, 323a. Intermediate
Accounting
B.A. 323. Income Tax Procedure
B.A. 333. Cost Accounting
B.A. 353. Governmental and
Municipal Accounting
B.A. 413. Advanced Accounting
B.A. 423. Auditing
B.A. 432. Accounting Systems
B.A. 433. C.P.A. Review
B.A. 453. Advanced Income Tax
Procedure
B.A. 313L,323L. Business Law
B.A. 323s. Principles of
Salesmanship
B.A. 333m. Principles of Marketing
B.A. 343m. Marketing Problems
B.A. 373a. Advertising
B.A. 113. Introduction to
Business

B.A. 311,321. Business Internship
B.A. 323M. Industrial Production
Management
B.A. 463. Job Analysis of Industrial
Occupations
B.A. 313f. Short-Term Finance
B.A. 313i. Investment Principles
B. Math. 323. Mathematics of Finance
B.A. 363f. Long-Term Finance
B.A. 424. Business Statistics
B.A. 112t. Elementary Typing
B.A. 113s. Elementary Shorthand
B.A. 122t. Intermediate Typing
B.A. 123s. Intermediate Shorthand
B.A. 213. Fundamentals of Data
Processing
B.A. 213s. Advanced Shorthand
B.A. 222t. Advanced Typing
B.A. 223. Principles of Data
Processing
B.A. 233. Office Administration
B.A. 233s. Secretarial Training
B.A. 313c. Business Correspondence
B.A. 313m. Methods in Teaching
Business Subjects

ACCOUNTING AND BUSINESS LAW
B.A. 214. PRINCIPLES OF ACCOUNTING-INTRODUCTORY.
The fundamentals of accounting relationships, accounting
cycles, recording, basic financial statements, merchandising
accounting including accruals, receivables, inventories and
plant assets. Primary emphasis on single proprietorship
operations. Prerequisite: Math. 113 or Math. 103, sophomore
standing or consent of instructor. Meets six hours per week.
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B.A. 224. PRINCIPLES OF ACCOUNTING-INTRODUCTORY.
A continuation of B.A. 214 but independent of it. A course
covering payroll and taxes, partnership and corporation
operations and specialized suojects of manufacturing, Job
order and process costs. Prerequisite: B.A. 214. Meets six
hours per week.
B.A. 313a, 323a. INTERMEDIATE ACCOUNTING.
Review of the recording and reporting process; study of
principles underlying balance sheets, income statements;
inventories, depreciation, intangible assets, insurance, receivables, and investments, Prerequisites: B.A. 214, 224.
B.A. 323. INCOME TAX PROCEDURE.
Analysis of Federal tax laws, emphasis being placed on the
determination of net taxable income and the preparation
of income tax returns using Form No. 1040 for individuals.
Prerequisite: B.A. 224.
B.A. 333. COST ACCOUNTING.
A study of the techniques employed in accounting for and
interpreting costs. Primary emphasis is given to the accounting for material, labor and burden under job cost,
continuous process and assembly systems. Both commercial and distribution costs are studied. Prerequisites: B.A.
214, 224..
B.A. 353. GOVERNMENTAL AND MUNICIPAL ACCOUNTING. The purpose of this course is to acquaint the student
with the special features of budgetary and fund accounting
as applied to municipalities and other governmental units.
Prerequisites: B.A. 214, 224 and six hours of Finance or
Government. Not given each year.
B.A. 413. ADVAN CED ACCOUNTING.
A study of special accounting problems with emphasis on
business budgets, principles and techniques of consolidated
statements, branch accounting, sales contracts, and fiduciary accounting statements. Prerequisite: B.A. 323a.
B.A. 423. AUDITING.
A survey of auditing principles and procedures applied by
public accountants and internal auditors in examining financial statements and verifying underlying data. Prerequisites: B.A. 224 and B.A. 313a.
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B.A. 432. ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS.

Design and installation of accounting systems. Manual and
machine accounting procedures. Prerequisites: B.A. 214,
B.A. 224, or approval of instructor.
B.A. 433. C.P.A. REVIEW.
A course preparing the student for the theory and practice

section of C.P.A. examinations. The problems are selected
to develop the ability to solve rapidly the multipoint C.P.A.
problems under examination conditions. Stress is given to
accounting for assets and liabilities and to interpreting the
financial statements of individual corporations. Prerequisites: senior standing and at least 20 hours of accounting.
Usually offered in evening when demand justifies.
B.A. 453. ADVANCED INCOME TAX PROCEDURE.

Particular attention is given to tax regulations applicable
to partnerships and corporations together with the preparation of Federal Tax Returns for such businesses. Federal
gift, estate, and inheritance taxes are considered. Prerequisite: B.A. 323.
B.A. 313L, 323L. BUSINESS LAW.

General principles of the law of contracts, sales, mortgages,
and negotiable instruments with special reference to the
Texas statutes affecting these subjects. Prerequisites: junior standing and six semester hours of business administration.
ADVERTISING AND MARKE'l'ING

B.A. 323s. PRINCIPLES OF SALESMANSHIP.

Modern salesmanship; the product, the buyer, planning the
presentation, meeting the prospect, the interview, overcoming resistance, closing the sale, building good will. Practical
applications of selling in the form of class participation and
individual demonstrations of modern sales methods. Prerequisite: B.A. 113 or Economics 213.
B.A. 333m. PRINCIPLES OF MARKETING.
An analysis of the marketing structure as it operates in our

economic system with special reference to the distribution
of raw materials and finished products. Prerequisite: six
semester hours of economics or business administration.

B.A. 343m. MARKETING PROBLEMS.

Actual marketing cases and problems are studied with par-
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ticular reference to costs, analysis of operating statements,
production policy, channels of distribution, sales policies
and promotion, price determination, and operating control.
Prerequisite: B.A. 333m.
B.A. 373a. ADVERTISING.
A study of advertising media, newspaper, radio, television,
direct mail, and other media less commonly used. Visits to
advertisers, printers, ad agencies, and media are part of
the course.
BUSINESS ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT
B.A. 113. INTRODUCTION TO BUSINESS.
A survey of the field of business and industry in our economic system. Basic principles of business organization and
the formation and operation of the several divisions of a
business concern; finance, production, marketing and personnel. Designed to acquaint the student with the problems, procedures, and practices of modern business. Open
to freshmen and sophomores only.
B.A. 311, 321. BUSINESS INTERNSHIP.
This course is offered under a coo:perative program with
Certified Public Accountants, Public Accountants, and financial, industrial and business organizations in the Valley
area. Students selected by the Division Director and the
instructors in the student's field of specialization work a
minimum of fifteen hours a week with one of the cooperating firms or organizations in employment approved by
the Division Director, and the cooperating firm, for a
period of two semesters. Regular conference periods, under
the direction of instructors in the student's field of specialized study and employment will be scheduled. Credit is
evaluated on the basis of written reports, employment records and conference records. Prerequisites: junior standing, twelve semester hours in approved business administration courses with a "C" average or better, and written
approval of the Division Director.
B.A. 323M. INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT.
General introductory survey of factory operations in small,
medium-sized, and large plants. Plant visits and study of
such problems, as site location; selection, layout, and maintenance of machinery, service equipment, and buildings;
material handling and stores; "Scientific management" of
men, materials, and equipment from product development
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to production control. Prerequisites: B.A. 333 or consent of
instructor. Junior standing.
B.A. 463. JOB ANALYSIS OF INDUSTRIAL OCCUPATIONS.
(See Industrial Education 463 for course description.)
FINANCE AND STATISTICS
B.A. 313f. SHORT-TERM FINANCE.
A study of the principles of money and banking, including
types of credit granting institutions, services of commercial
banks and other short-term credit institutions, and the
place of the Federal Reserve System in our economic system. Prerequisites: eight semester hours of accounting and
Economics 213 and 223 or B.A. 113. May also be counted
as economics.
B.A. 313i. INVESTMENT PRINCIPLES.
A study of analysis and valuation of investment securities
of corporations and governmental agencies. The purchase
and sale of securities through brokerage houses and investment banking firms will be studied. Prerequisites: eight
semester hours of accounting. May also be counted as
economics.
B. Math. 323. MATHEMATICS OF FINANCE.
A course designed for students who plan to major in Business Administration. It covers compound interest, discount,
annunities, depreciation, sinking funds, amortization, evaluation of bonds, and insurance. Prerequisite: Math. 113 or
Math. 163.
B.A. 363£. LONG-TERM FINANCE.
A study of the principles of business finance. The financing
of the long-term capital needs of small and medium size
firms will be studied. The corporate form of business organization and its long-term financial requirements. Prerequisites: eight semester hours of accounting and Economics 213 and 223. May also be counted as economics.
B.A. 424. BUSINESS STATISTICS.
Collection, classification, and description of data; use of
graphic methods; introduction of the theory of sampling;
frequency distribution; analysis of time series; and correlation are all studied from the standpoint of business management. Prerequisites: Math. 113 or Math. 103 and B.M. 323,
six semester hours of economics or business administration,
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and junior standing. May be counted as economics or business administration. Class meets six hours a week.
SECRETARIAL STUDIES AND BUSINESS WBITING
B.A. 112t. ELEMENTARY TYPING.

A course designed for those who may or may not have had
previous training in typing. The correct use of the typewriter, development of skill, proficiency in the use of numbers and symbols, and the study of letters and tabulation
are stressed. Class meets four hours per week.
B.A. 113s. ELEMENTARY SHORTHAND.

A course for students who desire a mastery of the principles of Gregg Shorthand. A study of the writing of shorthand, intensive vocabulary building, elementary dictation,
and transcription. Class meets five hours a week.
B.A. 122t. INTERMEDIATE TYPING.

A course designed for those who have had one year of high
school typewriting and wish to become more proficient in
the use of the typewriter. Emphasis is placed upon speed
development, business letters, tabulation and office forms.
Class meets four hours per week.
B.A. 123s. INTERMEDIATE SHORfflAND.

A continuation of 113s, review of the principles of Gregg
Shorthand, vocabulary building, dictation, and transcription. A student should be able to acquire a dictation speed
of 80-100 words per minute at the end of this semester. Class
meets five hours a week.
B.A. 213. FUNDAMENTALS OF DATA PROCESSING.

A course designed to frovide students with a broad, general understanding o the principles and modern techniques involved in the processing of data; a basic competence in the application of systems and procedures in the
use of data processing equipment. Prerequisite: B.A. 122t
or equivalent.
B.A. 213s. ADVAN CED SHORTHAND.

A course designed to enable the student to acquire speed in
dictation and transcription and to acquaint him with acceptable forms of business letters. A student should be able
to acquire a dictation speed of approximately 120 words
per minute at the close of the semester. Students are prepared to take the United States Civil Service Examination.
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Prerequisites: B.A. 113s, 123s or equivalent. Class meets
five hours a week.
B.A. 222t. ADVANCED TYPING.
A course designed for those who want to gain speed and a
knowledge of business forms. A great deal of remedial work
is done for those who have developed incorrect habits at
the machine. Letter forms, manuscript work, footnotes,
legal documents, payrolls, telegrams, carbon copies, and
related office problems. Prerequisites: B.A. 112t, 122t or its
equivalent. Secretarial majors may repeat the course once
for additional skill and practice. Class meets four hours
per week.
B.A. 223. PRINCIPLES OF DATA PROCESSING.
A course designed to familiarize students with accounting
principles, control panel wiring, flow charts, statistical reports, and programming. Prerequisites: B.A. 213 and B.A.
214.
.
B.A. 233. OFFICE ADMINISTRATION.
Principles and problems of modern office practices with
emphasis on records management, utilization of automated
office equipment; practical application to principles of accounting, statistics, and operations research. Prerequisites:
B.A. 122t, or equvialent; and B.A. 214.
B.A. 233s. SECRETARIAL TRAINING.
A study of secretarial procedures performed in business
offices. This includes personal relations, business etiquette,
handling of mail and telegrams, using the telephone, filing,
banking procedures, using directories, interviewing callers,
office equipment, keeping office records, and minutes of
meetings. Prerequisites: B.A. 112t and 122t.
B.A. 313c. BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE.
Practice in the use of correct, forceful English, practical
psychology, and good business judgment in handling many
types of business situations by letter. Prerequisites: nine
semester hours of English and ability to use the typewriter.
B.A. 313M. METHODS IN TEACHING BUSINF.88 SUBJECTS.
Methods of teaching typewriting, shorthand, office ~~~;
tice, and basic business principles, with special emp
upon office procedures and techniques. Designed for all
prospective teachers of business courses in high school.
Prerequisites: 12 semester hours of business administration courses and permission of the instructor.
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DIVISION OF APPIJED SCIENCE
ENGINEERING AND MATHEMATICS
Professor Youngman, Director

Purpose
The Department of Mathematics and Physics is concerned with
instruction in mathematics and physics for the general or liberal
education of those whose fields of specialization lie outside that o1
physics and mathematics. In addition, both departments are concerned with the technical training of those whose fields of specialization lie within this area •
The Department of Pre-engineering offers a two year program in
basic engineering. The student may complete work offered the first
two years by most engineering schools.

Degree Requirements
Major in Mathematics

Math. 133,143
Math.223

Math. 313
Math. 323

Plus: Fifteen additional semester hours in mathematics (Dine of
which must be advanced). In addition, it is recommended that the
student complete the following:
Phys. 144
Phys. 214

Phys. 224

Two years of modern language (for those intending to
do graduate work, French, German, or Russian).

Note: If the student desires to become a teacher, the following changes may be made: Physics 114, 124. One year
of a modern language instead of two.
MJnor in Mathematica

Math. 133, 143
Math.223
Plus: Nine additional semester hours of mathematics, six of which
must be advanced. Students taking a minor in mathematics as a
teaching field must take twenty four hours, twelve of which must
be advanced.
Major in Physics
Thirty six semester hours of physics including the following:
Phys. 144, 214, 224, 311, 321, 411, 421 and 413

Math. 133, 143, 223, 313, 323 and 363
Chem. 114, 124
German, French or Russian (minimum of one year)
Eng. 273 is recommended
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Minor in Physics

Physics 144, 214, 224 and 413
Plus: Three additional advanced semester hours of Physics.
For a second teaching field, a student must take twenty-four
hours.

CO-OPERATIVE PROGRAM IN MATHEMATICS
AND PHYSICS
Pan American College has a co-operative program with the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration in Houston. To be eligible,
students must be majoring in either mathematics or physics. A grade
average of B or better must be maintained and the student must have
a minimum of thirty hours, fifteen ot which must be from Pan American College. Students interested in the program should contact the
Director of Co-operative Education in the Engineering Building at
least one semester prior to the time they wish to enter the program.
Students who have more than 72 hours are not eligibile.
EHGIMEEBIHG

Since Pan American College does not offer a degree in engineering,
it is the responsibility of each student to arrange his courses in accordance with the catalog requirements of the institution to which
he plans to transfer.
For those students who have not selected the institution to which
they plan to transfer, the following curriculum is recommended for
the first two years. It includes the basic courses taken during the
first two years at most Colleges of Engineering.
SUGGESTED ENGINEER PROGRAM
First Year

First Semester
Eng. 113
Engn. 113
Chem.114
Math. 133
Math. 143
P.E.

*

Second Semester
Eng. 123
Engn. 123
Chem. 124
Math. 223
Phys. 144
P.E.

Chemical and Petroleum Engineers -

Second Year

First Semester
Eng. 273
Engn. 233
Math. 323
*Govt. 213, or
Hist. 213
Phys. 214
P.E.

Second Semester
Eng. or Am. Lit.
Engn, 243
Math. 313
Govt. 223, or
Hist. 223
Phys. 224
P.E.

Chem. 214

Notes to Engineers:

All engineering students will be held responsible for knowing how to use
the slide rule.
Students who have selected the school from which they expect to obtain
their degree should check the curriculum suggested and plan accordingly.
Only those students satisfying the math and physics entrance requirements
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with a B or better average in math will be allowed to take the prescribed
curricula.
Some schools require that Chemical Engineers take Chemistry 224 the
second semester of their sophomore year.
Students who have an average of less than B in their high school math,
even though they satisfy the math entrance requirements, should take
Math. 113 and 123 the summer prior to enrollment at Pan American College. Otherwise, their program will be delayed one year.
Students having only one year of high school algebra should enroll in
Math. 103 to make up this deficiency.
Those lacking high school trigonometry should take Math. 123.
Students who lack credit in high school physics should take Physics 114
the first semester of their first year.

Courses Offered
Engn. 113. Engineering Drawing
Engn. 123. Descriptive Geometry
Engn.233. Mechanics
Engn. 243. Mechanics of Solids
Geol. 114. Physical Geology
Geol. 124. Historical Geology
Math. 103.Algebra
Math. 113. College Algebra
Math. 123. College Trigonometry
Math. 133,143. Analytic Geometry
and Calculus
Math. 153. Mathematics in
General Education
Math. 163. Mathematics in
General Education
Math. 193. Mathematical Statistics
Math. 223. Calculus II
Math. 303. Probability and
Statistics
Math. 313. Differential Equations
Math. 323. Calculus Ill
Math. 333. History of Mathematics
Math. 343. Mathematics for
Teachers in Secondary Schools

Math. 353. Introduction to Finite
Mathematics
Math. 363. Vector Analysis
Math. 373. Theory of Numbers
Math. 423. Modem Algebra
Math.433.Llnear Algebra
Math. 453. Advanced Calculus
Phys. 114,124. General Physics
Phys. 144. Mechanics and Heat
Phys. 214. Heat, Wave Motion, Sound
and Light
Phys. 224. Electricity and Modern
Physics
Phys. 311, 321. Junior Laboratory
Phys. 313. Electricity and Magnetism
Phys. 324. Electronics
Phys. 333. Theoretical Mechanics
Phys. 343. Heat and Thermodynamics
Phys. 353. Optics
Phys. 411,421. Senior Laboratory
Phys. 413. Topics in Modem Physics
Phys. 444. Nuclear Physics
Phys. Sci. 114,124. Physical Science

ENGINEERING
Engn. 113. ENGINEERING DRAWING.

A consideration of theory and techniques in the making
of assembly drawing. Two hours of lecture and four
hours supervised drafting per week.
Engn. 123. DESCRIPTIVE GEOMETRY.

A continuation of Engineering 113 including the methods
of descriptive geometry. Two hours of lecture and four
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hours of supervised work per week. Prerequisite: Engineering 113.
Engn. 233. MECHANICS.

Principles of mechanics applied to rigid bodies at rest and
in motion. Newton's laws, work-energy, impulse-momentum
principles for rigid bodies, static and dynamic friction. Pre-requisite: Phys. 144.
Engn. 243. MECHANICS OF SOLIDS.

The study of internal forces and deformations in solids of
stress and strain for elastic and plastic solids and of applications to simple engineering problems. The laboratory
demonstrations involve strain and deformation measurement and related properties of materials. Prerequisite:
Engn. 233.

GEOLOGY
Geol. 114. PHYSICAL GEOLOGY.

Involves a comprehensive description of materials composing the earth, and deals with the classification and
analysis of geologic agents responsible for the origin, structure and sculpturing of the earth's crust. A comprehensive
study of atmosphere, running water, snow and ice, oceans
and lakes; metamorphism, rock-deformation and mountain
building; volcanism and earth quakes. Lectures, demonstration, laboratories and field trips, a total of six hours
per week. Students will be expected to arrange for their
own transportation on field trips.
Geol. 124. HISTORICAL GEOLOGY.

A course dealing with the geological history of the earth
and its inhabitants as revealed by the fossil record found
in its strata with emphasis on North America. Three hours
of lecture and recitation. Three hours of laboratory and
field trips per week. Students will be expected to arrange
for their own transportation on field trips.

MATHEMATICS
Math. 103. ALGEBRA.

Factoring, fractions, linear equations in one unknown,
graphs and functions, systems of linear equations, exponents, radicals, and the quadratic equation.
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Math. 113. COLLEGE ALGEBRA.
Quadratic equations, ratio, proportion, variation, complex
numbers, mathematical induction, binomial theorem, higher degree equations, progressions, determinants and partial
fractions. Prerequisite: two years of high school algebra
with a grade of at least a B.
Math. 123. COLLEGE TRIGONOMETRY.
A study of the solution of right triangles and oblique triangles, functions of any angle, functions of multiple angles,
radian measure, inverse functions, identities, and the solution of trigonometric equations. Prerequisite: credit or concurrent enrollment in Math. 113.
Math. 133, 143. ANALYTIC GEOMETRY AND CALCULUS.
Equation of a locus, locus of an equation, the straight line,
circle, parabola, ellipse, hyperbola, variables, functions,
limits, derivatives and differentials for polynomials and
applications, integration of polynomials and applications,
differentiation of algebraic functions. Prerequisites: Math.
113, 123, or four units of H.S. Math.
Math. 153. MATHEMATICS IN GENERAL EDUCATION.
An introductory course for non-science and non-mathe-,
m.atics majors in which the basic concepts of mathematics
are introduced and applied. Precise definitions, logical
reasoning, and generalization of known concepts are used.
It covers the axiomatic approach to the algebra of numbers exponents, equations, and logarithms. The theory of
sets is introduced and applied. Cannot be counted toward
a major or minor in mathematics.
Math. 163. MATHEMATICS IN GENERAL EDUCATION.
A continuation of Math 153 that includes topics in functions, relations, graphs, variation, simple statistical methods and probability. Cannot be counted toward a major or
minor in mathematics. Prerequisite: Math. 153.
Math. 193. MATHEMATICAL STATISTICS.
Topics covered by this course would include descriptive
statistics, the concept of probability and the calculation of
probabilities, simple probability and frequency functions,
and decision malting. The applications of statistical
methods include the fields of biology, social science, economics, business, etc. Prerequisite: Math. 113.
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Math. 223. CALCULUS Il.
This course is a continuing study of the limit, derivative,
differential and the integral as applied to many types of
functions. It contains a study of areas, volume, differentiation of implicit functions, special devices of integration
with applications to work, pressure, centers of gravity and
moments of inertia. Prerequisites: Math. 133, 143.
Math. 303. PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS.
This course consists of the basic mathematical concepts and
applications of probability and statistics. Topics covered are
probability computation, frequency distribution, the analysis of empirical data, and statistical models for decision
making. Prerequisite: Math. 223 or consent of the instructor.
Math. 313. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS.
This course contains a study of ordinary differential equations, formulation of practical problems, methods of solving type forms, systems of equations, singular solutions
and methods of approximations. Prerequisite: Math. 323.
May be taken as a sophomore.
Math. 323. CALCULUS m.
This course covers continuity; indeterminate forms; partial
differentiation; multiple integration; line, surface and space
integrals; series and hyperbolic functions. Prerequisite:
Math. 223. May be taken as a sophomore.
Math. 333. HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS.
This course is a study of the sources of mathematical
principles, growth of mathematical knowledge, and the
contributions of outstanding mathematicians. Prerequisite:
12 hours of mathematics.
Math. 343. MATHEMATICS FOR TEACHERS IN SECONDARY
SCHOOLS. The aims and content of courses in plane and
solid geometry, algebra, and trigonometry will be discussed. Emphasis will be given to the study of subject
matter. Geometry will receive the most attention. Other
topics designed to help vitalize the teaching of mathematics will also be covered. Prerequisite: 12 hours of
mathematics.
Math. 353. INTKODUCTION TO FINITE MATHEMATICS.
This course includes a study of Compound Statements, Sets
and Sub-Sets, Partitions and Counting, Probability Theory,
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Vectors and Matrices. Linear Programing and Theory of
Games are included if time permits. Prerequisite: 12 hours
of mathematics.
Math. 363. VECTOR ANALYSIS.
A study of the application of vector methods to the problems of mathematics and physics. Topics discussed include
elementary operations, vector and scaler products, differentiation of vectors, and differential operations. Prerequisite: Math. 323.
Math. 373. THEORY OF NUMBERS.
This is a study of the properties of integers. The course
topics include: Peano's postulates, mathematical induction,
prime and composite integers, divisibility properties, number-theoretic functions, bracket functions, diophantine
equations, Euler's phi-function, and congruence notation.
Prerequisites: Math. 133, 143.
Math. 423. MODERN ALGEBRA.
This course includes a study of the basic number system of
algebra, group theory, vectors and vector spaces, the algebra of matrices, linear groups, determinants and canonical
forms. Prerequisite: Math. 433.
Math. 433, LINEAR ALGEBRA.
This course includes the following topics: vector spaces,
linear transformation and matrices, bilinear and quadratic
forms, characteristic values and vectors of linear transformations, and similarity of matrices. Prerequisite: Math.
223.
Math. 453. ADVANCED CALCULUS.
An introduction to the methods of classical analysis as applied to the calculus. Topics covered include infinite sequence, series, functions of one and several variables,
proper and improper integrals, and functions defined by
integrals. Prerequisite: Math. 323.

PHYSICS
Phys. 114, 124. GENERAL PHYSICS.
A presentation of the fundamental principles of mechanics,
heat, and sound in the first semester with light, electricity,
and modern physics being presented in the second semester. Three hours lecture, two hours laboratory, and one
hour quiz section per week. Credit cannot be counted for
both Phys. 114 and Phys. 144.
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Phys. 144. MECHANICS AND HEAT.

This section is for engineers, chemistry, mathematics, and
physics majors. Three hours lecture, two hours laboratory,
and one hour quiz section per week. Prerequisites: Math.
133, 143, high school physics or Phys. 114. Credit cannot be
counted for both Phys. 144 and Phys. 114.
Phys. 214. HEAT, WAVE MOTION, SOUND AND LIGHT.
This course is arranged for engineers, chemistry, mathe-

matics, and physics majors. Three hours lecture, two hours
laboratory, and one hour quiz section per week. Prerequisites: Phys. 144 and Math. 133, 143.
Phys. 224. ELECTRICITY AND MODERN PHYSICS.

Designed for engineers, chemistry, mathematics, and physics majors. Three hours lecture, two hours laboratory, and
one hour quiz section per week. Prerequisite: Phys. 21f or
permission of the instructor.
Phys. 311, 321. JUNIOR LABORATORY.

The course is designed to acquaint the student with the
experimental method. Experiments are chosen to cover as
many fields of physics as possible in keeping with the
background and abilities of the students. Three hours of
laboratory per week. Credit, one hour. Required of all
Physics majors. Prerequisite: 12 hours of physics.
Phys. 313. ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM.

Deals with theory of electrostatics, electromagnetics, magnetic properties of materials, units, and thermoelectricity,
simple treatment of alternating current, oscillating circuits,
electromagnetic radiation, and Maxwell's equation. Lecture three hours. Prerequisites: 12 hours of physics and
Math. 223.
Phys. 324. ELECTRONICS.

Study of the phenomena of electronics including the application of electronic devices. Lecture three hours. Laboratory three hours. Prerequisite: Physics 313 or permission of the instructor.

Phys. 333. THEORETICAL MECHANICS.

Emphasis is placed on Newton's laws of motion, the conservation laws and detailed motions resulting therefrom,
and the relevance of these classical ideas to modem atomic
physics. Other topics include oscillatory motion, wave
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motion, and mechanics of fluids. Three hours lecture. Prerequisites: 12 hours of physics and Math. 223.
Phys. 343. HEAT AND THERMODYNAMICS.
Study of heat measuring devices, thermal expansion, behavior of gases, elementary thermodynamics, change of
state, specific heats, and transfer of heat. Lecture three
hours. Prerequisites: 12 hours of physics and Math. 223.
Phys. 353. OPTICS.
A study of physical optics, including diffraction, interference, polarization, and the beginning of spectroscopy
together with some geometrical optics. Lecture three hours.
Prerequisites: 12 hours of physics and Math. 223.
Phys. 411, 421. SENIOR LABORATORY.
The student performs experiments of greater complexity
and difficulty than those in Junior laboratory. In addition,
the student is encouraged to design and carry out original
experiments in his field of interest. Three hours of laboratory work per week. Required of all physics majors. Prerequisites: Phys. 311, 321.
Phys. 413. TOPICS IN MODERN PHYSICS.
This is a study of recent developments in physics, including
atomic energy, nuclear structure, X-rays, cosmic rays, and
radioactivity. For chemistry, mathematics, and physics
majors. Three hours lecture per week. Not given each
year.
Phys. 444. NUCLEAR PHYSICS.
Fundamentals of nuclear physics. Includes three hours
lecture and a three hour laboratory. Prerequisite: one year
of physics.

SCIENCE
Phys. Sci. 114, 124. PHYSICAL SCIENCE.
A course in science designed for the general education of
non-science majors. Selected subjects from astronomy,
geology, meteorology, physics, and chemistry illustrate the
methods of science, and the capabilities and limitations of
methods in solving problems in science and other fields.
Relations between scientific development and cultural,
political, and industrial development are studied. Three
hours lecture and three hours laboratory per week. Prerequisite: credit or concurrent enrollment in a mathematics course.
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Student Personal Health Record
NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Weight (lbs.) _ _ _ Height (inches)_ _ _ Posture (good, fair, poor)_ __
General appearance (good, fair, poor) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Muscular development (good, fair, poor) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Are there any physical d e f o r m i t i e s ? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Is there positive evidence of a successful vaccination for smallpox?--Scalp _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Skin _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Bones and joints _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Feet _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Lymph glands
Eyes: Lid~---- Conjunctiv..__ _ _ _ Vision: r - - - ~ - - - Are glasses worn? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Ears: Hearing r _ _ __. ____ Are there any signs of disease? _ _

Nose: r _ _ __. ____ Is breathing through nose normal? _ _ _ __
Tongu

Tonsil.,__ _ _ _ _ _ Pharyny_ _ _ _ _ __

Teeth: Hygiene (clean or unclean) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Pathology (number needing filling) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Thyroid Gland - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Heart _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Blood pressure _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Lungs

Abdomen

Genital.,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ Are there any signs of hernia? _ _ _ _ __
Menstrual History: When established _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Regular _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Irregular _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Flow: Moderat,...______ Excessiv______ Scanty_ _ _ _ __
Prolongt'd'------ Pai,..__ _ _ _ Mil...__ _ _ _ Sever,____ _ __
Out of Schoo
Cramp
Backach'-'-----When _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Duration _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Urinalysis: Reaction _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Sp. gr. _ _ _ _ __
A l b - - - - - Sugar_ _ _ _ _ Cas..__ _ _ _ Cell.,__ _ _ __

Does the applicant show any tendencies toward physical, nervous, mental,
or emotional disability? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
The general health and vigor of the applicant is (good, fair, poor) _ _ __
Do you consider the applicant in a state of physical, nervous, and mental
health to stand the test of college work including the requirement in
physical e d u c a t i o n ? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - In your opinion should there be any restrictions put on the social and
extra classroom activities of the applicant?

y e ~ - - - - no, _ _ _ __

(make suggestions under remarks.)
Do you have any suggestion that would help the college in assisting him
or her to develop and maintain a high standard of efficiency? ye~·_ __
no,____ (make suggestions under remarks.)
Remarks: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Dat,...__ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Signe....__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,:u.D.
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

This report is not to be given to the student. The physician is requested to
return it as soon as possible to the Registrar's Office, Pan American College,
Edinburg, Texas.

NE~

Social Security No. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

APPLICATIC
FULL LEGAL NAME (No Nicknames)
Mr. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ ADDRESS WHILE AT'J
Miss
First
Mrs.
Last
If Mrs., give Maiden Name

Middle

No. Street
MAILING ADDRESS

No. Street
Your Birth Date - - - - - - - - - - - - PERMANENT LEGAL .
Month
Day
Year
Place _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ No. Street
CHECK ONE:
1. _ _ Man-Single

EMPLOYMENT ( Check One)
1. _ _ Working Part-Time

2. _ _ Man-Married

2. _ _ Working Full-Time

S. _ _ Woman-Single

S. _ _ Teaching Part-Time
4. _ _ Teaching Full-Time

4. _ _ Woman-Married

ANSWER QUESTIONS BELOW BY CHECKING CO
(A) FORMER STUDENTS ONLY
(B) TRANSFER STUI
Former, Transferre
Were you enrolled at PAC
last semester?
If not, last date of
attendance _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 19_ __ Last College Attended
Semester

Attended any other college since last
date of attendance here? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Degree

( If yes, complete Columns B and C)

Comple

APPLICATION FOR:
FALL SEMESTER _ __

SPRING SEMESTER _ __

Summer Session:
FIRST TERM
CLASSES ENROLLING FOR:
Day_ _ __

SECOND TERM

Evening,.,__ _ __

Saturday Only_ _ __

Date of Application _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

NEW STUDENTS

PLEASE PRINT ALL INFORMATION

CATION FOR REGISTRATION
8-: ATTENDING PAC
Town

Your Major
This Semester _ _ _ _ __
State

:!.:SS

Total Semester
Hours Earned _ _ _ _ __
Or

Town
GAL ADDRESS

State

Town

State

Are you on scholastic probation?

Degree Held

County
_ _Yes

_ _No

Are you on scholastic suspension? _ _Yes

__No

Where?
CHURCH PREFERENCE
"G CORRECT SQUARE OR Fll,LING IN BLANK

STUDENTS (Either New or
1sferred From )

nded

( C) ALL STUDENTS ( Mode of Entry)
1. _ _ High School Graduate
2. _ _ Individual Approval
3. _ _ Examination
Name of High School
Location

Date
omplete Column C

County
Town
State
Year _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

DO NOT WRITE IN THIS SPACE
1. _ _ Health Record
2. _ _ Transcript
A. _ _ Record from previous college not clear
B. _ _ Scholastically ineligible at previous school
C. _ _ Disciplinary suspension at any college
D. _ _ Records unacceptable
3. _ _ Previous financial record at PAC not clear
4. _ _ Ineligible at PAC
5. _ _ A.C.T. or C.E.E.B.
6. _ _ Appointment made

TDo:s Pum.lsBIKc

CoMPAlfY,

Mtsslon, Texas

i

